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Abstract
Wireless communication has become an integral part of life in a modern society. The
data to be transmitted is modulated on radio frequency carrier signals for transmis-
sion where the bandwidth of the signal to be transmitted increases proportional to
the speed at which the data is intended to be transmitted.
The present generation cellular wireless communication systems employ channel
bandwidths as wide as 20 MHz in multipole bands between 800 MHz and 3.5
GHz with digitally modulated multi-carrier transmission schemes and hybrid access
schemes in time, frequency and spatial domains. The radio spectrum has stretched
to occupy multiple bands below to meet the demand for volume and speed of the
data to be communicated. Indoor short range wireless communications of present
generation employ channel bandwidths as wide as 160 MHz and transmit at pow-
ers lesser than a tenth of that transmitted by cellular systems and employ similar
access schemes as cellular wireless systems. There has been a similar evolution in
the area of wireless communications through satellites. Next generation wireless
communication systems such as 5G and High-Throughput-Satellite systems in the
millimetre wave bands have promised a step increase in data rates in the order of
several gigabits per second operating multiple frequency bands over and above those
in use at present. This necessitates design of state of the art mm-wave transceivers
capable of operating in millimetre wave bands with instantaneous bandwidths of
several hundreds of MHz. The cost and complexity of implementation of the radio
transmission system increases rapidly as the bandwidths increase.
This work investigates digital enhancement techniques to enhance performance of
wideband radio frequency transmitters. A section of the work focusses on charac-
terizing wideband impairments in radio frequency hardware and mitigating them
through digital signal processing. Another section devises digital signal processing
operations to jointly enhance power efficiency in radio frequency transmitters along
with providing an additional tier of security to the information being transmit-
ted.The third section focusses on methods of transmission of wideband modulated
signals by seamlessly interleaving multiple radio frequency transceivers of relatively
narrow bandwidths in the frequency domain thereby presenting an architecture for
scalable bandwidth transmitters. Overall this thesis presents innovative techniques
to mitigate limitations in radio frequency hardware that hinder wideband opera-
tion and schemes to construct scalable bandwidth transceivers with scope to reuse
legacy radio frequency hardware for next generation communication systems in part
or whole.
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1. Introduction
In modern wireless communications, digital data in a communicating node is pro-
cessed by several computing stages through software and hardware modules in accor-
dance with a pre-defined protocol. The processed data is transmitted over wideband
complex envelope modulated radio frequency (RF) carriers. The different processing
stages are abstracted in the form of a network protocol stack. The protocol stack of
Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) system is shown in Fig. 1.1. The data to be
communicated is generated in the upper most layer i.e. the application layer and
then encapsulated in the form of packets, framed, formatted, encoded in the next
four layers of the stack with each layer accomplishing a distinct objective and adding
its header to the data to be transmitted. The physical layer (PHY) is tasked with the
actual connectivity of the transmitting or receiving node to the peer node through
the communication channel. This layer defines the transmitter-receiver (transceiver)
hardware and air interface specifications such as carrier frequency (Fc), modulation
standard, signal bandwidth (BW), effective isotropic radiated power (EIRP), RF
pulse width, etc. The focus of the work presented in this thesis is on enhancing the
PHY performance for transmission of wideband modulated signals.
Fig. 1.1.: Network Protocol Stack
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1.1. Key Parameters, Channel Capacity and Resource
Sharing Schemes in Wireless Communications
Wireless communications take place over the microwave and millimetre wave bands
of the electromagnetic spectrum which are allocated to network operators in accor-
dance with legal and commercial agreements governed by national and international
authorities. The available band of spectrum is divided into channels which are in-
turn allocated to users of the network by the operator/communications controller.
Some of the key parameters of the channel are introduced in this sub-section.
1.1.1. Channel Parameters
Carrier Frequency (Fc): This refers to the frequency of a radio carrier around which
data is centred for wireless communications.
Bandwidth (BW): The length of the band or range of frequencies occupied around
the carrier by the data intended to be transmitted/received.
Modulation: A process of varying some parameter of a radio carrier in accordance
with the data to be transmitted.
a) Amplitude modulation (AM): The amplitude of the carrier signal is varied in
accordance with the data to be transmitted.
b) Frequency modulation (FM): The frequency of the carrier signal is varied in
accordance with the data to be transmitted
c) Phase Modulation (PM): The phase of the carrier signal is varied in accordance
with the data to be transmitted
d) Vector Modulation: A modulation scheme involving radio signals at the same
frequency but at orthogonal phases where each point in the modulation space is
defined by a magnitude and phase.
Eg: Phase Shift Keying (PSK), Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM).
Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR): Ratio of the power of the signal of interest to the
power of noise in the channel.
1.1.2. Channel Capacity
Channel capacity ({Cc}): This refers to the amount of information that can be
carried on a channel as a function of SNR. The channel capacity in bits per second
is provided by Shannon’s formula:
Cc = BWLog2(1 + SNR) (1.1)
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1.1.3. Resource Sharing Schemes
The most valuable resource in wireless communications is the electromagnetic spec-
trum over which transmission and reception take place. It is therefore imperative to
share the available spectrum between several users, their data sources and several
communicating nodes.
Multiplexing: The process of distributing parts of a resource to multiple data
sources/entities.
a) Time Division Multiplexing (TDM): A multiplexing scheme where a given spec-
trum or bandwidth for communication is allotted to different data streams/entities
at fixed time slots.
b) Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM): A multiplexing scheme where the avail-
able frequency spectrum is divided into smaller parts and allocated to different data
streams/entities.
c) Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM): A scheme where the band-
width available around a radio carrier is divided into orthogonal sub-carriers which
are modulated in accordance to the data to be transmitted. A block of data is
split into parallel streams with the number of streams equal to the number of sub-
carriers chosen in the available channel bandwidth. Each sub-carrier is modulated
at a data rate equal to the intended data rate divided by the number of sub-carriers.
Each sub-carrier is orthogonal to the other sub-carriers in the channel and hence the
name. This task is popularly accomplished with the use of Fast Fourier Transforms
(FFT).
Multiple Access Scheme: The scheme of allocating the access of wireless channels to
multiple users/clients.
a) Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA): A multiplexing scheme where a given
spectrum or radio channel for communication is allotted to different users/clients at
fixed time slots. Every user in the scheme can access the entire radio spectrum in
his/her time slot.
b) Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA): A multiplexing scheme where the
overall available frequency spectrum is divided into smaller parts and allocated to
different users/clients. Every user can access his/her portion of the spectrum all the
time.
c) Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA): A spread spectrum scheme where sev-
eral nodes communicate over the same carrier frequency and band using different
pseudorandom spreading codes.
d) Hybrid Multiple Access Schemes: Schemes were combinations of the above access
schemes are involved.
e) Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA): A scheme where the
overall spectrum available is divided into channels and each channel is divided in
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to sub-carriers and the uses/clients are allocated a subset of sub-carriers either in
the same or multiple channels. The modulation on each sub-carrier may be same or
different depending upon the available Signal to Noise Ratios.
f) Spatial Division Multiple Access (SDMA): A scheme where directional properties
of radiated RF signals are exploited to reuse a set of frequencies at multiple geo-
graphical regions. Two or more regions can use the same set of frequencies if they are
separated to an extent such that the transmissions don’t interfere mutually. SDMA
is used in conjunction with other multiple access schemes mentioned above.
1.2. Features of Next Generation Wireless
Communication Systems
The process in a radio transmitter involves generation of the carrier, modulating
one or more of its parameters namely amplitude, phase and frequency by the data
intended to be transmitted, boosting the signal strength to cover the required com-
munication range and transmitting it through a designated RF channel by means
of an antenna. The modulation schemes adopted in present day wireless systems
involve vectors where the digital data to be transmitted is grouped in terms of num-
ber of bits and each bit pattern is assigned a magnitude and a phase (angle) thereby
generating a vector symbol. In other words, each pattern of ‘n’ bits of digital data
is assigned a vector symbol where ‘n’ is the number of bits per symbol. For example
in a general Offset Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (O-QPSK) modulation scheme,
the digital data is grouped in the form of symbols of two bits each with the possible
patterns 00, 01, 10, 11 and each of these symbols is represented by a magnitude and
phase as shown in Tab. 1.1.
Tab. 1.1.: QPSK symbols, real and imaginary parts
The digitally generated vector baseband symbols representing each bit pattern are
also represented in the form of complex numbers. The real part of the complex sym-
bol thus generated is designated as the ‘In-Phase’ (I) component and the imaginary
part of the complex symbol is designated as the ‘Quadrature’ (Q) component. The
‘I’ and ‘Q’ components of the modulation symbols are orthogonal to one another i.e.
exhibit a phase difference of 90 degrees between one another. In the QPSK case,
the modulated signal carries two birts of information per Hz of bandwidth.
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Next generation wireless communications such as Fifth Generation or 5G Wireless
and Next Generation High Throughput Satellite have promised a step increase in
the rates at which data can be communicated. The technical objective of Mobile
and wireless communications Enablers for the Twenty-twenty Information Society
(METIS) [1][2] that reflects the 5G requirements is to develop technical solutions
towards a system concept that supports 1000 times higher mobile data volume per
area, 10 to 100 times higher number of connected devices and 10 to 100 times
higher user data rate. Spectrum in wireless communications is limited in availability
and licensed by regulatory bodies. With increasing demands for speed of wireless
connectivity, it is imperative to maximize the utilization of the available spectrum
by transmitting as many bits as possible per Hz using schemes such as Quadrature
Amplitude Modulation with 256 constellation points (QAM 256) where 8 bits of data
are transmitted per Hz of bandwidth. However, scaling up the order of modulation
i.e. number of bits per Hz is not an easy task. An increase in the channel capacity
by a bit per Hz requires an increase in the signal to noise ratio (SNR) by a factor of 2
as can be inferred from eq. 1.1. The available SNR is limited by several factors such
as fading, channel noise, noise figures of the RF hardware involved in generation,
transmission and reception of the modulated signal. It is also equally necessary
for a wireless service provider to allocate the available spectrum to clients using
efficient sharing mechanisms or multiple access schemes where each client gets a fair
share of the spectrum for the data at his/her end to be communicated whenever
needed. Some of the key enablers to accomplish the objective of seamless wireless
communication at data rates in the order of multiple gigabits per second are:
1. Wider Channel Bandwidths and Carrier Aggregation
2. Advanced waveforms and adaptive modulation schemes.
3. Multi-Band Operation
4. Spatial division multiple access, MIMO
The term MIMO refers to Multi-Input Multi-Output schemes where the wireless
communications between two nodes take place over multiple propagation paths tra-
versed by the RF signals between them. If the signal propagation paths are un-
correlated, the data rate can be scaled up by the number of paths despite using
the same carrier frequency and bandwidth i.e. same spectrum. Orthogonal Fre-
quency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) is a scheme where the bandwidth available
around a radio carrier is divided into orthogonal sub-carriers which are modulated
in accordance to the data to be transmitted. A block of data is split into parallel
streams with the number of streams equal to the number of sub-carriers chosen in
the available channel bandwidth. Each sub-carrier is modulated at a data rate equal
to the intended data rate divided by the number of sub-carriers. Each sub-carrier is
orthogonal to the other sub-carriers in the channel and hence the name. This task
is popularly accomplished with the use of Discrete Fourier Transforms (DFT). An
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OFDM signal may be mathematically represented in the form eq. 1.2
s(t) = 1√
N
N∑
k=1
X(k)ej2πkt/Ts (1.2)
where s(t) is the instantaneous time domain value of the OFDM signal at time t
N is the number of points in the FFT is the sampling interval in seconds X(k) is
the kth complex modulated symbol OFDM based modulation schemes have been
deployed in a number of present day state of the art wireless communication systems
such as Long Term Evolution (LTE), WLAN, Digital Video Broadcast – Terrestrial
(DVB-T/T2), etc. Carrier aggregation refers to transmission of the intended data
on more than one carrier frequency simultaneously. The carrier frequencies could
be in the same frequency band (intra-band) or in different frequency bands (inter-
band). Similarly if the aggregated carriers are contiguous in frequency, the scheme is
termed Contiguous Carrier Aggregation. European Telecommunications Standards
Institute (ETSI) has published extension of licensed spectrum for commercial wire-
less networks to millimetre wave bands up to 145 GHz for back haul radio links [3]
with channel bandwidths up to 800 MHz supporting data rates in the range 5 to 10
Gbps with 4L multi input multi output (MIMO) configuration and carrier aggrega-
tion in November 2018. Qualcomm Technologies Incorporation (QTI) has published
commercially viable schemes in [4] for mobile communications where the commer-
cial spectrum extends to 28 GHz with channel bandwidths up to 400 MHz. The air
interface features modulation schemes in accordance with 5G New Radio (5G NR)
standard where scalable OFDM modulated carriers are employed with carrier and
time slot aggregations. Time Slot aggregation refers to transmission of the intended
data in more than one time slot.
Some of the salient features of Next Generation High Throughput Satellite Commu-
nications [5, 6]:
a) Wideband, High-Capacity Waveform Q Scalable from 1 to 225 Msps/32APSK
b) Higher orders of modulation and wideband carriers that enable higher efficiencies
and throughputs with bandwidths up to 500 MHz per beam.
c) Very high density, up to 2 Gbps capacity per transceiver.
d) Readily scalable from 100 to 100,000s of sites with the use of spot beams.
e) Adaptive coding and modulation schemes.
Wireless standards for low power indoor short [4, 7] distance communications in
unlicensed bands such as IEEE 802.11ad have evolved which feature channel band-
widths of 2.16GHz at carrier frequencies operating in the 60GHz band.
Work has also been in progress to integrate satellite communications in 5G networks
[8, 9].
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1.3. Challenges In The Design For Next Generation
Wireless Communications That Motivated This
Work
A radio transceiver is the fundamental block of a wireless communication node.The
high level functional block diagram of a typical radio transceiver for wireless com-
munications is shown in Fig. 1.2 where the transmitter section consists of a vector
modulator where an RF carrier generated by the local oscillator LO-1 is subject to
complex envelope modulation. The power of the modulated signal is then boosted
in accordance with the distance over which communication needs to be performed.
The receiver section consists of a low noise amplifier (LNA) tasked with increasing
the strength of the received signal to a level compatible with the vector demodulator.
The vector demodulator recovers the transmitted bit stream for further processing
and interpretation by the computing device. The transmitter and the receiver are
connected to a common antenna through a duplexer whose architecture depends on
the type of duplexing scheme.
Fig. 1.2.: Functional Block Diagram of a Radio Frequency Transceiver
The quality of the modulated signal generated and transmitted depends on the
quality of the modulator, oscillator and the RF power amplifier. Their performance
over the operating bandwidth and dynamic range of the signal encountered impose
limits on the range, speed and reliability of the wireless communication system. The
system level design challenges that motivated this research are
1) Bandwidth dependent performance of the functional modules in a transmitter:
The modulator in the transmitter is made up of Digital to Analogue Converters
(DACs), RF mixers, RF filters and associated circuits whose transfer fuunctions
vary as a function of the frequency of operation and its modulation bandwidth. This
is particularly significant when it is required to design systems to support the data
rates in the order of multiple gigabits per second discussed in the previous section.
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Similiarly, the modules present in the demodulator such as RF mixers, baseband
filters, Analogue to Digital Converters (ADCs) present significant chanllenges in
reception and detection of wideband complex modulated signals. These parameters
and associated distortions are described in Chapter 2. This thesis is focussed on
enhancing the wideband performance of transmitters providing seamless bandwidth
scalability next generation wireless communications.
2) Peak to Average Power Ratio (PAPR): This is the ratio of the peak power in a
modulated signal to its average power. The present generation wireless standards
specify OFDM modulated schemes due to their obvious benefits of immunity against
fading, resilience to interference and simpler channel equalisation. But OFDM mod-
ulated signals possess high PAPR values [10]. This may be visualized in the form of
Inverse Fourier Transform of a rectangular function. For example, if the magnitude
of X(k) in eq. 1.2 remains the same at all active sub-carriers at value ‘1’, it results
in a rectangular function in frequency domain. It may be inferred that the inverse
Fourier Transform of a rectangular function would yield a sinc function exhibiting
a high PAPR. 5G wireless communication standard features flexible bandwidth and
numerology configurations. An example of a 5G OFDM configuration at 28 GHz
with sub-carrier spacing (SCS) of 120 kHz and bandwidth 400 MHz in [4]. The
RF power amplifier (PA), which is a power hungry and an expensive part in the
transmitter would need to be operated in a linear manner to adhere with the ampli-
tude swings encountered with present day and next generation modulation schemes.
Linear operation of a PA results in power inefficiency leading to high operating costs
and thermal dissipations and it is hence preferred to operate the PA close to satura-
tion region of its transfer characteristics. However, the PA would need to be backed
off from operating at the saturation point to accommodate swings in the envelope of
the signal being amplified. Therefore, signals with high PAPR would imply greater
levels of back off for the PA and hence lower efficiency. Published state of the art
frequency domain PAPR reduction techniques require extra information to be trans-
mitted to restore the original amplitudes at the receiver for faithful demodulation.
One of the objectives of the research work undertaken is to derive techniques to
reduce the PAPR of wideband OFDM modulated signals in a manner such that the
process can be undone at the receiver prior to demodulation in a predictable manner
and without additional information being transmitted.
3) Transmission over parallel RF signal paths: MIMO communications involves
transmission of data over parallel signal paths using an array of antennas. Spa-
tial Division Multiple Access (SDMA) schemes require antennas with narrow beam
widths. This often requires an array of antennas with appropriate amplitude and
phase excitations. Mismatch in amplitudes and phases between the feeding paths
over the bandwidth of interest results in undesirable radiation characteristics. Multi-
input RF power amplifiers such as Outphasing Amplifiers involve signal amplification
in parallel stages whose outputs are combined to yield an amplified version of the
signal intended to be transmitted. Signal distortions in any of the paths involved
and imbalances between the amplitude and phase responses over the bandwidth of
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operation will jeopardize the entire system. An objective of the research work un-
dertaken was to derive novel techniques to identify the imbalances and distortions
persent in multiple RF signal paths of a transmission system across the bandwidth
oof interest and mitigate them through digitally assisted means.
4) Security in the Physical Layer: Unlike, wired communication schemes, wireless
data transmission is broadcast where the occurrence of transmission is sensed and
can be received by multiple receivers including the legitimate nodes and eavesdrop-
pers. The security of the data transmitted depends on the ability to encrypt the
data such that only the legitimate receivers are able to interpret the message. This
task is conventionally handled in the higher layers of the network protocol stack with
techniques such as scrambling, bit and packet encryption. These techniques however
do not encrypt the air interface of the wireless network and therefore leave the nodes
open for traffic analysis and interception by eavesdroppers and man-in-the-middle
platforms [11, 12]. One of the ways to reduce the probability of interception by
an unauthorized node is to provide a degree of security in the physical layer (PHY)
independent of the network protocols and infrastructure. Physical layer security has
been gaining interest among researchers in recent years. One of the methodologies
developed in the research work undertaken was to encrypt the modulated constel-
lation of the signal being transmitted so as to impair the ability of eavesdroppers
from demodulating it.
Overall, this thesis presents innovative techniques to mitigate limitations in radio
frequency hardware that hinder wideband operation and schemes to construct scal-
able bandwidth transceivers with scope to reuse legacy radio frequency hardware
for next generation communication systems in part or whole. The reminder of this
thesis is organized as follows:
Chapter 2: A block level description of a radio transceiver, key performance indices
of its transmitting and receiving sections and bandwidth dependent signal distortions
in them are presented.
Chapter 3: The work in this chapter focusses on characterizing wideband impair-
ments in radio frequency hardware descrbed in Chapter 2 and mitigating them
through digital signal processing. Novel techniques that were developed by the au-
thor to calibrate multiple RF signal paths in a single iteration are presented. These
correspond to items 2, 3 and 7 in the list of publications.
Chapter 4: An introduction to RF Power Amplifiers (PAs), their classes, topologies,
behavioural modelling and digital pre-distortion (DPD) are discussed. The novel
techniques developed by the author and presented in Chapter 3 are applied to cali-
brate the RF signal paths in a multi-way Doherty power amplifier and to linearize an
outphasing power amplifier in collaboration with co-researchers. These correspond
to items 5, 6, 12 and 13 in the list of publications.
Chapter 5: Schemes to provide security in physical layer of wireless communications
and techniques for reduction of PAPR in OFDM signals are discussed. A novel
scheme for encrypting wideband signals to jointly provide security in the physical
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layer and reduce PAPR is presented where the key for encryption is generated using
the unique hardware and channel responses between two legitimate nodes is pre-
sented over the operating bandwidth. These correspond items 8, 10 and 11 in the
list of publications.
Chapter 6: System design techniques to generate and transmit wideband complex
modulated signals in parts using multiple modulators and transmitters and com-
bining them in a seamless manner are presented. The techniques presented enable
mitigation of bandwidth limitations in the baseband and RF hardware at system
level, enable construction of scalable bandwidth transmitters and also enable reuse
of legacy equipment for next generation wireless communications in part or whole.
These correspond items 8, 10 and 11 in the list of publications. 1, 4 and 9 in the
list of publications.
Chapter 7: The conclusions derived from this work are summarized.
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2. Overview of a Wireless
Transceiver and Signal Distortion
Effects in Wireless
Communications
Enablers for next generation wireless communications present significant engineer-
ing challenges to mitigate in each stage of the wireless transceiver owing to practical
limitations caused by bandwidth and frequency dependent impairments. In this
chapter, the functional block diagram of a radio transceiver for wireless commu-
nications is introduced. This is followed by an introduction to key performance
indices of the transmitter and the receiver sections. The impairments caused by
linear and weakly non-linear modules in the RF chain with focus on factors that
affect bandwidth are discussed in the third part.
2.1. A Modern Wireless Transceiver
Fig. 2.1.: Block Diagram of Wireless Transceiver
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Overview of a Wireless Transceiver and Signal Distortion Effects in Wireless
Communications
The functional block diagram of a radio frequency transceiver was described in Chap-
ter1. A more detailed block diagram of a typical present day wireless transceiver
is shown in Fig. 2.1. The transmitter consists of a digital signal processor (DSP)
that generates the vector modulated symbols consisting of quantized amplitudes and
phases in response to the digital data intended to be transmitter. The Digital to
Analogue Converters (DACs) in the I and Q signal paths generate the equivalent
analogue baseband signals. The outputs from the DACs are translated to the in-
tended radio frequency (RF) through mixers in each path by multiplication with
the intended RF carrier signal. The LO signal is injected in the I and Q signal
paths at quadrature to one another to accomplish vector up-conversion. This yields
a complex envelope modulated signal at the intended carrier frequency. The vector
up-converted signal is filtered to suppress frequency components outside the band of
interest by means of an RF band pass filter (BPF). The bandwidth of the modulated
carrier is proportional to the rate at which the intended data modulates the carrier
i.e. the faster the data, higher is the bandwidth needed. For example, an ideal wire-
less transmission system where the input bits change at a rate of 200 megabits per
second (Mbps) employing a QPSK modulation scheme where each symbol represents
two bits with require a bandwidth of 100 megahertz (MHz ). The filtered output is
then amplified to the required power in the RF power amplifier (PA). The output
of the PA is transmitted through the duplexer and the antenna. The duplexer is a
block that separates the signal being received from that being transmitted.
a) Time Division Duplex (TDD): In this scheme, the transmitter and the receiver
are connected to the antenna at different timeslots and operate at the same carrier
frequency and bandwidth. An RF Single Pole Double Throw (SPDT) switch is used
to connect the antenna to the transmitter or the receiver at the appropriate timeslot.
A block diagram of this scheme is shown in Fig. 2.2.
Fig. 2.2.: Time Division Duplex
b) Frequency Division Duplex (FDD): In this scheme, the transmitter and
the receiver operate at different frequencies and can hence operate simultaneously
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all the time. The signals for transmission and reception paths are separated by
means of band-pass filters (BPF) in each signal path to reject the signals from the
other signal path. Fig. 2.3 Frequency Division Duplex.
Fig. 2.3.: Frequency Division Duplex
2.2. Key Performance Indicators of SISO Transceivers
The radio frequency (RF) transceiver is the most critical part of the physical layer
in a wireless communication system. The quality of service depends upon the extent
of achievable performance of wireless transceivers deployed in the wireless network
for the intended application. The key performance indicators of the transmitter and
the receiver sections in a transceiver are summarized below.
2.2.1. Key Performance Indices of an RF transmitter
Centre frequency stability and accuracy: This is a measure of the extent to
which the carrier frequency deviates from its ideal value. The deviation is measured
in parts per million (ppm). This parameter is dependent upon the design of the
local oscillator (LO). The deviation in ppm is mathematically expressed as δf.
δf = factual − fideal
fideal
X106 (2.1)
where factual is the actual frequency of the signal generated by the LO and fideal is
the ideal frequency of LO’s output signal.
Error Vector Magnitude (EVM): This is a measure of the deviation of the
values of modulated signal vectors from the ideal values. A comparison of ideal and
measured modulation constellation of a transmitter is shown in Fig. 2.4. It may be
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noticed that the actual modulated amplitudes and phases deviate from the ideal
values. EVM is a measure of the extent of this deviation and an indicator of the
integrity of the transmitter. The mathematical expression for EVM measured over
N modulated symbols is
EVM = 2
√√√√RMS(|Iideal(n)− Iactual|(n)|2 + |Qideal(n)−Qactual|(n)|2)
(RMS(Iideal(n) + jQideal(n)))2
(2.2)
where Iideal(n) + jQideal(n) value of nth modulated symbol. Iactual(n) + jQactual(n) is
the actual measured value of nth modulated symbol. EVM in eq. 2.2 is expressed as
root mean squared (RMS) value in percentage. It can also be expressed as a mean
value and in decibel (dB) scale.
Higher order modulation schemes require low EVM. The lowest value of EVM is ‘0’
which implies no deviation from ideal value.
Fig. 2.4.: Ideal and Non-Ideal Constellation Comparison
RF output power: The modulation schemes used in modern wireless communi-
cations employ complex envelope modulated carriers and hence the power content
in the signal being transmitted has peak and average values. Average power is de-
rived from the RMS value of the amplitudes of the signal being transmitted. Peak
power is derived from the maximum amplitude of the signal being transmitted. The
RF power amplifier needs to maintain the PAPR to maintain the integrity of the
modulated content. This will be elaborated further in Chapter 4.
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Power Amplifier Drain Efficiency ‘η ’: This figure is an indicator of the extent
of DC power consumed to produce the measured output RF power.
η = PRF
PDC
(2.3)
where is the PRF output power and is the supplied DC bias power.
Adjacent Channel Power Ratio (ACPR): ACPR is a large signal parameter
referring to the amount of power emitted by the transmitter outside its allocated
channel that leaks into the adjacent channel. This parameter has a legal implication
and its limit is set by the applicable wireless communication standard.
Spurious Emissions: These are RF emissions outside the allocated band of oper-
ation. The power of these emissions are required to be well below the power in the
signal intended signal being transmitted. A typical pictorial description of spurious
emissions in the output spectrum of a transmitter is shown in Fig. 2.5.
linearity
Fig. 2.5.: Spurious Emissions
LO signal leakage: This refers to the extent of leakage of un-modulated signal
from the LO coupling with the RF output of the transmitter. This is particularly
a problem encountered with zero-IF or direct conversion transmitters. The leakage
causes power inefficiency and errors in the modulated constellation.
Spectral Flatness: This characteristic is a measure of extent of uniformity of
RF gain across the channel bandwidth. This is particularly a critical parameter in
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Fig. 2.6.: LO Leak
OFDM modulated systems since a droop or ripple in pass band gain can reduce
the amplitude of a modulated sub-carrier relative to other sub-carriers leading to a
misinterpretation of the transmitted symbol at the receiver.
Power On and Power Down Ramp: These parameters refer to the amount of
time involved in the output of RF power to rise from 0 to 90% and from 100 % to
10% of the of final value respectively. These parameters are critical in TDD systems
and are specified in the applicable wireless standards. For example, the maximum
power on and power down ramp times allowed in WLAN transceivers is 2µsec. RF
power output vs time: These parameters are measures of stability of the RF output
power of a transmitter and are affected by thermal factors.
Output Voltage Standing Wave Ratio (VSWR ): This is a sub-system pa-
rameter and refers to the extent to which the impedance at the RF output port of
the transmitter is matched with the specified load. Impedance mismatches result in
standing waves owing to reflections and large standing waves can cause permanent
damage to RF power transistors. The relations between the output impedance, sys-
tem’s characteristic impedance (also load impedance), output reflection co-efficient
and output VSWR are provided in equations eq. 2.4 and eq. 2.5.
Γ = Zout − Zo
Zout + Zo
(2.4)
V SWR = 1 + Γ1− Γ (2.5)
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Quadrature skew: The ideal difference in phase between I and Q parts of the
baseband signals should be 90 degrees. The extent of deviation from this figure is
termed as quadrature skew. This skew affects EVM as shown in Fig. 2.7b. This is
a measure of the quality of the modulator stage in the transmitter and the max-
imum acceptable limits are specified in the applicable wireless standards. Higher
modulation schemes have lower tolerance to quadrature skew.
Fig. 2.7.: IQ Imbalance and skew
I-Q gain imbalance: This refers to an imbalance in gain between the I and Q
signal paths in the transmitter. This imbalance affects EVM as shown in Fig. 2.7a.
2.2.2. Key Performance Indices of an RF receiver
Sensitivity: This refers to the minimum signal power needed at the radio receiver’s
input port to be able to demodulate it to recover the transmitted data without errors.
This parameter is a primary figure of merit of a receiver and indicates how far it
can be located from the transmitter. The sensitivity of the receiver is determined
by calculating the minimum detectable signal level with a given SNR, at a given
signal bandwidth with a finite noise figure (NF).
Noise Figure (NF): This refers to the extent of noise added by the RF blocks
in a receiver to the received signal and is popularly expressed in dB scale. It is
also the ratio of SNR at the input to the receiver to the SNR at the output of the
receiver. Noise Figure in linear scale (dimensionless) is designated as noise factor.
In a receiver consisting of ‘N’ RF stages, the overall cascaded factor ‘NFN’ is given
by the mathematical relation eq. 2.7.
Ftotal = F1 +
F2 − 1
G1
+ .... FN − 1
G1G2...GN−1
(2.6)
NFN = 10Log10Ftotal (2.7)
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The thermal noise floor dependent on operating bandwidth and temperature is given
by the mathematical relation eq. 2.8.
Nthermal = kTB (2.8)
Where k is the Boltzmann constant equal to 1.38X10-23 J/K, T is the absolute
temperature in Kelvin (K), B is the bandwidth in Hz. The sensitivity Psens of the
receiver in dBm may be calculated from Nthermal the thermal noise floor expressed
in dBm, noise figure in dB, the required signal to noise ratio in dB SNRdB using
the mathematical relation given in equationeq. 2.9.
Psens = Nthermal + SNRdB + NF (2.9)
P1dB compression point: This the input power level at which the overall system
gain of the receiver reduces by a dB.
Dynamic Range: This parameter refers to the range of input RF signal powers
over which the receiver is able to demodulate the signal of interest without errors.
The lower limit of this range is the sensitivity level and the higher limit is the input
This is shown graphically in Fig.2.8. This parameter is a measure of linearity in the
receiver and indicates how close a receiver can be located relative to the transmitter
to demodulate the signal of interest without errors.
Intermodulation and Spurious Free Dynamic Range (SFDR): Intermodu-
lation refers to the process of two or more signals with frequencies in the band of
interest mixing (multiplying) with one another to yield parasitic signals. The para-
sitic signals thus generated are termed as intermodulation products. This is caused
by non-linear characteristics of the gain blocks in the receiver .
The parasitic signal components thus generated in the receiver due to non-linear
transfer function of the gain block in the receiver are designated as intermodula-
tion spurs. The intercept point for a given order of intermodulation is defined as
the signal power level at which the gain presented to the fundamental (intended)
frequency signal components would equal that of the intermodulation components.
Output third order intercept point OIP3: This is defined as the signal power
level at which the gain presented to the fundamental (intended) frequency signal
components would equal that of the third order intermodulation components. OIP3
in dBm for an RF sub-system may be evaluated mathematically as given in
OIP3 = Pfundamental +
Pfundamental − PIM3
2 (2.10)
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Fig. 2.8.: Non Linear Amplitude Response
where Pfundamental is the signal power level of the intended (fundamental) signal in
dBm and PIM3 is the power level of the third order intermodulation signal compo-
nents in dBm. It may be inferred mathematically that the third order intermodu-
lation components increase by 3dB for every dB increase in the fundamental signal
power. If the overall cascaded linear gain of the receiver has a magnitude ‘G’, the
input third order Intercept point IIP3 may be obtained by dividing by G.
Spurious Free Dynamic Range (SFDR): This refers to the range of input power
levels over which the receiver can operate while keeping the intermodulation spurs
below the noise floor. SFDR depends on the intercept points for the order of inter-
modulation. The overall spurious free dynamic range SFDR in dB is mathematically
given by eq. 2.11 and is shown graphically in Fig. 2.9.
SFDR = 2/3(IIP3dBm–NF) (2.11)
Adjacent channel immunity: This refers to the selectivity of the receiver i.e. the
ability to receive the signal in the band of interest in the presence of a strong signal
in the adjacent channel.
Minimum SNR: This is the minimum SNR required by the receiver to demodulate
the signal of interest without errors. This parameter depends on the bandwidth and
modulation scheme. The ideal value is given by Shannon’s equation of channel
capacity mentioned in eq. 1.1 . The practical values of SNR needed for faithful
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Fig. 2.9.: Spurious Free Dynamic Range
demodulation would exceed that in equation owing to implementation losses involved
in the receiver’s RF hardware and ADC.
Image rejection: This is a measure of selectivity of the receiver and is critical
especially in super heterodyne architectures. The extent to which the image signal
is rejected is termed as image rejection factor as shown in Fig. 2.10. The image
rejection factor needs to be well above the minimum SNR needed to demodulate
the signal being received. The image frequencies in case of zero IF or homodyne
receivers fall at harmonics of the frequency of the signal being received.
Input Amplitude Ripple and Tilt Tolerance: This refers to the extent of in-
band variation of the input signal’s spectrum that can be tolerated by the receiver for
faithful demodulation of the signal. This parameter also indicates the effectiveness
of equalizing filters in the demodulator.
Input IQ Imbalance tolerance: This refers to the extent of imbalance in I and Q
components of the modulated RF input signal that can be tolerated by the receiver
for faithful demodulation. This parameter also indicates the effectiveness of equal-
izing filters in the demodulator. Higher modulation schemes have lower tolerance to
IQ imbalance. The impact of IQ gain imbalance on the modulated constellation is
shown in Fig. 2.7.a.
Input Quadrature skew tolerance: The ideal difference in phase between I and
Q parts of the modulated RF input should be 90 degrees. The extent of tolerable
deviation from this figure is as quadrature skew tolerance. This parameter also in-
dicates the effectiveness of equalizing filters in the demodulator. Higher modulation
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Fig. 2.10.: Image Rejection
schemes have lower tolerance to quadrature skew. The impact of quadrature skew
on the modulated constellation is shown in Fig. 2.7.b.
Constellation Rotation: This is the extent of angular shift in the demodulated
constellation from the ideal constellation caused by phase mismatch in the reference
oscillator of the receiver relative to that of the transmitter. This problem can be
mitigated using carrier phase recovery circuits such as Costal Loop or using pilot
signals of pre-set modulation symbols. Constellation rotation affects EVM as shown
in Fig. 2.11.
2.3. Non-Ideal Characteristics of hardware blocks in a
SISO transceiver and their impacts.
Designs for transcievers intended for operation in miliimeter wave cellular base sta-
tions or their backhaul wireless links and in ground stations for satellite communi-
cations are expected to follow super heterodyne architectures where the vector mod-
ulated signal is first generated at an intermediate frequency (IF) and then wired to
an outdoor unit (ODU) consisting of a millimeterwave RF up/down-converter, RF
power amplifier and antennas. This is preferred to minimize the loss of signal power
in the feed cable that runs between the indoor transceiver unit and the antenna
mounted outdoor. The block diagram of a typical super heterodyne transceiver for
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Fig. 2.11.: Constellation Rotation
operation at Ka Band (28 GHz to 36 GHz) is shown in Fig. 2.12. The quality of
transmission and reception of data in a wireless communication system depends on
the quality of the signals transmitted and received which depend upon the channel
characteristics and the physical characteristics of the transmitter and the receiver.
The limitations are discussed for the transmitter and the receiver sections individ-
ually for clarity. Interested readers are redirected to references [13, 14, 15, 16] for
more information on the theories and design guidelines on these modules.
Fig. 2.12.: Heterodyne Transceiver
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2.3.1. Transmitter
This section is intended to provide a concise description of the performance limita-
tions in the critical building blocks of a transmitter except the power amplifier and
the consequent impairments in the baseband or RF signal. A separate chapter is
dedicated to discuss the performance indicators of the strongly non-linear block i.e.
RF Power Amplifier.
Fig. 2.13.: Generalised Transmitter Block Diagram
2.3.1.1. Bandwidth dependent performance indices of DACs
Most high speed DACs generate the analogue signal by steering currents from binary
weighted current sources into a load where the individual current sources are con-
nected or disconnected from the load in accordance with the input digital code. The
connection and disconnection of the current sources is achieved by means of switch-
ing transistors whose operations are controlled by a sampling clock. By Nyquist
theorem, the maximum bandwidth of a signal that can be generated from a DAC
operating at a sampling clock frequency fs is fs/2. The maximum bandwidth of a
baseband signal that can be generated thus depends on the maximum clock rate of
the DACs which in turn depends upon the achievable switching times of the tran-
sistors and slew rates of the baseband amplifiers used in constructing the DACs.
Interested readers are redirected to literatures in [13, 14, 15] for detailed informa-
tion on these aspects.
• Settling Errors in Data Converters: If the input to a DAC is varied from
a starting value Xstart to the final value Xfinal, it takes a finite amount of time
for the analogue output voltage to rise and settle to a value close to Xfinal for
pre-determined accuracy (example within 0.1% of Xfinal). The time taken to
settle is termed as settling time Ts, the time taken to rise is termed as slew
time Tslew and the difference in the final settled value and the desired final
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value Xfinal is the settling error. A brief graphical description of this error
mechanism is shown in Fig. 2.14. This parameter affects the maximum speed
at which the DAC can be operated and is affected by the slew rate of the
switching transistors involved in driving the binary weighted current sources
in the DAC. The impact of settling errors increases with bandwidth of the
signal. Difference in settling errors between the data converters used in the
I and Q paths affects the EVM of the modulated or demodulated signal by
introducing IQ imbalance.
Fig. 2.14.: DAC Settling Errors
• Sampling time uncertainty: Jitter in the sampling clock causes a variation
in the time interval between adjacent samples. Jitter is caused by noise in the
oscillator that generates the clock signal. The average power of this error Pδ
caused by timing error Tδ with intended sampling interval Ts and step size Xδ
is given by eq. 2.12. Differences in sampling uncertainties between the data
converters used in the I and Q paths cause parasitic phase modulation which
would corrupt the intended modulation.
Pδ =
Xδ
Tδ
(2.12)
• Sinc Roll off: The frequency response of a data converter rolls off in the form
of Sinc function due to zero order hold characteristic of its analogue circuits.
The frequency response of a DAC is of the form
H(f) = Sin(πfTs)(πfTs)
(2.13)
This implies that the amplitude of the frequency component at 0.4/fs in the output
of the DAC is reduced to a value of 75.6% of the ideal amplitude. This behaviour
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impacts the spectral flatness of the modulated signal generated by the DAC in
wideband systems. This is behaviour would specifically affect OFDM based systems
since the integrity of the modulation on the sub-carriers would be compromised.
• Quantization Noise: The quality of the signal generated by the DAC de-
pends on the number of bits of resolution N in the DACs. The effective SNR
in dB available in the output signal of bandwidth B in the presence of quanti-
zation noise [14] is given by the mathematical relation in eq.B.3. Since DAC’s
output is actually in discrete steps and not continuous, the extent of error in
the output analogue value relative to an ideal analogue signal manifests in the
form of noise thereby affecting the SNR of the output signal being generated.
This has an impact on the quality of the modulated signal generated in the
modulation stage of an RF transmitter. The effective SNR in dB available in
the output signal of bandwidth BW in the presence of quantization noise [14]
is given by the mathematical relation
SNRdB = 6.02N + 1.76 + 10Log10(fs/2BW) (2.14)
• Impact of Peak to Average Ratio on Signal Quality: The signals en-
countered in wireless communication applications such as OFDM consist of
multiple tones and the time domain envelopes exhibit a high peak to average
ratios.
The value of SNR reduces in the presence of PAR to
SNR = 6.02N + 4.77− 20Log10(PAR
√
2) + 10Log10(fs/2BW ) (2.15)
SNRmulti = SNRsingle − 20Log10(PAR
√
2) (2.16)
• Signal to Noise and Distortion Ratio (SNDR): This is the effective fig-
ure of signal quality that can be obtained from a data converter. In addition to
the noise mechnisms described above, there also exist distortion mechanisms
in DACs such as intermodulation, clock feed through and harmonic distortions
which impair the signal being generated and limit the spurious free dynamic
range. The effective signal quality is quantified in terms of SNDR mathemat-
ically eq. 2.17 where THD is the total harmonic distortion.eq. 2.17
SNDRdB = 20Log10
√(
10
−SNR
20
)2
+
(
10
−T HD
20
)2
(2.17)
• Effective Number of Bits (ENOB): The resolution of a data converter
can be N bits but its effectiveness reduces due to the combined impact of
quantization and distortion. ENOB in the presence of a finite Signal to Noise
and Distortion Ratio (SNDR) is mathematically computed as:
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ENOB = SNDR − 1.766.02 (2.18)
• Effective Resolution Bandwidth (ERB): It was observed in eq. B.5and
eq. B.4 that SNR of the signal generated or sensed by a data converter is de-
pendent on its frequency and hence the value of ENOB reduces with frequency.
The frequency of the tone at which ENOB reduces by 3 dB is termed at the
Effective Resolution Bandwidth (ERB). This is a parameter that indicates the
usable bandwidth of data-converter for a given SNDR requirement.
• Timing Jitter Tjitter: Another parameter that affects the quality of the signal
generated and imposes an upper limit on the operating sample/clock rate is
the timing jitter. It is the uncertainty in the rising and falling instants of a
clock signal caused by phase noise mechanisms of the oscillator that generates
the clock. The relation between phase noise and timing jitter is explained in
Appendix 1. Timing jitter increases with frequency of the clock. The rise in
noise floor due to jitter is quantified mathematically by eq. 2.19.
Njitter = −20Log10(2fsignalTjitter) (2.19)
The impairments described above are not exhaustive but contribute significantly
to the quality of modulation or demodulation respectively in the signal generated.
Other key parameters involved in selection of DACs for wireless communications
such as intermodulation distortion, total harmonic distortion, clock feed through,
gain offset, differential and integral non-linearities are explained in detail in literature
[13]. The problem complicates further in the presence of non-uniformity in these
impairments between the DACs in the I and Q paths of the transmitter.
2.3.1.2. Bandwidth and Power Dependent Distortions in Mixers
Active components used in mixers are either Schottky Barrier diodes or Field Effect
Transistors whose individual frequency responses affect the spectral flatness of a
wideband signal subject to up or down conversion. The ohmic losses in the active and
passive components involved in the construction of the mixer reduce the available
carrier to noise ratio. A typical circuit schematic of a sub-harmonic mixer used for
up-conversion of a sub 1GHz IF input to Ka Band is shown in Fig. 2.15
a) Conversion Gain vs. Frequency: The reactance in the active components leads
to frequency dependent conversion gain. A plot of conversion gain vs frequency is
shown in Fig. 2.16
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Fig. 2.15.: Ka Band sub-harmonic mixer
Fig. 2.16.: Mixer conversion gain vs freq
b) Input power dependent phase respones: The effective capacitance in the Schottky
diodes have a dependency on the density of charge carriers which in turn depends
on the power of the LO signal injected. As the amplitude of the input IF signal
increases close to the P1dB compression point of the mixer, the capacitance of the
diodes also exhibit signal strength dependent variation as shown in Fig. 2.17.
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Fig. 2.17.: Mixer phase vs signal power
Fig. 2.18.: Nonlinear transfer function of a mixer
c) Mixer Non-linearity: An RF mixer is inherently a non-linear device. The higher
the P1dB compression point of the mixer, the lesser the gain required for the next
stage which is usually a driver amplifier to drive the RF power amplifier. Another
non-linear parameter is the third order intermodulation intercept point or IP3 which
determines the dynamic range of the mixer.
The above parameters of the mixer are not exhaustive but give some insight of band-
with and power dependent behaviours which need to be mitigated when operating
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with high PAPR wideband signals such as 5G NR signals.
d) Frequency dependent phase response of quadrature power splitter: To accomplish
complex envelope modulation of a carrier, the baseband needs to be subjected to
vector up-conversion where the in-phase component I of the complex baseband mixes
with the cosine component of the LO signal and the quadrature component Q mixes
with the sine component of the LO. This requires the LO signal to be split at
quadrature phases to feed the I and Q sections of a vector up-converter. Practically,
perfect quadrature splitting can be achieved only at one frequency and hence the
quadrature splitter itself introduces phase errors. Frequency response of a typical
branch-line quadrature splitter is shown in Fig. 2.19.
Fig. 2.19.: Phase vs Frequency in a quadrature RF power splitter
The system level impacts of key impairments of the other blocks in the transmitter
except the PA are tabulated in Tab. 2.1 and Tab. 2.2. The PA aspects are discussed
in Chapter 4.
2.3.1.3. Bandwidth Dependent Behaviour of RF Filters
The primary task of a filter is to pass a desired band of frequencies and reject the
rest. RF filters are made of resonant circuits with an aim to pass frequencies of in-
terest and reflect the rest. A perfect filter where the transition between the pass and
stop bands is a perfect brick wall is impossible to build. Practically all filters have
a finite transition band between the pass and stop bands. The spectral characteris-
tics of a filter depend upon the poles and zeros of its transfer function. One of the
strategies adopted in industry to design an RF filter is to design the locations poles
and zeros in accordance with standard polynomials such as Butterworth, Cheby-
shev, Cauer (elliptic), etc. Butterworth polynomial exhibits the flattest passband of
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the three and a slow transition from the passband to the stop band. Cauer (Ellip-
tic) polynomial exhibits the fastest transition from the required pass band to stop
band but exhibits high ripples in both pass and stop bands. Chebyshev polynomial
exhibits ripples in either pass or stop band and provides more flexibility to the de-
signer. However, with increasing frequency of operation, filters cannot be built with
lumped elements and hence circuits with distributed elements such as transmission
line based resonators need to be designed. A popular band pass filter topology using
planar transmission lines is a microstrip edge coupled filter whose design is shown
in Fig. 2.20. The simulated gain characteristics of the filter in Fig. 2.20 are shown in
Fig. 2.21. Another parameter of RF filters that can have adverse effects on the in-
tegrity of the modulated envelope in wireless communications is the phase response
over the operating bandwidth. This characterstic has been exploited in Chapter 5
to provide security in the physical layer of wireless communicatiions. A plot of the
simulated phase characterstics of the filter shown in Fig. 2.20 are shown in Fig. 2.22.
Fig. 2.20.: Edge Coupled RF bandpass filter designed for Ka Band operation
Fig. 2.21.: Gain characteristics of edge coupled Ka Band BPF
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Fig. 2.22.: Phase characteristics of edge coupled Ka Band BPF
2.3.1.4. Summary Of Impairments In A Transmitter
Tab. 2.1.: Impairments in transmitter blocks and their system level impacts
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Tab. 2.2.: Impairments in transmitter blocks and their system level impacts con-
tinued
The critical impairments in each block of the transmiter and their impacts on the
system performance are summarised in Tab. 2.1 and Tab. 2.2.The in-band impair-
ments caused by linear and weakly non-linear hardware modules mentioned related
to gain and phase can be mitigated by wideband calibration techniques discussed in
detail in the next chapter.
2.3.2. Receiver
Fig. 2.23.: Generalised Receiver Block Diagram
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The parameters discussed for the blocks in a transmitter in the previous sub-section
are also applicable to receivers with the exception of LNAs and ADCs. The primary
difference in the design approach for the RF front end in transmitters and receivers
is that the the characteristics of the signal being generated and processed are well
known in the former case and are only estimated on the basis of channel model and
statistics in the latter case. While a transmitter is designed to minimize EVM and
maximize EIRP for the bias power consumed, a receiver is designed to maximize
sensitivity, adapt its gain in accordance with the strength of the RF signal sensed,
equalize the impairments undergone in the wireless channel and demodulate the
received signal with minimum bit error rate (BER).
2.3.2.1. Bandwidth and Power dependent behaviour of Low Noise Amplifiers
(LNAs)
It was shown in eq. 2.7 that the first stage in the receiver and its gain has the
highest bearing on the overall noise figure of the system. A low noise amplifier
(LNA) is the first amplification stage of a receiver whose task is to amplify a weak
signal of captured by the antenna with minimum noise added to it. The ideal
noise figure of an LNA is 0 dB. The parameters affecting the noise figure of an
LNA are Fmin, the minimum noise figure of the active device, Rn the equivalent
noise resistance of the active device and variation in the input reflection co-efficient
relative to the optimum input reflection co-efficient for minimum noise figure Fmin.
Fmin of a transistor increases with frequency. The design of an LNA often presents
a trade-off between achieving maximum gain and minimum noise figure.
Fig. 2.24.: S Parameters and Noise Figure of a HBT
A plot of S-Parameters and Noise Figure in dB across the frequency range 24 GHz to
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26 GHz of a Heterojunction Bipolar Transistor is shown in Fig. 2.24 and the values
of the input and output reflection co-efficients S11 and S22 and the optimal input
reflection co-efficient Gopt for minimum noise figure are shown on a Smith Chart in
Fig. 2.25.
Fig. 2.25.: S11, S22 and Gopt of a HBT
The schematic of a typical LNAcircuit using a HBT is shown in Fig. 2.26
Fig. 2.26.: Circuit schematic of an LNA using a HBT
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While it may seem desirable to maximize the gain of the LNA to minimize the
system noise figure, it is not always beneficial since it would compromise linearity.
Typically wideband receivers are expected to have a dynamic range of atleast 50 dB
[3].
2.3.2.2. Bandwidth and power dependent performance of ADCs
The maximum demodulation bandwidth of a receiver depends upon the maximum
operating bandwidth of an ADC which in turn depends on the maximum sample
rate. The maximum sample rate in turn depends on the achievable switching speeds
in transistors used in building the ADC and the slew rates and settling times of
the sample and hold circuits. The quality of the baseband signal sensed depends on
the bit resolution and sample rate as in the DAC’s case. The effective resolution
bandwidth of the ADC is similar to that of the DAC. The input to the ADC is
an analogue voltage waveform consisting of all the frequencies amplified and passed
by the LNA and the RF down-converter. It is essential to band-limit the signal
being sampled by the ADCs sample and hold circuit to avoid aliasing. This requires
a sharp filter at the input to the sample and hold circuit. Wideband transmitters
with RF power amplifiers delivering power in the range of tens of watts often require
an observation receiver in the form of a feedback to monitor the quality of the
output signal and assist in mitigating the impairments through digital pre-distortion.
The effectiveness of digital pre-distortion depends on the ability to capture the
impairments over the required bandwidth which in-turn depends on the bandwidth
and dynamic range of the ADC in the observation receiver.
2.3.2.3. Summary Of Impairments In A Receiver
The system level impacts of key impairments of blocks in the receiver are tabulated
in tables Tab.2.3 and Tab.2.4. The in-band impairments caused by linear and weakly
non-linear hardware modules mentioned related to gain and phase can be mitigated
by wideband calibration techniques discussed in Chapter 3. The techniques are the
same as that applicable to the transmitter except for dc offset correction in the ADC.
Even though the primary focus of the research undertaken for this thesis is enhance-
ment of transmitters for wideband millimetre wave communications, receivers play
a critical part in evaluating the transmitters and hence it is essential to have an in-
sight of the mechanisms and impairments in them. Sophisticated RF test equipment
like spectrum analysers, signal analysers, distortion analysers are indeed receivers.
Reference receivers were used extensively in the work presented in chapters 3, 5 and
6.
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Tab. 2.3.: Impairments in salient receiver blocks and their system level impacts
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Tab. 2.4.: Impairments in salient receiver blocks and their system level impacts
2.4. Active Antenna Arrays for 5G Communications
One of the technological enablers proposed for next generation wireless communica-
tions in the millimeter wave band is Massive MIMO[17, 4, 2, 1]. This requires active
antenna arrays for steering the beam in the designated directions where the RF
outputs from multiple RF transmitter chains are combined spatially at the intended
point of reception .The integrity of the signal at the intended receiver depends on
maintenance of the gains and phase relations between the individual beam forming
transmitters across the frequency band of interest. This requires calibration of the I
and Q signal paths not only in a transmitter but also the I and Q relations between
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the multiple transmitters involved in the beam-forming array. The RF impairments
in a beam-forming transmitter are analyzed in detail in references[18], [19] and [20].
A typical scheme of two beamforming transmitters is shown in Fig. 2.27
Fig. 2.27.: Beam forming with two transmitters
The demodulated constellations of an 8-PSK modulated signal transmitted using
beam forming transmitters with and without calibration of the RF signal paths are
shown in Fig. 2.28 and Fig. 2.29.
Fig. 2.28.: 8PSK demodulated constellation received from beamforming transmit-
ters without path calibration
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Fig. 2.29.: 8PSK demodulated constellation received from beamforming transmit-
ters with path calibration
These impairments in addition to those listed in subsec.2.3.1 are exploited to provide
a degree of security in the physical layer in the novel schemes presented in chapters
5 and 6.
2.5. Conclusion
Wireless communication systems are affected by the key performance indices of the
wireless transceivers which are in turn dependent upon the performance of their
building blocks. The impacts of module level impairments on the overall system
performance were analysed in this chapter. It is inferred that the frequency and
amplitude dependent behaviour of the modules in the wireless transceivers have
adverse impacts on wideband modulated signals whose mitigation is necessary for
operation in next generation wireless systems.
Modern wireless communication equipment such as outphasing power amplifiers or
systems like massive-MIMO rely heavily on parallel signal transmission paths in-
volving multiple wideband transmitters. The quality of the signal generated and
transmitted by them depend on the performance of the RF modules in each path,
maintenance of gain and phase relations between the signal paths over the operating
signal bandwidths. As these signal bandwidths increase, wireless transmitters are
more susceptible to amplitude and phase distortions across frequency. The asso-
ciated effort to compensate for these distortions increases proportionally with the
number of transmit paths. It is hence essential to devise novel schemes which can
maximize performance of the available RF hardware in a transceiver by mitigat-
ing frequency dependent impairments in the band of operation across multiple RF
signal paths. The techniques also need to be scalable to accommodate higher or
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lower number of RF signal paths. The next chapter is dedicated to the mitigation
of these impairments through digitally assisted wideband characterization of the
wireless transceiver hardware and pre-compensating the signals to mitigate them.
It is inferred that the performance of data-converters is degraded in the presence
of varying envelopes of the modulated signals proportional to their PAR values.
This degradation in performance is also applicable to RF power amplifiers as will
be seen in Chapter 4. But PAR values are set to increase with increasing number
of sub-carriers in OFDM signals and such OFDM based modulation schemes fea-
ture in next generation wireless standards such as 5G and beyond as seen in the
previous chapter. A similar argument is applicable to massive MIMO transmitters
where each transmitter sees an input which is a vector sum of several OFDM signals,
each multiplied with a weighing factor related to a specific direction of transmis-
sion. This aggravates the problem of PAR further. It is essential to reduce the PAR
of OFDM signals at the transmitter prior to power amplification and transmission
and restore the original signal envelope at the receiver prior to demodulation. This
requires transmission of additional information to the receiver to convey the modifi-
cations applied to the original signal. But the additional transmission would require
dedicated sub-carriers or an extra narrow band signalling channel. It is therefore
essential to derive novel schemes that can reduce the PAPR through modifications
which are known to both transmitting and receiving nodes in a wireless network.
The maximum operating bandwidths of modules such as data converters are limited
by the physical characteristics of the blocks involved in building them. In order
to overcome such physical limitations, it is essential to derive novel schemes that
can generate and transmit wideband complex envelope modulated signal in parts
using multiple band-limited modules in synergy and combining their outputs in
a seamless manner to meet the greater objective of wideband operation. From a
system designer’s point of view, it is the overall system performance that is visible.
It is beneficial to evolve novel schemes where the greater objective of wideband signal
transmission can be accomplished by seamlessly combining the outputs of multiple
bandwidth interleaved transmitters in an efficient and scalable manner while keeping
the efforts on hardware modifications at minimum.
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In this chapter, novel schemes are presented to mitigate the frequency dependent
impairments in the data converters and RF front end modules through digitally
assisted calibration. The work presented in this chapter correspond to items 2, 3
and 7 in the list of publications. The author’s contributions to the first novelty
presented in this chapter are end to end system design, experimental validation
including designing the test apparatus and publications 2 and 3 as the primary
author. The author’s contributions to the second novelty presented in this chapter
are end to end system co-design, experimental validation and co-authoring item 7
in the list of publications.
3.1. Introduction
Modern wireless hardware employs digital modulation schemes where the digital
data to be transmitted is modulated on RF carrier signals. The impact of non-ideal
performance indices of the hardware blocks in an RF transceiver on the overall sys-
tem performance were discussed in the previous chapter. In modern communication
equipment such as beamforming transceivers or massive MIMO transceivers, there
are multiple signal paths where the processing for each path takes place in parallel
stages. The relative gain and phase relationships between all paths over the desired
bandwidth of operation are critical to operation. Another example of a system with
parallel complex/vector modulated transmit paths is an outphasing power amplifier
in which the real and imaginary parts of a digital baseband are modulated on to RF
carrier sinusoids of equal amplitudes and quadrature in phase by means of signal
multiplication using an RF mixer in each path. The outputs of the two parallel mod-
ulators in quadrature are combined to yield a vector modulated RF signal whose
values for amplitude and phase act as identifiers for the digital information/symbol
being transmitted. The timing, gain, phase and the imbalances between the two
parallel paths and their distortions in each path over the required bandwidth will
alter the amplitudes and phases of the modulated RF carrier which critically affect
the performance of the final power amplification stage. The components needed to
build each hardware block in the transmitter are chosen in accordance with the de-
sired bandwidth but no component is ideal. The imperfections in each component
contribute towards the degradation that a modulated RF carrier undergoes as it
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traverses through each stage of the transmitter as discussed in the previous chapter.
A number of complex RF equipment such as a base station transceiver, satellite
terminals, etc are built using line replaceable units (LRUs) procured from different
vendors for different stages in the RF chain such as modulator, up-converter, RF
power amplifier, harmonics rejection filter, etc. From a system point of view, it is
not practical to pin point the exact module or the exact component in the module
that caused an impairment. The causes of some of the system level impairments
such as LO leakage, IQ imbalance, constellation rotation, constellation dispersion,
pass band gain ripple and tilt were discussed in chapter 2. These may be classi-
fied as bandwidth dependent and bandwidth independent impairments. One of the
ways to mitigate the problem is to estimate the extent of degradation caused at
each stage and attempt to pre-compensate the signal for the degradations that it
would undergo at various stages. Bandwidth independent impairments such as LO
leak, IQ gain offset and IQ phase offset can be corrected with relative ease. Band-
width dependent impairments require greater efforts to identify and to mitigate. In
order to do this, it is necessary to characterize each stage for imperfections across
the intended frequency band of operation. This is conventionally done by means
of an expensive and sophisticated instrument called the ‘Vector Network Analyzer’.
Usage of this instrument is not always practical while dealing with RF hardware of
integrated nature where it is impractical to remove each block from the transmitter
system, characterize and replace it. The entire RF front end apparatus would be
a black box for a system level designer who won’t have an insight into the design.
An alternate method to accomplish the task is to generate test signals within the
transmitter and sweep them across the frequency band of operation and record the
parameters of interest at each frequency. This is a tedious task particularly while
the bandwidth of interest is wide where the number of frequency points to be swept
would be high. In this chapter, novel calibration techniques are proposed to mitigate
the problems of wideband bandwidth dependent impairments in each signal path
and also the relative imbalances in gains and phases between two or more signal
paths in the RF hardware. The techniques are explained for calibration of the RF
signal chain in a transmitter and the same are applicable to a receiver with minor
variations.
3.2. Prior Art Techniques for calibration of
Impairments
The typical spectrum of a vector modulator’s output is shown in Fig. 3.1 where the
image of the intended wideband modulated signal and leakage from the LO are vis-
ible. These parasitic signals need to be attenuated to the maximum possible extent
to avoid interference with other wanted/intended signals at those frequencies. In
order to minimize these parasitic signals, it is first necessary to look into the mech-
anism that generates them in the modulator. Consider for example the generation
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Fig. 3.1.: Modulator Output with DC Offset and Image
of a single tone sinusoidal signal at frequency f1 using the vector signal modulator.
Let f1 = f + fc where f is the frequency of the digital IF at the output of a DAC
and fc is the output frequency of the LO.
This is done by generating an in-phase tone I and a quadrature tone Q digitally
of equal amplitudes and subjecting them to single sideband up-conversion. Let
I = cos(2πft) and Q = sin(2πft), t is the instantaneous time interval equal tonTs
where n is the sample number and Ts is the sampling interval . Ts = 1/fs. The
sampled signals I and Q are put through the DAC and vector up-converted using
an LO at frequency fc. In an ideal vector up-converter, the in-phase component
i.e. cosine component of the LO would mix with I and the quadrature component
i.e. sine component of the LO would mix with Q to yield a single output tone at
frequency f1 = f + fc by means of single sideband (SSB) up-conversion. This can
be verified mathematically as computed below.
cos(2πft)cos(2πfct) = 1/2[cos2π(f + fc)t+ cos2π(f − fc)t] (3.1)
−sin(2πft)sin(2πfct) = 1/2[cos2π(f + fc)t− cos2π(f − fc)t] (3.2)
Summing the above equations yields
cos(2πft)cos(2πfct)− sin(2πft)sin(2πfct) = cos2π(f + fc)t (3.3)
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i) Cause of LO leakage:
Under non-ideal conditions where the output of the DACs in I and Q paths of the
modulator have a parasitic dc component, it would cause the LO to leak into the
RF output port. This can be verified mathematically as computed below. Let I =
Idc+cos(2πft) and let Q = Qdc+sin(2πft). Substituting these in eq.3.1, eq.3.2 and
summing them yields an output signal Idccos(2πfct)−Qdcsin(2πfct)+cos(2π(f+fc)t)
with the parasitic frequency components at the LO frequency fc.
ii) Cause of Image output:
Under non-ideal conditions where the output of the DACs in I and Q paths of the
modulator have a difference in gain δ and a deviation from quadrature relationship
θ. Let I = Icos(2πft) and let Q = (δ + 1)sin(2πft + θ). These offsets in gain and
phase would cause parasitic signals to appear at the image frequency fc − f when
subject to vector up-conversion. This can be verified mathematically as computed
below.. Substituting these in eq. 3.1,eq. 3.2 yields.
Icos(2πfct) = cos(2πft)cos(2πfct) = 1/2[cos2π(f + fc)t+ cos2π(f − fc)t (3.4)
−Qsin(2πfct) = (1 + δ)sin(2πft+ θ)sin(2πfct) (3.5)
= (1 + δ)/2[cos2π(f + fc)t+ θ − cos2π(f − fc)t− θ (3.6)
summing the above equations yields
cos {2π (fc + f) t}
{
1
2 +
(1 + δ)cos(θ)
2
}
+ sin {2π (fc + f) t}
{
(1 + δ)sin(θ)
2
}
−sin {2π (fc − f) t}
{
(1 + δ)sin(θ)
2
}
+cos {2π (fc − f) t}
{
1
2 −
(1 + δ)cos(θ)
2
}
(3.7)
The terms in eq. 3.7 indicate existance of parasitic products at the image frequency
fc − f accompanied by a parasitic component in the wanted frequency band fc + f
whose amplitude is proportional sin(θ) and δ.
The inputs to the DAC are quantized numbers in the range 0 to 2N − 1, where N is
the number of bits. The non-linear behaviour of the current sources and switches in
DACs lead to intermodulation and harmonics as discussed in chapter 2 and hence it
is a standard practice to operate the DACs one bit below the maximum resolution.
This also provides flexibility to add constant offsets to the signal being generated
or scale the signal up by small fractions if needed. Hence, a 16 bit DAC is operated
only up to 15 bits for the sake of headroom to accomplish the tasks describe above.
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3.2.1. Iterative calibration of LO Leak
One of the well established ways to attenuate the LO leak is by applying fixed
amounts of constant offsets to the signals in the I and Q path such that they combine
destructively at the modulator’s output [21]. This is an iterative process since the
exact dc value at the output of the DACs is not known beforehand. This task can
be accomplished by observing the RF power at the LO frequency on a spectrum
analyser and applying fixed offsets to the I and Q signals iteratively to minimize the
power at the LO frequency. The process of LO leak calibration by adding offsets to
the signal of interest iteratively is illustrated below.
i) Maintain the signal in Q path at its original state and add a coarse offset of 50
LSBs to the signal in I path.
ii) Observe the change in the power of the leaked LO signal. If there is an increase
in the power of the leaked LO signal subtract the coarse offset.
iii) Repeat step ii until the power of the leaked LO signal reaches a minimum value.
iv) Reduce the step size to 5 LSBs and add a step as offset to the last signal state
in step iii.
v) Repeat ii and iii with the smaller step size. vi) Reduce the step size to 1 LSB
and add a step as offset to the last signal state in v.
vii) Repeat ii and iii with the smaller step size.
viii) Freeze the state of the signal in I path to that set in vii. Repeat ii to vii with
the signal in Q path.
Note: The LO leak can vary depending upon the baseband gain and hence the offset
values identified above to minimize the LO leak can change if the baseband gain in
the DACs internal amplifier is changed. A minimum attenuation of 60dB for the
LO leak relative to the wanted signal is desired by thumb rule. This is particularly
required in wireless communication systems using single carrier modulation schemes.
Eg. DVB-S2. A comparative plot of the spectrum of a vector modulator’s output
signal before and after the calibration of LO leak is shown in Fig. 3.2. The power
indicated by marker 2 shows a reduction in LO leak by 33 dB after calibration. The
up-conversion image is seen on the left side of the spectrum at 2.15 GHz. The next
section of this chapter deals with its elimination.
3.2.2. Calibration of IQ gain imbalance, quadrature phase error
and timing offsets.
The causes and impacts of IQ gain imbalance, quadrature phase and timing offsets
were discussed in the previous chapter. IQ imbalance and quadrature phase error
may be classified into two types namely bandwidth dependent and bandwidth in-
dependent. The bandwidth independent IQ gain imbalance /error is caused by a
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Fig. 3.2.: Spectrum of LO Leak
constant offset in gain of the baseband amplifiers, difference in the powers of the LO
feed or tolerance of components in the respective signal paths. Similarly the quadra-
ture phase errors between the I and Q paths are caused by phase of the sampling
clock due to differences in electrical lengths of the clock distribution circuits and
errors in the quadrature LO feeds. Bandwidth dependent IQ imbalances are caused
by impairments such as amplitude ripple and tilt in frequency response and sinc
roll off in DACs/ADCs. Similarly bandwidth dependent phase errors are caused by
group delay variations in the filters, mixers and AM-PM conversion effects in RF
Power Amplifiers (PAs). Referring to eq.3.1, eq. 3.2 and eq.3.3, absence of gain and
phase imbalance results in perfect single sideband up-conversion. Imbalances in gain
and phase between the I and Q paths result in distortion in the wanted frequency
band and also result in appearance of image components as observed in eq. 3.5 and
eq. 3.7. It can also be observed by inspection of eq. 3.5 and eq. 3.7 that the image
can be rejected and the distortion in the wanted frequency band can be eliminated
if δ and θ can be made zero.
A standard method to identify IQ gain and quadrature phase errors is by observing
the spectrum of an up-converted baseband signal in the intended carrier band and
in the image band. A simple pictorial representation of this is shown in Fig. 3.2. A
standard procedure to calibrate the IQ gain and phase offsets is to iteratively vary
the gain and phase controls for the two paths until the image drops to a minimum
value as done for the LO leak case. This technique is straight forward, does not need
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vector down-conversion and just needs measurement of amplitudes at the wanted
sideband and the image frequencies.
This technique gets cumbersome in the presence of bandwidth dependent IQ gain
and phase offsets. The procedure for iterative tuning of gain and phase offsets would
need to be repeated at multiple frequencies and the effectiveness of the calibration
would depend on the fineness of the frequency spacing. Moreover, the problem does
not end with just calibrating the gain and phase offsets at multiple frequencies. It
also needs to be accompanied with compensation for ripples and tilt in the pass band
gain and phase responses of the entire RF chain that follows the modulator such as
bandpass filters, amplifiers, etc. Quick calibration with inexpensive apparatus has
been a topic of research. . A brief review of prior art techniques and a detailed
discussion of the published techniques proposed by the author of this thesis are
presented below.
3.2.3. Review of prior arts
The task of achieving wideband amplitude and phase balance between two paths
over wide bandwidths with single, multi-tone and chirp stimuli have previously been
accomplished [22, 23, 24].
However, this is done using iterative procedures which can prove time consuming.
In prior art [25], the authors use a modulated signal as stimulus and two envelope
detectors tuned at the intended IF and at the image frequency and iteratively iden-
tify the correction values for IQ imbalance in a millimeter wave transmitter with a
GHz of bandwidth. The timing offsets are modelled mathematically as deviations
from ideal constellation points. The apparatus is low cost but the procedure is
iterative, requires measurement at the wanted and the image sideband and hence
time-consuming.
Prior art [23] provides a novel method of using a scalar measurements taken from
a spectrum analyser and obtaining the correction factors in an iterative manner
through automation. The technique is simple but iterative and requires multiple
measurement cycles.
Prior art [26] describes an iterative method to calibrate the IQ imbalance in a LINC
(Linear amplification with Nonlinear Components). LINC transmitters operate on
the principle of outphasing where a complex envelope modulated signal is decom-
posed into two constant envelope phase modulated signals which are amplified in
fixed envelope high efficiency power amplifiers such as Class E amplifiers and com-
bined at the appropriate phase to restore the envelope. The constant envelope phase
modulated signals occupy bandwidths as wide as twelve times the channel bandwidth
whose frequency components can be dispersed when propagating through bandwidth
selective media. Hence the transmitter’s apparatus requires wideband calibration
to balance the amplitudes and maintain the integrity of the phases of the constant
envelope signals. The authors propose to perform an iterative calibration as a part
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of pre-distortion. This would be time consuming when applied to wider channel
bandwidths in the order of tens to hundreds of MHz.
In prior arts [24, 27], a method to calibrate multiple paths of a MIMO receiver using
a wideband calibrated source is described. The test signal is applied to 8 receivers in
a MIMO system through a calibrated 8-way splitter. The signal is subject to vector
demodulation in each path and the gains and phases relative to one another are
identified through a licensed proprietary software utility and the correction factors
for the respective paths are evaluated. A similar technique is followed to calibrate a
reference receiver described later in this chapter and further extended to calibrate I
and Q paths in the same receiver.
In prior art [22], a wideband digital beam former is analysed for wideband IQ gain
imbalance and quadrature phase errors using a chirp stimulus. The frequency re-
sponse of each channel is analysed as a function of the azimuth angle. Each channel’s
frequency response is equalized by means of a time reversal derived from the mea-
sured data. In this technique, an input signal x(t) is transmitted to a receiver
through a medium whose transfer function is h(t). The received signal r(t) at the
receiver is the convolution of x(t) and h(t). In frequency domain, the Fourier Trans-
form of r(t), designated as R(f) may be viewed as multiplication of X(f) and H(f),
the Fourier Transforms of x(t) and h(t) respectively. Now if the signal r(t) is re-
versed in time domain to yield r(−t), its corresponding Fourier Transform yields
R∗(f) which is the complex conjugate of R(f). If r(-t) transmitted over the same
medium to the transmitter, the resulting signal y(t) corresponds to the convolution
of r(−t) with h(t). In frequency domain, Y (f) corresponds to multiplication of
R∗(f) and H(f). This is equal to X∗(f)H∗(f)H(f) which yields Y (f) = AX∗(f)
where A is the result of multiplying H∗(f) and H(f) which is the square of the
magnitude of H(f). Therefore, the transmitter can deduce the magnitude of the
medium’s frequency response by computing the complex conjugate of Y (f). This
stimulus used in this novel technique is modified to include time interleaving for
calibration of spatially combined transmitters in chapter 6.
Prior art [28] describes a novel self-contained technique to calibrate the quadrature
gain and phase offsets in an ultra-wideband CMOS up-converter where the offsets
are identified using an error amplifier consisting of a comparator, counter and two
Digital to Analogue Converters (DACs) to generate the correction voltages. This is
however more suitable for application in Radio Frequency Integrated Circuit (RFIC)
designs and is less applicable in situations where a system designer such as a base
station or a VSAT terminal designer has little insight on the implementation of the
up-converter modules used which are generally purchased from third party vendors.
A similar scheme is described in [29].
Prior art [30] obtains the correction co-efficient for each path using a wide band-
width Pseudo Random Binary Sequence stimulus to the hardware under test. This
technique is novel but requires complex signal processing operations to be performed.
Prior art [31] evaluates the RF path mismatches using a set of secondary mixers in
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a CMOS RFIC based up-converter but this technique is however more suitable for
application in RFICs designs as is the case with prior art .
Prior Art [32] accomplishes the task of calibration using an OFDM signal and per-
forms a frequency domain estimation of the parameters on the basis of the signal
received in each path. This is a novel technique that exploits the properties of
an OFDM signal’s spectral characteristics but could be computationally intensive
depending on the amplitude and phase profile of the OFDM signal.
Prior art [33]employs multi-tone test signals to characterize the frequency dependent
mismatches across the band of interest and use a digital filter for compensation of the
defects. While the technique is novel, fineness of spacing of the multiple frequency
tones in the frequency domain of the stimulus has a direct impact on the estimation
of ripples in the gain and phase responses over the wide bandwidth of interest.
Prior Art [34] accomplishes the IQ imbalance calibration in a quadrature receiver
using a received signal as a test signal and switching it between the ‘I’ and ‘Q’ paths
along with LO switching to analyse the amplitude and phase variations across the
two paths and compute the correction factors. This approach is however limited to
a receiver.
Prior Art [35] employs bandpass test signals which are up-converted to the desired
IF frequency and calibrates the IQ offset depending on the rejection of the up-
conversion sideband. While this is a well proven approach, it is iterative and the
number of iterations depends on the initial state of the DUT and step size of the
amplitude and phase tuning algorithm.
Prior Art [36]employs bandpass test signals which are up-converted to the desired IF
frequency and calibrates the IQ offset depending on the response of the transmitter
and receiver sections to a bandpass input signal and further responses to two phase
shifted versions of the input signal. This is also an iterative approach.
Prior Art [37] employs square law detectors at the output of the transmitter at
the intended and image bands. Adaptive calibration is applied to mitigate the
mismatches. This method is also iterative and is similar to [25].
3.3. Novel Non-Iterative Procedures to Perform
Wideband Calibration
In this section, novel non-iterative techniques published by the author are presented
which requireonly one measurement cycleof signal parameters and only at the in-
tended up-conversion band with a reference receiver to calibrate the entire band or
sub-band. A stimulus similar to that used in [22] is applied in one of the techniques
but the calibration procedures are simplified and are applicable to both in-circuit
and spatially combined RF signal paths. The RF emissions in the image band are
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automatically mitigated by application of calibration in the wanted band. The tech-
niques are scalable to include any number of paths in the transmitting apparatus
with ease and all the paths can be calibrated with just one measurement cycle per
band/sub-band taken with a reference receiver.
Fig. 3.3.: Modulator and up-converter of a super heterodyne satellite uplink trans-
mitter.
3.3.1. Time Interleaved stimuli to signal paths
The technique involves a combination of time domain and frequency domain analysis
of the impairments and imbalances that a wideband signal experiences along a chosen
path and generation of correction coefficient matrix which could be applied to the
input signal such that the desired output signal is obtained after the altered input
signal undergoes the amplitude and phase distortions at each stage in the transmit
chain.
3.3.1.1. Synthesizing the stimulus waveform:
The choice of test signal (stimulus) depends upon several factors such as bandwidth,
type of hardware under test, signal to noise ratio in the receiver, etc. Two special
signals namely Truncated Sinc and Frequency Modulated Chirp are synthesized
digitally to excite the hardware under test depending upon the type of hardware
and the bandwidth of interest. These stimuli are described below.
a) Truncated Sinc Stimulus: In [38] , the authors proposed to use multi-tone and
OFDM signals respectively to provide the stimulus to the hardware under test. The
extent of analysis of pass band characteristics in the hardware under test depends
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on the fineness of the tones set in these two stimuli. A desirable test signal would
be one which excites a whole band of the desired frequencies with the same am-
plitude, has no frequency component outside the band of interest and maintains
a pre-determined phase across the band of interest. Such a signal would have a
rectangular profile in the frequency domain. This is impractical since a rectangular
response in frequency domain would imply an infinitely long signal in time domain
in the form of a Sinc signal. The Sinc signal is obtained by dividing a Sinusoidal
function with its parametric variable eg. sin(x)/x. An ideal sinc signal is infinite
in length and is not practical to generate in a finite time interval. Truncated Sinc
functions have been in usage for over three decades to implement digital filters. Sinc
pulses of finite length i.e. truncated sinc pulses could be used whose response in
the frequency domain would be near trapezoidal instead of being rectangular. This
can be used as the stimulus for calibration of RF hardware with linear and weakly
non-linear modules but not with strongly non-linear modules. Yet, it provides a
very convenient stimulus to calibrate the signal paths preceding RF power ampli-
fiers in a transmitter. One of the popular truncated variants of Sinc functions is the
Hamming window characterized by the polynomial which is commonly used to filter
signals. This function has been exploited to generate a test signal instead of filtering
and come up with a wide band stimulus that can excite a wide band frequencies
in the bandwidth of interest and reduce the efforts involved in characterization of
wideband performance indices of the modules of interest.
h(m) = Sin
2πfc(n− M2 )
(n− M2 )
(0.54− 0.46 ∗ cos(2πn/M)) (3.8)
where M is the length of the Sinc pulse, n is the sample number ranging from 0 to
M . This signal in time domain looks as in:
The signal in frequency domain looks like a wide bandwidth trapezoid with curved
edges.
A key aspect to note is that the proposed test signal exhibits a linear phase char-
acteristic in the frequency domain which is a desirable attribute to test frequency
dependent phase distortion of an RF hardware module. Important to note: The test
signal generated above exhibits a PAPR of around 23 dB and it’s therefore impor-
tant to ensure that the hardware under test is operated within dynamic range (range
of signal powers over which the hardware under test could be called operational).
The PAPR could be varied depending upon the truncation length of the Sinc pulse
or depending upon the slope of the transition region of the frequency response from
the desired frequency region to the undesired frequency region.
b) Frequency Modulated Chirp Stimulus: Presence of strongly non-linear modules
such as RF power amplifiers (PA) in the signal path makes a less suitable case for
characterization with truncated sinc Stimulus. This is due to the high PAPR in
the Sinc stimulus which would drive the strongly non-linear elements to saturation
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Fig. 3.4.: Truncated Sinc pulse generated using Hamming window kernel
with significant AM-PM distortion in its response along with spectral growth in
the adjacent channels. These parameters of PAs will be discussed in detail in the
next chapter. An alternate choice for the stimulus applicable to RF signal paths in
hardware with strongly non-linear elements is a chirp signal. This is similar to the
stimulus used in [22] but the method of application to calibrate multiple paths is
new. This stimulus exhibits a constant envelope unlike the truncated sinc stimulus.
A digitally generated chirp signal is described by the following equations
y(n) = sin{2π(nkTs2 + fmin)nTs} (3.9)
k = (fmax − fmin
M
) (3.10)
where y(n) is the value of the nth sample is, Ts is the sampling interval, M is the
total number of samples, k is the frequency variation parameter, fmax and fmin are
the maximum and the minimum frequencies respectively. Since a chirp signal is in
essence a frequency modulated signal, it is essential to keep its modulation index to
a minimum to limit the bandwidth expansion beyond the channel of interest. This
implies that the factor ‘k’ in eq.3.9 should be minimized implying that the factor ‘M’
should be maximized. This factor can be chosen such that the bandwidth expansion
is limited to 1% of (fmax − fmin). For example, consider operating the DACs in the
hardware under test at 320 mega samples per second (MSPS). This implies that
sampling time or duration of each sampling pulse is 3.125 nsec. Let fmax be set at
90 MHz and fmin be set at 0. The maximum frequency deviation in the FM chirp
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Fig. 3.5.: Frequency domain characteristics of the proposed truncated Sinc pulse
test signal
signal is equal to fmax. Setting the extra bandwidth to 1% of fmax i.e. 0.9 MHz, the
sweep rate k should be chosen such that the number of samples required to sweep
from 0 to 90 MHz should be equal to (1/0.9 MHz)/ Ts. This yields a value of 356
samples for M. This can be visualized as an FM signal modulated by a tone of 0.9
MHz with a frequency deviation of 90 MHz having a total bandwidth of 2(90 MHz
+ 0.9 MHz) = 181.8 MHz. The bandwidth expansion can be reduced further by
increasing M in eq. 3.10. The time domain waveform and the spectrum of a chirp
signal with M set at 4000 samples and fmax set at 45 MHz are shown in Fig.3.6 and
Fig. 3.7 respectively.
Fig. 3.6.: Chirp Waveform
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Fig. 3.7.: Chirp Spectrum
3.3.1.2. The Novel Non-Iterative Test Methodology
The test methodology may be classified into two steps and is similar for both chirp
and truncated sinc stimuli with a few extra computations needed for the chirp
case. The methodology is first described for the truncated sinc case and the extra
computation steps needed for the chirp case are discussed in the end of this sub-
section. The first step is to characterize the amplitude and phase variation across
the frequency band of interest in a single RF signal processing path. The second
step is to characterize the amplitude and phase variation across the frequency band
of interest in other single RF signal processing paths relative to the first path. The
relative amplitude and phase responses across the frequency band of interest is of
higher interest since they directly provide insight into the amplitude and phase
imbalances across the frequency band of interest.
3.3.1.3. Wideband Amplitude and Phase characterization of a single RF path
The task involves application of the above test signal to the hardware under test at
the desired centre frequency of operation. This could have two options.
i) Apply the digitally generated Sinc pulse to the DAC at the baseband frequency
to the up-converter so that the up-converted test signal is centred on the carrier
frequency ‘fc’ generated by the LO and occupies the bandwidth of interest. This
is a straightforward option usually adopted in most direct-conversion transmitter
architectures. A limitation with this option is that the leakage of the carrier signal
generated by the LO caused by finite isolation between the ports of the mixer won’t
be distinguishable from the carrier leakage caused by the dc offset (output dc voltage
at zero input) of the DAC.
ii) Up-convert the test signal digitally to an intermediate frequency (IF) and then
apply it to the DAC which would generate bandpass signals centred at frequencies
‘fc+IF ’ and ‘fc−IF ’. The response to the bandpass signal centred on the frequency
‘fc + IF ’ would be desirable to carry out the analysis due to the absence of phase
inversion.
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Fig. 3.8.: Single Path Test Setup
The proposed test apparatus for characterizing the wide bandwidth characteristics
of a single RF path is shown in Fig. 3.8. The band pass filter is optional depending
on the transmitter architecture. The bandpass filter here is considered a part of
the transmit chain which also needs to be characterized and compensated for. A
reference receiver is used to detect the amplitude and phase content across the fre-
quency band of interest. This can either be a vector signal analyser, or combination
of a down-converter and a high speed Analogue to Digital Converter (ADC). The
down-converted IF is digitized by the ADC and the samples are subject to digital
vector down-conversion to yield the in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) components of
the received. The reference receiver using a down-converter and a high-speed ADC
has only one signal path to calibrate and may be done using prior art techniques.
Consider applying the truncated sinc stimulus described above to the DAC at a
digital IF of 90 MHz. Let the sampling clock of the DAC be set at 320 MHz. Let the
output of the DAC be subjected to up-conversion using an LO running at 2.24 GHz.
This frequency is chosen for convenience to demonstrate novelty of the technique
using available RF apparatus and its application at mm wave band will be shown in
the upcoming chapters. The up-conversion would yield a wanted signal at 2.24 GHz
+90 MHz = 2.33GHz and an image at 2.15 GHz. The spectrum of the up-converted
response of the I path of the modulator in to the truncated sinc stimulus at a digital
IF of 90 MHz is shown in Fig.3.9. The in-band amplitude ripple tilt is visible in the
output at the wanted frequency and this is the combined outcome of sinc roll off of
the DAC and bandwidth dependent gain characteristics of the components in the
RF stages after the DAC. The response at the wanted frequency alone is captured
by the reference receiver where the response is subject to vector down-conversion.
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Fig. 3.9.: Spectrum of response to Sinc stimulus
Why is vector down conversion needed? The evaluation of phase variation across a
band of frequencies requires that the relative phases of the frequency components
of the signal obtained from the hardware under test in response to the test signal
be identified. This is facilitated by vector down-conversion. The reference receiver
can be a standard test equipment such as a vector signal analyser (VSA) or any
calibrated receiver with vector down-conversion. If the reference receiver is of zero
IF type, then vector down-conversion needs to be performed at RF. Else, a scalar
down-conversion can be performed at RF and the IF output of the scalar down-
converter can be digitized and subject to vector digital down-conversion.
The inverse tangent of the ratio of the magnitudes of the down-converted ‘Q’ com-
ponents to the ‘I’ components provides a measure of the received phase. The phase
of the LO signal in the reference receiver is unknown but a calibrated reference
receiver is expected to have a phase relation of 90 degrees between the ‘I’ and ‘Q’
down-conversion paths. The down-converted ‘I’ and ‘Q’ components streamed by
the reference receiver back to the digital signal processor form the basis for the
amplitude and phase calibration across the signal path.
Reference receiver with scalar RF down-conversion and high speed ADC. The Dis-
crete Fourier transform (DFT) of the response of the signal path under test is com-
puted using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) technique to obtain the amplitude and
phase response at each excited frequency. The number of FFT points can be cho-
sen depending upon the resolution needed. For the convenience of subtraction, the
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Fig. 3.10.: Single Path Reference Receiver
amplitude spectrum of the FFT is plotted on dB scale. The amplitude spectrum
computed directly indicates the in-band amplitude ripple and offset across frequency.
The amplitudes are normalized to the maximum amplitude and directly subtracted
from the normalized amplitude spectrum of the stimulus to yield the amplitude
correction factors over the band of interest. A plot of the normalized amplitude
response across the band of interest computed by taking the FFT of the response is
shown in Fig. 3.11.
Fig. 3.11.: Amplitude plot of FFT of the single path response
The amplitude response of the signal path shown after calibration is shown in Fig
3.12 .
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Fig. 3.12.: Amplitude response of the single path post calibration. Trace1
(Blue):Before Calibration. Trace 2 (Black): After Calibration.
Fig. 3.13.: In-band group delay of single path
The first derivative of the phase spectrum in the band of interest is computed nu-
merically to yield the in-band group delay variation or phase distortion over the
bandwidth.
(Tg = (dθ/dω) (3.11)
Where Tg is the group delay in seconds, θ is the phase in radians and ω is the
angular frequency in radians/second. The first numerical derivative of the phase
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spectrum of the response is subtracted from that of the stimulus to yield the phase
correction factors over the band of interest. A plot of the in-band delay variation
computed by taking the first differences of phases of the response’s FFT is shown
in Fig. 3.13
Fig. 3.14.: Single path calibration process
3.3.1.4. Wideband Amplitude and Phase characterization of a multiple RF
paths:
The task of calibrating the signal paths in a transmitter like that shown in Fig. 3.8
involves application of the above test signal to the multiple parallel RF signal pro-
cessing paths of the hardware under test at the desired centre frequency of operation
at pre-determined time intervals and evaluating the response to yield the correction
factors. The uniqueness of time intervals between the stimuli applied to each path
enables identification of responses from each path uniquely. The system under test
needs to warm up for thermal stability as a pre-requisite as is the case with most
test equipment.
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Fig. 3.15.: RF Transmitter with multiple signal paths
For simplicity, consider a case of parallel characterization of two RF paths where
paths one and two are expected to be in phase quadrature and with equal amplitude
responses across the intended frequency band of operation. Also it is desired that the
variation of phase of the individual frequency components in the band of interest is
identical in both the parts so that perfect quadrature relation is maintained between
the two paths over the entire intended frequency band.
Fig. 3.16.: Stimulus for calibration of two paths in a transmitter
A digital signal processor generates the digital baseband signal at the intended IF
and is applied to the DAC in each path whose outputs are further mixed with
quadrature phases of the signal generated by local oscillator LO at frequency fc and
combined to yield a vector modulated RF output. Consider a digitally generated
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test signal i.e. a truncated sinc pulse of 320 samples. This signal is zero-padded
to extend the number of samples to the next power of 2 i.e. 1024 samples to yield
the stimulus to the first path. A power of 2 is selected as the total length of the
signal for the ease of computation of FFT. The stimulus to the second path is
obtained by circularly delaying the stimulus of the first path such that it remains
zero-valued in the duration when the stimulus to the first path takes the values of
the truncated sinc pulse plus some guard interval. Two such signals are plotted on
the same axis in Fig. 3.16. The response captured by the reference receiver at the
center frequency fc is the sum of the responses of the individual paths which are
complex values representing the amplitude and phase at each sampling interval as
shown in Fig. 3.17.
Fig. 3.17.: Correlated stimuli and responses
Considering the response signal captured in this example, samples from 1 to 336
represent the response of RF path 1 and samples from 337 to 583 represent the
second RF path, path 2. The amplitudes of the extracted individual responses can
then be cross-correlated to determine the relative timing offset between the two
paths in terms of number of sampling intervals and the relative delay. A comparison
of the amplitudes of the responses in time domain is shown in Fig. 3.18. It is for
this reason that it is possible using this proposed method to derive the calibration
co-efficients for all parallel signal paths in a single iteration. The amplitudes of the
FFT of the responses of two paths is shown in Fig. 3.19.
The spectrum of the response of the I and Q paths of a vector modulator to a
truncated Sinc stimulus post calibration is shown in Fig. 3.20. The roll off in pass
band amplitude and the image have been mitigated by calibration.
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Fig. 3.18.: Time aligned magnitudes of paths 1 and 2.
Fig. 3.19.: FFT plots of wideband amplitude responses of two paths
Fig. 3.21.: Calibration of multiple RF signal paths.
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Fig. 3.20.: Response of IQ paths to Sinc stimulus post calibration
As seen above, the advantage of the proposed technique is that it needs just one iter-
ation and just one measurement operation with the reference receiver to accomplish
the required calibration of a set of parallel signal paths. The technique is scalable
to a larger number of parallel transmitter paths with ease which only requires ap-
plying further delayed versions of the stimulus to each path and calibrating them
as detailed above. The process is summarized in Fig. 3.21. Inherent by design, the
technique can be scaled up to any number of signal paths.
The calibration procedure for the chirp case is the same as that described for the
sinc case except that the correction co-efficient matrix extracted in the frequency
domain needs to be filtered by a windowing function such as a Hamming Window
to avoid out-of-band spectral growth, owing to the relatively wide transition region
between the pass and stop bands in the stimulus and response signals. Relative to the
sinc pulse characterization and compensation technique the chirp pulse technique
is marginally more computationally demanding but its advantages outweigh the
burden of extra computations. Chirp based calibration has been extensively used
in the work described in this thesis and the applications are explained in next three
chapters.
As in any electronic hardware, the performance of the transmitter post calibration
depends is influenced by operating conditions and thermal characteristics of the
components involved. As a rule of thumb, the system under test needs to be allowed
to warm up so that the electrical parameters reach their steady state values prior
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the calibration process. The EVM of the signal generated by the transmitter in
operation may be used as the deciding factor to determine how often the system
needs to be re-calibrated. This would be applicable irrespective of the calibration
process followed. The experimental validation cases in this chapter are limited to
in-circuit applications. The application of the described techniques to over the
air channel characterization and spatially combined transmitters are presented in
chapters 5 and 6.
3.3.1.5. Experimental Validation
A test bench was set up consisting of a computer (PC) running the tool MATLAB
was used as a DSP, an evaluation board TSW30SH84 from Texas Instruments con-
sisting of a quad DAC module DAC34SH84 with LVDS interface to connect to a
digital interface board TSW1400EVM. A vector signal analyzer (VSA) FSQ-40 from
Rohde and Schwarz was used as a reference receiver. The VSA was capable of de-
modulating an input modulated signal up to a bandwidth of 100 MHz. The outputs
of DAC1 and DAC2 were treated as an IQ pair and connected to I and Q inputs of a
vector up-converter module TRF3705 designated as UC1_IF. The outputs of DAC3
and DAC4 were treated as the second IQ pair and connected to I and Q inputs of
another vector up-converter module TRF3705 designated as UC2_IF. The outputs
from the DACs were up-converted to 2.24 GHz and the output. The reference os-
cillators of the onboard clock source modulue LMK02808 were synchronized with
the reference output of the VSA after sufficient warm up time. A picture of the
workbench is shown in Fig. 3.22.
Fig. 3.22.: Work Bench with DAC, IF up-converter and RF test instruments
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Case 1: Zero IF with 4 paths at S Band An outphasing/LINC transmitter
consists of four RF signal paths. The operation of an outphasing transmitter is
explained in chapter 4. In brief, it consists of two amplification branches where
two constant envelope phase modulated signals are amplified and their outputs are
combined to yield an amplified complex envelope modulated signal. The constant
envelope phase modulated signals exhibit bandwidths as large as 10 times the band-
width of the intended complex envelope modulated signal and hence it is essential to
maintain the appropriate gain and phase relations between four RF signal paths over
this extended bandwidth. This case was selected since it provided the opportuninty
to test a real world scenario where the outputs of an outphasing/LINC transmitter
had to be combined at the appropriate phases. Mismatches in gain or phase re-
sponses of the outphasing branches over a bandwidth of 100 MHz had an adverse
impact on the spectrum of the combined signal. The 4 paths of the LINC trans-
mitter’s modulator built with the quadrature modulator pairs described above were
calibrated at zero IF over a bandwidth of 100 MHz. LINC baseband signals were
generated for a 5 MHz WCDMA baseband signal with a power crest factor of 7dB.
The LINC signals occupied a bandwidth over 100 MHz due to bandwidth expansion
in the resulting phase modulated signals with high modulation index. Phase errors
were deliberately introduced using LO feed cables of non-uniform lengths between
the paths to replicate a more challenging use case. The calibration was performed
using chirp stimulus in two different trials at a sample rate of 307.2 MSPS, center
frequency of 2.24 GHz at a bandwidth of 100 MHz.. The sample rate of the ADC
in the VSA was set equal to that of the DACs.
The block diagram of the test apparatus is shown in Fig. 3.23.
Fig. 3.23.: Four Signal Paths Test Apparatus
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Fig. 3.24.: Four paths of LINC Transmitter calibrated with chirp stimulus
Observation:
An overall improvement of 36 dB was observed in the adjacent channel power rejec-
tion as shown in Fig. 3.24 after calibration with Chirp stimulus.
This case is revisited in Chapter 4 under the section on outphasing amplifiers and
the results are analyzed in detail.
90 MHz Digital IF with 2 paths, Single Heterodyne Modulator at S Band This
involved validation of the first IQ pair in the apparatus described for the previous
case but at an IF of 90 MHz using truuncated sinc stimulus with a channel bandwidth
of 80 MHz. A pre-compensation FIR filter was synthesized with the computed
calibration co-efficients and convolved with a QAM64 test signal modulated at a
symbol rate of 80 MSPS and subject to root raised cosine filtering with a roll off
factor of 0.1 and an oversampling ratio of 4.
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Fig. 3.25.: Comparison of spectrum of a 64-QAM modulated signal
Fig. 3.26.: Comparison of constellations of 64-QAM signal post calibration
Observation: An overall improvement in image rejection by a factor of 10 dB could
be observed as shown in Fig.3.25.along with an overall improvement in EVM by 2%
could be observed after calibration.
90 MHz Digital IF with 2 paths, Double Heterodyne Modulator at Ku Band
The third case chosen was a modulator for DVB-S2 transmitter in the Ku Band.
The bench consisted of a Ku Band up-converter in addition to the apparatus shown
in Fig. 3.22. The Ku Band apparatus is shown in Fig. 3.27.
For this case, test an 8PSK modulator at S-Band built with the first IQ modulator
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described above, up-converted to Ku Band was used with the following settings:
Symbol rate of 40MSPS, Root Raised Cosine Filter roll off factor of 0.2, digital IF
generated at 90 MHz. The LO at S-Band was set at 2.24 GHz yielding up-converted
signals at 2.33 GHz (desired) and 2.15 GHz (image). These were up-converted to
frequencies of 14.23 GHz (wanted) and 14.05 GHz (image) respectively by a Ku
band up-converter fed with an LO at frequency 11.9 GHz. A cavity tuned filter
with a pass band of 14 to 14.5 GHz was used at the output of the Ku Band mixer.
In this case two path calibration was performed on the entire cascaded system at
14.23 GHz by applying a truncated sinc stimulus of bandwidth 60 MHz and 512
points FFT for analysis.
Fig. 3.27.: Ku-Band test bench
Fig. 3.28.: Comparison of spectrum of a DVB-S2 8PSK modulated signal at Ku
Band before and after calibration
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Fig. 3.29.: Comparison of 8PSK constellation before and after calibration of the
double heterodyne Ku Band modulator
Fig. 3.30.: Modulation parameters reported by Vector Signal Analyser ’FSQ-40’ of
R&S at 14.23GHz
Observations: An improvement in image rejection i.e. frequency components
around 14.05 GHz by a factor of 17 dB as shown in Fig. 3.28and an overall im-
provement of Modulation Error Ratio (MER) of around 6dB could be observed as
shown in and Fig. 3.30 respectively. An improvement in EVM by 7% along with an
improvement in Modulation Error Rate (MER) by approximately 7 dB i.e. from
16.9 dB to 23.8 dB was observed.These figures can be improved further with DPD.
A spectral growth in the adjacent channels could be observed due to the saturation
of the driver amplifier at Ku Band. This would need digital pre-distortion (DPD) to
mitigate. A test case with DVB-S2 signal has not been reported in the cited prior
arts but the overall image rejection is comparable to that obtained using prior art
methods.
The case of calibrating the signal paths in a spatially combined transmitter is de-
ferred until chapter 6.
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3.3.1.6. Calibrating Receivers:
A calibrated wideband reference receiver is essential for successful capture and anal-
ysis of responses from transmitters. However, the receiver itself is made of down-
converters and ADCs whose responses depend upon frequencies of operation and
hence needs calibration. One of the ways to perform calibration of the receiver is
to use a calibrated transmitter, compare the stimulus and response and calculate
the gain and phase correction factors for the response relative to the stimulus as ex-
plained for transmitters. The correction is applied in the form of FIR filters to the
received signal prior to demodulation. The general block diagram of the apparatus
for calibration of receivers with scalar RF down-conversion is shown in Fig.3.31. The
task requires more work for receivers with RF vector down-converters. The general
block diagram of the apparatus for calibration of receivers is shown in Fig.3.32. The
calibration of dc offset in the ADC of receivers is relatively straight forward. A si-
nusoidal excitation with sufficient number of samples to yield at-least 5 cycles at the
given sample rate is applied to the receivers RF input ports. The down-converted
IF signal is digitized. The ideal average value of a sinewave is zero. The presence
of any dc offset would manifest in the form of a sinewave varying about a fixed
voltage other than zero volts. The average value of the signal computed over the
number of sinusoidal cycles is subtracted from the digitized signal in the respective
path. The calibration of IQ gain and phase imbalances can be performed using the
same procedure as that of the transmitter but with a slight modification since each
path in the receiver gets the same input signal. The number of interleaved signals is
limited to two where the phase of the second signal is in quadrature to that of the
first signal.
Fig. 3.31.: Calibration of a wideband receiver with scalar RF down-converter
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Fig. 3.32.: Calibration of a wideband receiver with vector RF down-converter
Fig. 3.33.: DC offset in ADCs of a receiver observed in response to chirp stimuli
This arrangement enables easy identification of quadrature gain and phase offsets
in receivers with vector RF down-conversion. In case of I and Q paths of a single
receiver, the common input signal (Sinc or Chirp at the intended RF) is fed to the
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I and Q paths by means of an in-phase two way splitter.
The two time interleaved stimuli are designated as S1(t) and S2(t) respectively. A
reference signal S(t) for wideband calibration is constructed by taking the complex
sum of the two stimuli i.e.
S(t) = S1(t) + jS2(t) (3.12)
Let the complex sum of responses to the stimuli in the I path be designated as RI(t)
and that of the Q path be designated as RQ(t).
RI(t) = RI1(t) + jRI2(t) (3.13)
RQ(t) = RQ1(t) + jRQ2(t) (3.14)
The IF in each path is digitized and acquired by the DSP. As in the transmitter’s
case, the I path is chosen as reference and the magnitudes of the signals received in
the two paths are cross-correlated to determine the timing offset and the timing is
aligned by delaying the path with a time lead. The RMS values of the magnitudes of
the responses in the two paths are computed to determine the gain offset. The FFTs
of the received signals are computed and subject to wideband correction of gain and
group delay calibration in the band of interest. The phase difference between each
frequency bin of the FFTs of the received responses are computed. This should
be 90 degrees ideally. It needs to be noted that the FFTs to be considered for
calibration are those computed on the signals presented in equations eq.3.12eq.3.13
and eq. 3.14. The inverse of the deviation from 90 degrees is saved as a correction
factor for the respective frequency component. Similarly the ratios of the amplitudes
of each frequency component in the FFTs are computed and the reciprocal of the
ratios are saved as amplitude correction factors. The amplitude and phase correction
factors are then integrated in the form of an FIR filter for the respective path. Any
signal of interest is further subject to correction filtering by the saved FIR filters in
each path and then subject to demodulation.
Limitations: Both truncated sinc and chirp stimuli are not standard modulation
signals used in wireless communications. While they provide an insight of gain and
phase distortions, it is relatively complicated to identify the cause of the impairments
from the responses. For example, the presence of AM-AM and AM-PM distortions
in the responses will manifest in the form of amplitude ripples and non-linear phase
responses but it is complicated to identify whether these were caused by gain and
phase responses of linear components or due to non-linear characteristics of active
components. The ease of application, scalability in bandwidth and number of paths
outweigh the limitations.
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3.3.2. Calibration by Constellation Mapping
This is a non-iterative scheme that uses a complex envelope modulated signal as the
stimulus to accomplish calibration. The stimulus designed is similar to that used
in [25] but different in attributes and application procedure. A specially designed
64-QAM modulated stimulus of scalable bandwidth to characterize the wideband
impairments in a vector modulated transmitter. This modulation format is close to
that of a standard modulation scheme. Its response in the band of interest is used
to mitigate the impairments in the form of a correction filter.
A 64-QAM modulated signal of bandwidth equal to the bandwidth of interest con-
sists of multiple amplitudes and phases in the modulation constellation. This signal
when applied as stimulus to the system under test (SUT) excites both frequency
dependent and frequency independent transfer characteristics. It also excites power
dependent transfer characteristics such as the AM-AM and AM-PM distortion fac-
tors in a nonlinear system. Each transition between different symbols of a 64-QAM
constellation generates a different frequency component in the frequency domain.
Accordingly, the calibration signal or stimulus S(t) is designed to contain all possi-
ble permutations [39]of unique transitions of a 64-QAM constellation as described
in eq. 3.15.
nPr =
n!
(n− r)! 
64P2 =
64!
(64− 2)! = 4032 (3.15)
where nPr is the number of permutations of selecting r variables from a set of n
variables.
These values are close to those encountered in real-world communications. The num-
ber of vector transitions in the stimulus could be considered over constant envelope
stimuli which be capable of capturing the amplitude dependent impairments. The
signal to noise ratio (SNR) required to demodulate an uncoded 64 QAM signal at
a BER of 10−4 is around 26 dB which is expected from a typical transmitter. This
makes it a viable choice over higher order constellations due to the relative ease of
demodulation in terms of SNR.
Amplitude and phase variations can be captured and corrected. A 64-QAM mod-
ulated stimulus offers a higher level of amplitudes and phases in comparison to
16-QAM in time domain. The spectrum of a proposed stimulus example with 64-
QAM modulation of symbol rate 80 Mega Symbols per second (MSPS) shaped with
raised cosine filtering of roll off factor α = 0.2 with a resultant bandwidth of 100
MHz (80MSPS× (1+α)) is shown in Fig. 3.34. The stimulus is transmitted through
the nonlinear system under test and the response R(t) is captured using a reference
receiver such as a VSA or a combination of a vector down-converter and an ADC.
The response provides to capture both frequency and power dependent transfer
characteristics of the system under test simultaneously which is especially applicable
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Fig. 3.34.: Frequency domain spectra of magnitude and phase of stimulus
Fig. 3.35.: Constellation is mapped on a polar plot with 64-QAM modulation sym-
bols.
to nonlinear systems such as power amplifiers (PA) operating in the saturation
region. The response is demodulated and subject to digital evaluation of the vector
constellation symbols. This involves vector subtraction of each constellation point
in the response from the ideal values to yield the error vector e(k) at each point
whose inverse c(k) yields the respective correction factors where k ranges from 1 to
the number of constellation points in the stimulus. Adding the vector correction
factors to each constellation point in the original stimulus pre-compensates it to
mitigate the encountered impairments as shown in Fig. 3.35. The pre-compensated
P (k) signal may be mathematically viewed as an outcome of convolution of the
stimulus with a pre-compensating FIR compensation filter kernel f(k).
e(k) = s(k)− r(k) (3.16)
c(k) = −e(k) (3.17)
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P (k) = s(k) + c(k) (3.18)
P (k) = f(k) ∗ s(k) (3.19)
Deconvolution of the pre-compensated signal and the stimulus would yield the co-
efficients for the pre-compensation filter. The filter can be convolved with an actual
baseband signal to pre-compensate it against the impairments in the SUT.
f(k) = deconvolutionP (k), S(k) (3.20)
AMAM distortion identification – Constellation symbols are observed to have a
shorter vector radii than their ideal locations as in Fig. 3.36plot (a).
AMPM distortion identification – Results in the symbol point to have the same
vector radius, but to have an angular movement along the vicinity of the ideal
location. This can be observed in Fig. 3.36 plot (b). Additionally, Inter-Symbol-
Interference (ISI), random noise interference and phase noise can also be identified
by observing the response of the stimulus [40, 41].
Fig. 3.36.: Identification of AM-AM and AM-PM distortions
Limitations: The applicability of this scheme is limited to sets of two signal paths
at a time. But can be applied with ease if the total number of paths involved is even
by time interleaving the stimuli to pairs of paths. This technique requires nearly
four times the number of computations than the time interleaved sinc and chirp
stimuli. However, the ability to detect AM-AM and AM-PM distortions makes this
an attractive choice to calibrate RF hardware consisting of moderately and strongly
non-linear modules such as Doherty amplifiers. Further experimental results on
Doherty amplifiers are discussed in chapter 4.
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3.3.2.1. Experimental validation of calibration by constellation mapping
A specially designed 64-QAM signal that covered all permutations of transitions
between constellation points was used as stimulus and calibration was performed
as explained in Chapter 3. A pre-compensating FIR filter was synthesized for each
path to mitigate the signal path impairments. The pre-compensating FIR filter was
then convolved with signals of interest to pre-compensate them against hardware
impairments in the signal paths.
Zero IF with 2 paths, Homodyne Modulator at S Band This involved validation
of the first IQ pair in the apparatus described for the previous case but at an IF of
90 MHz using truuncated sinc stimulus with a channel bandwidth of 80 MHz. A pre-
compensation FIR filter was synthesized with the computed calibration coefficients
and convolved with a 256-QAM test signal modulated at a symbol rate of 80 MSPS
and subject to RRC filtering with a roll off factor of 0.2 and an oversampling ratio
of 4.
Fig. 3.37.: Comparison of constellations of a 256-QAM modulated signal before
and after calibration by constellation mapping technique.
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The validation was repeated with a DVB-S2 8PSK modulated signal of the same
bandwidth and RRC filtering. The test apparatus for experimental validation of
this scheme is the same as that shown in Fig. 3.22.
Observation: An improvement of 10.9 dB in Modulation Error Rate (MER) over
the un-compensated case resulting in a value of 34.39 dB and an Error Vector
Magnitude (EVM) of 1.907% were observed. A comparison of the demodulated
constellations is shown in Fig. 3.37.
Fig. 3.38.: Comparison of constellations of an 8PSK modulated signal before and
after calibration by constellation mapping technique.
Observation: An improvement of 15.7 dB in Modulation Error Rate (MER) over
the un-compensated case resulting in a value of 34.51 dB and an Error Vector Mag-
nitude (EVM) of 1.88% were observed. A comparison of the demodulated constel-
lations is shown in Fig. 3.38.
Single Heterodyne Modulator at Ku Band A 64-QAM baseband of symbol rate
80 MSPS generated in MATLAB was applied to the first IQ pair in the apparatus
described above to yield a modulated carrierat 2.32 GHz. This signal was then
up-converted to Ku Band at 14.32 GHz using the test bench shown in Fig. 3.27. A
comparison of the demodulated constellations with and without pre-compensation
of the baseband by convolution with the pre-compensating filter are shown in
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Fig. 3.39.: Comparison of QAM64 constellation before and after calibration of the
single heterodyne Ku Band modulator
Observation:An improvement of 8.02 dB was observed in MER for a 100 MHz wide
QAM 64 modulated signal along with a 5.5% improvement in EVM resulting figures
of 34.2dB and 3.52% for MER and EVM respectively. This test case represented a
weakly non-linear case.
Zero IF 780 MHz transmitter with Doherty Amplifier A strongly nonlinear sys-
tem is in operation when a Doherty Power Amplifier (DPA) is driven with sufficient
input power to operate beyond P1dB compression point. Both power and frequency
dependent nonlinearities are in effect due to the strong nonlinearity. Power depen-
dent impairments functioning as AM-AM and AM-PM conversion effects that are
nonexistent/not-apparent in weakly nonlinear systems show up in a strongly non-
linear system and pose a greater challenge for RF path calibration. The knowledge
of these impairments is essential to perform digital pre-distortion (DPD) of PAs.
The challenge is significant in a DPA as the RF signal must propagate through two
amplifiers biased at different classes (Class AB, Class C) and then be constructively
recombined. The demodulated responses of indicate Fig. 3.40 significant AM-AM,
AM-PM distortions with ISI.
Observations: Both frequency dependent and power dependent impairments were
compensated after calibration as observed in Fig. 3.40. Significant reduction in ISI
was observed post-calibration with improvements in EVM by 6.64 % and in MER
by 6.87 dB. The indicated linear performance after the proposed calibration is as
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Fig. 3.40.: Comparison of QAM64 constellation before and after calibration of the
transmitter with a Doherty Amplifier
if the system is driven at a lower input power level, delivering higher output power
and reduced MER without heavy distortion in the RF signal constellation.
3.4. Conclusions:
In this chapter, system level manifestation of impairments in the building blocks of
RF transceivers were examined and prior art methods to mitigate these impairments
through digitally assisted calibration were discussed. The prior art technqiues dis-
cussed though novel are iterative. The effort and needed to mitigate the impairments
in RF systems that involve multiple signal paths such as outphasing transmitters
and massive MIMO would increase proportional to the number of paths. The prior
arts discussed were either designed for calibration of in-circuit combined RF signal
paths or for calibration of beam forming i.e. spatially combined RF signal paths but
not for both together. Two novel non-iterative schemes were presented to calibrate
multiple RF signal paths in a single iteration.
a) Calibration using time interleaved truncated sinc and chirp stimuli: A
novel low complexity and non-iterative scheme has been presented to calibrate the
timing, amplitude and phase offsets and distortions across multiple RF signal paths
over a wide frequency band of interest in a single measurement cycle. The scheme is
applicable to both in-circuit and spatially combined RF signal paths where the phase
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and gain relations between them can be of any arbitrary value. This scheme however
requires a calibrated reference receiver operational over the band of interest but it is
sufficient to have a receiver with just one signal path and the method to calibrate the
reference receiver has also been presented. The technique is scalable with number of
paths. This is particularly advantageous in applications involving beam forming and
physical layer security. This scheme is however not convenient to identify non-linear
distortions like AM-AM and AM-PM conversion in the hardware being tested and
calibrated. However, this scheme is applicable to calibrate the paths over a wider
bandwidth needed to mitigate the non-linear through digital pre-distortion which is
introduced in the next chapter. The experiments carried out on the two paths of a
Ku Band super heterodyne DVB-S2 modulator and a zero IF outphasing modulator
with four paths where all the signal paths were calibrated with just one measurement
with a reference receiver validate the presented technique. The advantages of non-
iterative calibration of multiple RF signal paths where the gain and phase relations
can be set arbitrarily and ability to scale up the technique with increasing number
of signal paths outweigh the limitations. These advantages are exploited in the work
presented in the upcoming chapters.
b) Calibration by Constellation Mapping:
A novel non-iterative method based on vector positioning of constellation symbols
of a specially designed 64-QAM modulated signal that can calibrate RF path im-
pairments has been presented. A primary advantage of the technique in comparison
with the work reported in literature is that it is non-iterative. It uses a modulated
waveform that closely resembles a current standard communication signal format
and is able to alleviate both frequency and power dependent impairments such as
amplitude ripple-tilt, group-delay, AM-AM and AM-PM conversion in linear, weakly
non-linear and strongly non-linear systems. These advantages were proven by a vari-
ety of experimental test cases at different frequency bands and at power levels using
three different test benches. A limitation of the scheme is that it can calibrate only
two paths at a time. This limitation can be alleviated by combining this technique
with time interleaving where the stimulus to a pair of paths can be time interleaved.
The advantages of being non-iterative, using a waveform similar in attributes to that
used in real wireless communications, applicability to both weakly and strongly non-
linear systems with abilities to identify AM-AM and AM-PM distortions outweigh
the limitations.
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4. RF Power Amplifiers: Key
Parameters, Classes, Topologies
and Behavioral Modelling
This chapter is designed to provide a brief overview of RF power amplifiers in general,
their classes, topologies and behavioral models. Some of the inferences from the
experimental validation of the novelties presented in this chapter were considered
in the next two chapters to mitigate problems of wide bandwidths and high PAPR.
The primary novel contribution of the author of this thesis presented in this chapter
corresponds to item 2 in the list of publications. This is in the wideband calibration
of RF hardware applying the novel scheme presented in chapter 3. The secondary
contrinutions of the author of this thesis correspond to items 5, 6, 12 and 13 with
the role limited design review and verification along with editting the drafted papers
as a co-author since RFPA design was not the principal objective of the research
acivity undertaken.
4.1. Introduction
An RF Power Amplifier is a device meant for boosting the power of the signal prior
to transmission by an extent that the signal reaches the intended receivers at the
intended distance ’d’ with enough strength for demodulation. The extent of power
to be transmitted depends on the link budget for the desired distance, bandwidth,
type of modulation and fading environment. Consider for example a cellular base
station operating at 30 GHz needed to transmit a modulated signal of bandwidth
200 MHz over a distance of 500 meters such that the receiver receives it with a signal
to noise ratio of at least 10 dB, with transmitting and receiving antennas having
directive gains of 5 dB respectively. The free space path loss experienced by this
signal between the transmitter and the receiver as calculated by FRIIS formula i.e.
eq. 4.1 is 106 dB. Considering receiver noise figure of another 5 dB along with the
given bandwidth of 200 MHz and minimum SNR requirement of 10dB, the sensitivity
of the receiver would be -76dBm. Considering a design margin of 7dB, the power of
the signal at the transmitter’s output should atleast be +36dBm or 4 Watts. The
task of delivering this power to the signal rests with the RFPA.
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FSPLdB = 10Log10
(
λ
(4πd)
)2
+GT +GR (4.1)
where FSPLdB is the free space path loss in dB, λ is the wave length of the signal,
d is the distance in metres, GT and GR are the gains of the transmitting and the
receiving antennas respectively in dB.
Like all active components, an RF power amplifier requires a specific value of DC
bias power to operate. Unlike small signal amplifiers like the low noise amplifiers
(LNAs) in receivers, the PA is a power hungry device and hence the challenge is in
getting the signal of interest boosted to the maximum power possible for the extent
of DC power consumed. Some of the typical operating classes and modes of RFPAs
are discussed in the next sections.
Fig. 4.1.: Typical Single Transistor RF Power Amplifier Circuit
A typical circuit schematic diagram of an RFPA is shown in Fig.4.1 where IMN and
OMN are the input and output impedance matching networks respectively, Vdd and
Vgg are the DC power supplies for the drain and gate terminals of the PA.
4.2. Key Parameters of an RF Power Amplifier
Gain ’G’: This is the ratio of output power to input power, a factor by which the
power of the input signal is amplified. The gain should remain constant up to the
maximum output power in an ideal amplifier. This is not practical since amplifiers
generally reach a compression point, commonly called 1 dB compression point as
explained in subsec. 2.3.1. At this point an increase of input power no longer relates
to the same increase in output power.
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Saturated Power Output ’Psat’: This refers to the maximum RF power that can
be delivered to the load by the PA. This power is higher than the power available
at the 1dB compression point.
Linearity : The term linearity was introduced in chapter2 which implies a constant
gain relation between input and output powers such that the output y is equal to ax
where the term a is a constant. However, all active components exhibit nonlinear
behaviour and have a transfer function of the form shown in Fig.2.8, have saturation
points and hence can be considered linear only over a limited range of input and
output powers. The typical relation between the output power y and input power
x in a PA is as shown in eq. 4.2.
y = ax+ bx2 + cx3 + dx4 + ex5 (4.2)
An RFPA is a strongly non-linear module where co-efficients of all the powers of x in
eq.4.2 are significant and hence lead to parasitic behaviours such as AM-AM output
voltage conversion, AM-PM conversion and intermodulation. Another parasitic ef-
fect of non-linear response is the spectral emissions outside the allocated bandwidth
causing interference with neighbouring channels. This has both performance and
legal implications since it can deny the quality of service to a neighbouring wireless
client. The amount of emission allowed in the neighbouring channels is enforced
by the respective wireless standard and regulatory authority in the form of a spec-
trum mask. This was introduced in chapter 2. The primary cause of emissions in
the neighbouring channels can be inferred by expanding the non-linear transfer on
(eq. 4.2) and substituting x(t) = M1(t)Sin(ωt + φ(t)) in. This may be described
mathematically as shown in the equations below.
AM-AM Conversion: This is a parasitic behaviour where the amplitude of the
RF input signal to an RFPA influences the gain of the PA such that an amplitude
modulated input signal with modulation index M1 would result in an output signal
with a different modulation index M2 after amplification. Let the input RF signal
x(t) be described by a sinusoidal function
x(t) = M1(t)Sin(ωt+ φ(t)) (4.3)
This when applied to an RF PA whose transfer function is described by eq. 4.2
(considering only the first 3 terms on the right hand side (RHS) )would yield
y(t) = a (M1(t)Sin(ω(t) + φ(t)))+b[M1(t)Sin(ω(t)+φ(t))]2+c[M1(t)Sin(ω(t)+φ(t))]3
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Fig. 4.2.: Power Amplifier’s RF Output Spectrum
(4.4)
On expanding the third order terms on the RHS of eq. 4.4 and retaining only the
products falling in the fundamental frequency ω, the output y(t) would yield
y(t) =
[
aM1(t) +
3c {M1(t)}3
4
]
[Sin(ωt+ φ(t))] = M2(t)Sin(ωt+ φ(t)) (4.5)
where the new amplitude function M2(t) is not just a linearly scaled version of
M1(t). AM-AM effects are significant when the output power from the PA is at peak
due to gain compression in the transistor caused by saturation of charge carriers.
The impact of AM-AM conversion on a 64 QAM modulated OFDM signal after
amplification by a non-linear amplifier is shown in Fig. 4.3. It may be inferred that
peaks of the OFDM signal are clipped in the output plot. The impact increases
with increase in PAPR for a fixed bias condition. AM-AM conversion can also
be identified from the demodulated constellation where the radii of the outermost
symbols are shortened.
AM-PM Conversion: This is a parasitic behaviour where the amplitude of the RF
input signal to an RFPA influences the conducting phase of the PA . The PA is built
using RF power transistors with finite lengths of the conducting channels, gate and
a finite gate width. The conductivity of the channel is accomplished by controlling
the density of charge carriers in the channel by controlling the voltage applied to the
gate. This is also accompanied by voltage controlled capacitance between the gate
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Fig. 4.3.: Impact of AM AM conversion on the amplitude of an OFDM signal
subject to amplification by a non-linear amplifier
and the channel thereby resulting in a capacitive reactance between them whose
reactance varies as a function of the applied voltage at the gate. Since the reactance
influences the phase of the output signal, its variation with the voltage applied at
the gate modulates the output phase of a PA thereby causing AM-PM distortion.
This distortion is significant under large signal conditions that drive the transisitor
close to saturation. Elaborate information on the gate and channel characteristics
of transistors may be found in references [42, 43, 44, 45]. A mathematical insight
of this distortion may be obtained by considering the coefficient values in eq. 4.2 as
complex numbers. From eq. 4.5, it may be inferred that if the terms a and c are
represented as complex numbers with phases θ1 and θ2 respectively to account for
the transfer reactance between the input and output ports, the output signal y(t)
would also undergo phase modulation along with amplitude modulation.
The resulting equation for y(t) would be
y(t) =
[
a∠θ1M1(t) +
3c∠θ2 {M1(t)}3
4
]
[Sin(ωt+ φ(t))]
= M2(t)Sin(ωt+ φ(t) + ψ(M1(t))) (4.6)
The impact of AM-PM conversion on a 64 QAM modulated OFDM signal after
amplification by a non-linear amplifier is shown in Fig. 4.4. AM-PM conversion
can also be identified in the demodulated constellation where the symbols have the
appropriate vector radius, have angular displacements along the vicinity of the ideal
location.
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Fig. 4.4.: Impact of AM AM conversion on the amplitude of an OFDM signal
subject to amplification by a non-linear amplifier.
Efficiency: This parameter is a measure of the extent of dc power consumed to
produce the intended RF power at the load of a PA and is decribed in different way.
Power Amplifier Drain Efficiency ‘ηd was introduced in chaper 2. It is the extent of
DC power consumed to produce the measured output RF power.
ηd =
PRFload
PDC
(4.7)
The drain efficiency may be computed by integrating the DC power consumed over
one complete cycle of the RF waveform as given by eq. 4.8.
Pdc =
1
T
 Tc
0
VdsIddt (4.8)
where Tc is the period over which the DC power is consumed vdsid is the product of
drain to source voltage and drain current.
The overall efficiency ‘η refers to the ratio of the RF power delivered to the load of
the PA to the sum of RF and DC input powers applied.
η = PRFload
PDC + PRFin
(4.9)
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Another figure of merit for PAs is the power added efficiency PAE . This is math-
ematically defined as the difference between the output and input RF powers to
the DC power consumed. This figure provides an insight of the extent of RF input
power needed to achieve a target efficiency at the target output power.
PAE = PRFload − PRFin
PDC
(4.10)
The typical envelope of an OFDM signal with 762 QPSK modulated sub-carriers is
shown in Fig. 4.5. The computed PAPR of this signal is 9.3dB i.e the peak power of
this signal exceeds the average power by a factor of 8.5 times. The operating point
of the RF power transistor would need to be chosen such that the amplier’s drain
voltage and current have enough dynamic range to accommodate the amplitude
swing i.e. the peak output power needs to be lower than the P1dB compression point
for linear operation. In order to accomplish this. the bias point should be chosen
such that the average outout power of the PA is backed off from P1dB compression
point by a value equal to or greater than PAPR. The available effiiciency of the
RFPA in the presence of back off is termed as back-off efficiency.
PAPR = Ppeak
Paverage
PAPR = Vpeak
2
Vrms
2 (4.11)
PAPRdB = 10Log10(PAPR) (4.12)
Harmonic Distortion: This is the extent of distortion caused by the presence of
harmonics of the input signal at the output due to the non linear transfer function
msuch as that in eq. 4.2. This is quantified by the factor Total Harmonic Distortion
(THD).
THD =
∑N
2 Poutnf
Poutf
(4.13)
where f is the fundamental frequency and nf is the nth harmonic of the fundamental
frequency.
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Fig. 4.5.: OFDM Envelope
Intermodulation distortion: This was discussed in chapter 2 and is repeated here
for convenience. Intermodulation refers to the process of two or more signals with
frequencies in the band of interest mixing (multiplying) with one another to yield
parasitic signals. The parasitic signals thus generated are termed as intermodulation
products. This is caused by non-linear characteristics of the gain blocks in the
receiver. The frequencies of the parasitic elements. This is explained mathematically
in the equations below. Let the output signal from the RF sub-system of the receiver
be designated as ‘y’ and let the input signal be designated as ‘’x’.
Let
x = A1sin(ω1t) + A2sin(ω2t) (4.14)
x2 = A1sin(ω1t)2 + A2sin(ω2t)2 + 2A1sin(ω1t)A2sin(ω2t) (4.15)
x3 = A1sin(ω1t))3 +A2sin(ω2t)3 +3A1sin(ω1t)A2sin(ω2t)[A1sin(ω1t)+A2sin(ω2t)]
(4.16)
If the input is a linear combination of two sinusoidal signals and if the transfer
function is non-linear as in eq. 4.2, the second order or square term yields parasitic
components at frequencies equal to double the input frequencies, sum and difference
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of the input frequencies along with a dc offset (zero frequency component) as can be
inferred from trigonometric identities applied to the terms in eq. 4.16. The parasitic
signal components would interfere with actual modulated RF signals intended to
be received at those frequencies for demodulation in a wideband receiver. The
second order term results in spurs at frequencies ω2 + ω1 and ω2 − ω1 is a matter of
concern in systems that operate over an octave of bandwidth such as video broadcast
transmitters. This can be mitigated using appropriate RF filters. The third order or
cubic term would yield parasitic components at triple the fundamental frequencies
and at frequencies 2ω1−ω2 and 2ω2−ω1. These components fall within the operating
frequency band of the transmitter in most cases and cannot be mitigated by just
using an RF filter.
Cross Modulation: This is a parasitic behaviour where the modulation on an
input signal is transferred to another signal at the the output caused primarily by
third order non-linearity. This distortion however occurs between two carriers that
are in different signal bands and is a matter to be considered while operating the
PA in multiple bands.
Memory Effects: It was discussed that RF power transistors have capacitive re-
actances which cause AM-PM effects. All practical transistors have a finite transit
time for the signals they conduct during which thermal and structural factors such
as charge trapping become apparent which make the output signal dependent on
the present and earlier input signals. This phenomenon is termed as memory ef-
fect. Looking at the RF power amplifier as a system, the memory effects are also
contributed by bias circuits and resonant circuits in filters in addtion to those aris-
ing from the operation of the RF power transistor itself. Memory effects may be
classified into short term memory effects and long term memory effects. Short term
memory effects last for time durations comparable to the time period of the RF sig-
nal being amplified. Long term memory effects last for time duration on the scale of
the baseband. These effects can cause degradation in EVM due to dispersion of en-
velope components and is particularly significant with wide modulation bandwidths
[46, 47].
The primary factors of short-term memory are charge storage in the transistors,
non-zero transit times in transistors and impedance mismatches at the fundamental
RF frequencies. The primary causes of long term memory are dynamic self-heating
in power transistors, hysteresis in bias components and charge trapping in field effect
transistors particularly in GaN based high electron moboility transistors (HEMTs).
The RF output of an RF power amplifier with memory can be mathematically
expressed as a function of present and past inputs as shown in eq. 4.17/
y(t) = Ax(t) + A1x(t− τ1) + A2x(t− τ2) + .......+ Anx(t− τn) (4.17)
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4.3. Behavioural Modelling and Digital Pre Distortion
4.3.1. Behavioural Modelling
The internal structure of an RF power amplifier is transparent to a system designer
and is usually a protected design of the vendor. It is a black box from a system
perspective whose performance characteristics are critical to the design of the entire
wireless transmission system. One of the ways to assess performance and to attempt
to mitigate the impairments at a system level by pre-compensating the input signals
is to describe the performance of the PA in the form of mathematical equations or
transfer functions called behavioural models. They have proven to be very useful
for modelling of non-linear radio frequency components, particularly when applying
modulated signals. Carrying out wide band system characterisation using traditional
circuit simulators is computationally expensive and not practical once the product
is deployed in the field. Behavioural models provide a sufficiently accurate system
model while greatly reducing the computational overhead. The accuracy of the
model is dependant on both model parameters and available system information.
To achieve an accurate system model all inputs which affect the system operation
must be accounted for. There have been several modelling polynomials developed
over the past five decades. In this section two popularly used polynomials namely
Volterra series and Memory Polynomial are discussed in brief.
1) Volterra Series: Volterra series behavioural modelling is a powerful time series
estimator for non-linear systems. The model uses every possible combination of
terms up to a given order and for a given memory depth. It has been extensively
used in both biological and financial modelling in both its continuous time and
discrete form. To model RF power amplifier, we use the discrete time, base-band
from the the series [73]. To date it has been successfully used to model various RF
power amplification systems. The Volterra series is outlined in equations eq. 4.18
Y (n) =
∑
k
∑
l1
...
∑
H(2k+1)(l1, l2, , ...l2k+1)
k+1∏
i=1
X(n-li)
2k+1∏
i=k+2
X∗(n-li) (4.18)
Where Y is the output, X is the input, H represents the Volterra coefficients, k is the
order of non-linearity and l is the memory depth. The Volterra series is composed
of all possible combinations of non-linear order and memory terms and as the terms
P and M increase the number of weights increases rapidly. The memory depths
particuularly increase rapidly with increasing bandwidths of the envelope. It may
be noted that (eq. 4.18) is a square matrix whose rank will increase with memory
depths. This is undesirable since it defeats the objective of a behavioural model of
reducing the computational complexity therefore several reduced forms of the full
Volterra kernel have been presented for power amplifier modelling. It is of primary
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importance to model the RFPA in order to estimate and mitigate the RF emissions
in the neighbouring channels as shown in Fig. 4.2. From sec. 4.2 we know that
intermodulation distortion generally results from odd order non-linear harmonics.
Therefore it would just be sufficient to consider only the odd order non-linear terms
on the RHS of eq. 4.18.
2) Memory Polynomial
y(n) =
K∑
k=1
M∑
m=0
akmx(n−m)|x(n−m)|k−1 (4.19)
eq.4.19 repesents a simplified polynomial that can be used for behavioral modelling.
This is obtained by considering only the diagonal elements of the Volterra matrix
described in eq. 4.18. This polynomial is popularly used for digital pre-distortion
(DPD) of RF transmitters due to reduced computational complexity and acceptable
performance.
There are several other behavioral modelling kernels namely Weiner, Hammerstein,
Saleh models whose details can be found in literatures [48, 49].
4.3.2. Digital Pre-distortion
It was found in section sec. 4.2 that the non-linear transfer functions cause distor-
tions. This is a process of learning the mathematical model of the distortion caused
and convolving the baseband input signal with the inverse of the distortion model
is abbreviated as DPD. It may be inferred from section sec. 4.2 that the bandwidth
of the RF output signal of a non-linear power amplifier expands into neighbouring
channels. This may be viewed as the intended RF carrier being modulated by an
envelope that is as wide as the overall expanded bandwidth. This implies that it is
essential to have baseband components capable of generating signals with the ex-
panded bandwidth to accomplish DPD. This will be a limiting factor in wideband
radios. In order to learn the transfer non-linear function, it is essential to couple
a minor sample of the RFPA’s output through a receiver as shown in Fig. 4.6 and
feed the signal back to the DSP after digitizing it. This implies that the receiver in
the feedback path ideally requires an operating bandwidth equal to or wider than
that occupied by the distorted output of the RFPA. Considering five orders of non-
linearity, the bandwidth of the data converters would ideally require a bandwidth
of five times the intended channel bandwidth to accomplish DPD.
Adaptive learning The success of DPD lies in the ability to model the non-linear
transfer function as close as possible to reality. However, the non-linearity is a
function of the envelope of the input signal and hence it is not feasible to estimate
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Fig. 4.6.: RF Transmitter with Power Amplifier and Receiver for DPD
the transfer function with a single excitation. Adaptive learning is therefore applied
using adaptive filtering algorithms such as Method of Least Squares whose filter
taps are coefficient values of the non-linear terms in Memory Polynomial or Volterra
Series or similar mathematical kernels. These taps are tuned in an adaptive fashion
using updated samples of the RFPA’s responses to excitations and converge when
the response meets the criteria for reduction of distortion. The typical block diagram
of adaptive learning set up is shown in Fig. 4.7.
Fig. 4.7.: Adaptive Learning
Method Of Least Squares Method of Least Squares is an estimation process
where the input and output signals are analysed in vector form and an optimal
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solution is derived from direct matrix inversion. The least squares algorithm chooses
the weights to minimise the function in eq. 4.21 which is the RMS value of the
error between the actual and estimated output signals represented by eq. 4.20. The
optimal weight solution is given by eq.4.22. The process involves computation auto-
correlation of the input signal and cross correlation of the input and output signals
as shown in eq. 4.23 and eq. 4.24 respectively.
e(t) =
(
Y (t)−XT (t)~w
)
(4.20)
J(m) = 1
M
M∑
t=1
(
Y (t)−XT (t)~w
)2
(4.21)
wopt = R−1xxPdx′ (4.22)
Rxx=
1
M
M∑
t=1
(
X(t)XT (t)
)
(4.23)
Pdx′ =
1
M
M∑
t=1
(y(t)X(t)) (4.24)
The optimum co-efficient set is guaranteed to be extracted as long as the dataset is
representative of the device under test (DUT). This depends on the accuracy of the
feedback path whose frequency response needs to be equalized through calibration as
detailed in chapter 3 failing which the weights will not converge. The main drawback
with the least squares approach is the computational complexity in the parameter
extraction operation. The size of the matrix X is determined by the number of
samples in the input - output data set as well as the number of coefficients in the
behavioural model.
4.4. Power Amplifier Classes
A brief introduction to some typically used classes and modes of operation for power
amplifiers are described in this section. It is not in the scope of this thesis to provide
elaborate theories for design of RFPAs. Interested readers are referred to [50] and
[51] for detailed theories and guidelines on RFPAs.
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An RFPA’s class of operation may be described by the duty cycle over which it
conducts the signal. An RF carrier signal is a sinusoidal function whose duty cycle
360 degrees. This in turn depends on the bias of the RF power transistor. Typical
DC characteristics of an RF transistor is shown in Fig. 4.8. The class of operation
is depends on when the transistor actually starts drawing current from the drain
supply when an RF input is applied. Typical parameters affected by the class of
operation of a PA are Linearity, Efficiency, Bandwidth and Gain. These parameters
were defined in chapter 2.
Fig. 4.8.: Typical DC bias characteristics of RF power transistor
Class A operation: The PA conducts the signal for the entire 360 degrees of the
input signal. Typically, the bias current is set at half of the maximum current
value so as to accommodate a complete sinusoidal variation of the output signal
throughout its 360 degrees of conduction phase. This class is the most linear of
all PA configurations since it conducts the entire envelope of the signal without
saturation. The typical waveform relations between RF voltages and currents in a
class A amplifier is shown in Fig. 4.9.
This mode of operation will draw a DC current equal to half of the maximum value
even in the absence of an RF input signal and therefore the theoretical maximum
efficiency of a Class A amplifier is only 50% as can be evaluated from integral in
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Fig. 4.9.: Waveforms of RF voltage and current in a Class A Amplifier
eq. 4.8. This operating point would be in the vicinity of the point m5 on the DC
loadline shown in Fig.4.8. The theoretical efficiency is only achievable for a constant
envelope signal. Practically an envelope modulated signal would exhibit peaking in
its amplitude and hence a Class A amplifier’s efficiency would be reduced further
due to back off from the saturated power output.
Class B and AB operation: In Class B , the PA conducts the applied RF signal
for only half of the duty cycle i.e. for only 180 degrees. The bias point is chosen to
be in the cut-off state so that the transistor does not conduct or draw current when
the input signal amplitude is below 0V i.e in the negative half cycle.
Fig. 4.10.: Waveforms of RF gate voltage and drain current in a Class B Amplifier
In this class, the theoretical maximum efficiency of the PA as calculated from eq.4.8
is 78.4%. This is an improvement over Class A in efficiency but at the cost of non-
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linearity. As the output waveform is clipped, it is rich in harmonics which need
to be terminated. The filtering circuit needed to suppress the harmonics implies
reduction in operational bandwidth relative to Class A.
A hybrid between Class A and Class B modes is the Class AB where the transistor
is allowed to conduct the signal for more than 180 degrees of duty cycle. This
mode provides an improvement in efficiency over Class A and an improvement in
linearity over Class B. This is the most popular class of operation for medium power
applications.The theoretical efficiency is below 78.4%
Fig. 4.11.: Waveforms of RF gate voltage and drain current in a Class AB Amplifier
Class C In this class, the transistor in the PA conducts the signal for less than 180
degrees. The transistor is biased in the cutoff region of its transfer characteristics.
A finite portion of the input signal is involved in actually turning on the device. The
reduction in conduction angle implies a further reduction in DC power consumed
for a target RF output power and hence higher power added efficiency compared to
Class A and Class B. But the class is less linear making it suitable only for constant
envelope modulated signals such as QPSK, 8PSK, FSK, FM and constant envelope
PM. Since a finite portion of then input signal is involved in actually turning on
the transistor, the power gain is reduced compared to Class A and Class B. Typical
gain of a single stage Class C power amplifier is below 10 dB.
All the classes discussed until now are continuous conduction modes i.e. the voltages
and currents vary smoothly following the input sinusoidal curve over a limited range.
It may be inferred from the integral in eq. 4.8 that the efficiency can be maximized
if the value of this integral is minimized or made zero. This is theoretically achieved
by operating the RF power amplifiers in swithing modes such as Class D, Class E,
Class F and Class S. The input is hard switched such that the amplifier minimizes
operation linear region for as little time as possible. The involves operating the
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Fig. 4.12.: Waveforms of RF gate voltage and drain current in a Class C Amplifier
transistor in switch mode where it either conducts fully allowing maximum current
to flow from the drain to source terminal or does not conduct at all presenting
the full dc voltage across the drain and source terminals with zero current flowing
between them. This makes the voltage and current waveforms mutually exclusive
i.e. they have no overlap and hence no power is dissipated. This implies a theoretical
efficiency of 100%. Discussion in this section is limited to Class E and interested
readers are referred to literature [50].
Class E A typical circuit schemetic of a Class E amplifier is shown in Fig. 4.13.
It is a single transistor switching amplifier which conducts current for 180 degrees
of the input switching waveform. The parallel capacitor Cp connected between the
drain and source terminals is initially charged to the DC bias voltage applied to the
drain terminal. When the input signal is applied to the gate, the transistor acts like
a switch and draws maximum drain current during the positive half cycle or first
180 degrees of the input waveform forcing the voltage between the drain and source
terminals of the transistor to zero volts. This ideally makes the current flowing into
the load zero. The capacitor that was charged before the application of the signal
now discharges through the channel of the transistor. During the second half cycle
of the input waveform, the transistor is cut off and the capacitor gets charged again.
This operation of charging and discharging ideally results in a switching waveform
at the drain terminal at the operating RF frequency as shown in and causes an
alternating current (AC) to flow to the load at the fundamental RF frequency. The
RF choke presents a large impedance at the RF frequency. The switching signal is
rich in harmonics. The resonator tuned to the fundamental RF frequency presents
low impedance at the fundamental frequency and high impedances at the harmonic
frequencies thereby passing the fundamental component of the waveform. Since the
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resonator has a high quality factor, it rejects the higher harmonics present in the
switching waveform thereby yielding a sinusoidal waveform at the load.
Fig. 4.13.: Class E Amplifier Schematic
Fig. 4.14.: Typical Class E Drain-Source Voltage and Current Waveforms
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Vsw(t1) = 0dVsw
dt
= 0|t=t1
(4.25)
Typical voltage and current waveforms between the drain and source terminals are
shown in Fig. 4.14. To ensure that there are no switching losses the amplifier must
satisfy the switching conditions in eq.4.25 that state that the voltage and the deriva-
tive of the voltage must be zero when the switch closes.
It may be inferred that the Class E amplifier works on the principle of hard switching
between open and close states where the current and voltage never overlap and can
theoretically provide a drain efficiency of 100%. But practically, this figure drops
to around 81% due to power in the harmonics which are grounded. This class is
ideally suited for constant envelope operation. It will be shown that this class can
be used for operation in a specific topology called Outphasing to accomplish power
amplification of envelope modulated signals. In order to eliminate the switching
losses, the amplifier must satisfy the switching conditions in eq. 4.25 that state that
the voltage and the and its derivative must be zero when the switch closes.
4.5. Power Amplifier Topologies
A selection of operating classed of RF power amplifiers were disucssed briefly in the
previous section. The amplifiers in those classes may be operated as individual mod-
ules or may be operated together with two or more modules to accomplish specific
tasks. It is observed that a Class AB amplifier is more linear than a Class C ampli-
fier but a Class C amplifier is more efficient. It may be inferred from the previous
subsection that non-linear power amplifiers which operate at their saturated power
levels are the most efficient due to the reason that the amount of power dissipated
in lossy components is minimized. It was also seen that the Class E amplifier is
the most efficient of all the classes discussed. A number of topologies have been
developed to acheive both linear and efficient amplification using multiple amplifier
stages operating in branches of a larger amlification system namely Doherty, Out-
phasing, Envelope Tracking and Envelope Elimination and Restoration. Outphasing
and Doherty are discussed in brief in the next subsections. Interested readers are
referred to literatures in [50] for elaborate information on the other topologies.
4.5.1. Introduction to Outphasing Amplifiers
This configuration is popularly termed as Linear amplification using Nonlinear Com-
ponents (LINC) where two amplifiers are fed with constant envelope phase modu-
lated signals and their outputs are combined in the appropriate phase relation to
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produce an envelope modulated amplified signal. This task is accomplished by
converting a complex envelope modulated signal into two constant envelope phase
modulated signal which when summed together would restore the envelope. This
topology has the unique advantage of constant envelope in the RF signal to be am-
plified by the RF power amplifier and hence high efficiency classes such as Class C
and Class E may be used.
The mathematical description of the outphasing action is described in the paragraph
below.
Let the complex envelope of a modulated signal Sin(t) in each model be written in
vector form
Sin(t) = A(t)eθ(t) (4.26)
where A(t)is the time varying instantaneous amplitude and θ(t) is the time varying
instantaneous phase. Let the required power gain be designated ’Gt)’. Let us define
a variable ψ(t) such that
ψ(t) = cos−1
(
A(t)
max(A(t)
)
(4.27)
using the value of ψ(t)from eq. 4.27
Now if two constant envelope phase modulated signals S1(t) and S2(t) are generated
with unity amplitude i.e. fixed amplitude of ’1’ as in equations below
S1(t) = ej{θ(t)+ψ(t)} (4.28)
S2(t) = ej{θ(t)−ψ(t)} (4.29)
If both S1(t) and S2(t) are amplified by a constant factor of G2 and summed, the
operation yields
G
2 S1(t) +
G
2 S2(t) =
G
2 [2Cos{ψ(t)}]e
θ(t) = G.A(t)eθ(t) (4.30)
The description in eq. 4.30 implies that two constant envelope phase modulated
signals termed as outphasing signals if combined in the appropriate phase can yield
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the required constant envelope modulated signal. This enables the use of high
efficiency amplifier classes such as Class E.
The typical block diagram of an outphasing amplifier is shown in Fig.4.15. The input
signal is fed to a signal component separator (SCS) where the two constant envelope
phase modulated signals i.e. outphasing signals are generated and applied to high
efficiency amplifiers whose outputs are summed together to produce an amplified
version of the original complex envelope modulated signals.
Fig. 4.15.: Block Diagram of Outphasing Amplifier
The two amplified outputs are combined to produce the amplified signal with the
original modulation envelope. The integrity of gain and phase of the amplified
constant envelope phase modulated signals across the bandwidth occupied by the
phase modulated signals are critical to quality of the output of the combiner. Since
it is not feasible to generate the inverse cosine of amplitudes in the analogue domain,
practically most outphasing amplifiers operate with digitally generated outphasing
signals which are up-converted to the carrier frequency and applied to the high
efficiency amplifiers. Since each branch literally consists of a complete transmit chain
from baseband to the RF power amplifier, the whole system may be designated as
an Outphasing Transmitter.
The combiner at the output of the amplifiers may be of two types i.e. an isolating
combiner such as a Wilkinson combiner or a non-isolating combiner i.e. Chireix
combiner. This will be explained in the next sub-section. Since the outphasing
signals are constant envelope phase modulated signals, they occupy a bandwidth as
wide as ten times the bandwidth of the original complex envelope modulated signal.
This limits the application to channel bandwidths that are a tenth or lower than that
supported by the fastest available data-converters. Nevertheless, the advantages in
efficiency are hard to ignore.
The magnitude plots of FFT of a 5 MHz wide WCDMA signal sampled at 307.2
MSPS and the outphasing signals generated from it are shown in Fig. 4.16 Fig. 4.17
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Fig. 4.16.: Spectrum of Original WCDMA signal
Fig. 4.17.: Spectrum of outphasing signals generated for the WCDMA signal
The time domain constellation plot of an ideal outphasing signal would represent a
circle due to constant envelope and phase variations from 0 to 360 degrees as shown
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in Fig. 4.18.
Fig. 4.18.: Outphasing Constellation
Fig. 4.19.: Spectrum of the ideally re-combined outphasing signals
In order to recombine the signal after amplification stage isolated and nonisolated
combiners are widely used. Isolated combiners provide very high linearity of the out-
put signal. However, since a lot of power is dissipated in the resistor these combiners
have very low efficiency. Nonisolated combiners, such as Chireix combiners, were
initially introduced in [52]. It has been shown that these combiners can significantly
improve efficiency of LINC systems at the cost of linearity [53].
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Fig. 4.20.: Structure of nonisolated Chireix combiner.
Outphasing amplifiers with isolated, non-isolated and partially isolated combiners
have been presented in the literature. However, since the use of an isolating resis-
tor degrades the power efficiency [53], non-isolated combiners with compensating
reactive elements have more recently found a wider application in outphasing trans-
mitters. Outphasing PAs with non-isolated combiners show significant nonlinear
behaviour and phase distortion due to amplitude imbalance between branches [54].
It has been shown that the primary source of this distortive behaviour is the load
modulation effect in the outphasing PA branches.
4.5.2. Introduction to Doherty Power Amplifier
A Doherty power amplifier consists of a Class AB carrier amplifiier module and a
Class B or Class C peaking amplifier module in two parallel branches with their
outputs combined using a non-isolated RF combiner [50]. The block diagram of a
typical Doherty Amplifier is shown in Fig. 4.14. The amplifier was invented in 1936
and is named after the inventor William H. Doherty [55].
Fig. 4.21.: Doherty Amplifier Block Diagram
When an envelope modudated input signal is applied, the carrier amplifier begins
to conduct depending on the amplitude of the envelope, injects current I1 into the
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load and its output power rises in a linear fashion until the P1dB compression point
is reached where it enters saturation. At this stage, the carrier amplifier is most
efficient. The peaking amplifier now turns on and begins to inject current I2 into
the load. The turning on of the peaking amplifier now modulates the load impedance
seen by the carrier amplifier. Let the output impedance seen by the carrier amplifier
be Z1 and that seen by the peaking amplifier be Z2 and let the load impedance be
ZL which is matched to the system impedance Zo.
In the absence of impedance inverter, the output impedance seen by the carrier and
peaking amplifiers would be as in eq. 4.31 and eq. 4.32 respectively.
Z1 = ZL
(
1 + I2
I1
)
(4.31)
Z2 = ZL
(
1 + I1
I2
)
(4.32)
If I1 and I2 are in phase, it causes the effective output impedance Z1 to increase and
the voltage across the load also increases. Now, the efficiency of the carrier amplifier
can be increased if the voltage swing across its output impedance is maintained
constant while the peaking amplifier conducts. This task is accomplished by the
quarter-wave impedance inverter which would reduce Z1 if I1 and I2 are in phase
and vice versa. The load impedance of the carrier amplifier is hence modulated by
the output current of the peaking amplifier. The topology yields two efficiency peaks
i.e. first one when the carrier amplifier enters saturation and peaking amplifier is still
on conducting and again while both the amplifiers are in saturation. In a symmetric
Doherty amplifier, the maximum output power is due to equal contributions from
both peaking and carrier stages. A plot of the efficiency curve of a Doherty amplifier
as a function of output power is shown in Fig. 4.22.
Elaborate set of design guidelines and accompanying mathematical relations have
been provided in literatures [56, 57, 58, 59]. In [59], an extensive research on a
variety of Doherty power amplifier (DPA) architectures that were introduced since
the original idea of a Doherty amplifier was invented by William H Doherty in
1936 [55] is presented. This analysis includes Multistage, N-way and dual Doherty
power amplifiers digitally driven dual input Doherty architecture, etc. In [49], 3-way
digitally driven amplifiers and its advantage in achieving greater performance over a
wide fractional bandwidth of over 50% is presented. In [60], a 3-way Doherty power
amplifier is designed as an integrated structure in a die assembly. Further state of
the art designs are presented in literatures [61, 58, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67].
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Fig. 4.22.: Doherty Amplifier Efficiency curve
4.6. Novel Contributions in the area of RF Power
Amplifiers
4.6.1. Primary Contribution: Calibration Of RF Signal Paths In
Outphasing Amplifiers
This corresponds to item number 2 in the list of publications. The equations for the
outphasing operation were described in the previous section. It may be inferred that
balance of gain and phase responses over the two outphasing branches is critical to
perfomance. A digital outphasing transmitter would effectively need two inphase (I)
and two quadrature (Q) paths i.e. one I-Q pair per each outphasing branch. This
implies a total of four DACs, four low pass filters and four mixers. The constituent
frequency components of outphasing signals are susceptible to parasitic effects in
practical RF hardware such as amplitude ripple and tilt, group delay along with
frequency dependent gain and phase offsets between the paths. A novel wideband
calibration technique using truncated chirp pulses was described in chapter 3. The
same technique was used to calibrate the four RF signal paths of an outphasing
transmitter prior to the connnection of the RF power amplifiers using a vector
signal analyzer as the reference receiver.
The spectrum screenshots of the output of the outphasing modulator before and
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after calibration are shown in Fig. 4.25. A isolated combiner is used during the
calibration process.
Fig. 4.23.: Outphasing Modulator Calibration Setup
A test bench was set up consisting of a computer (PC) running the tool MATLAB, an
evaluation board TSW30SH84 from Texas Instruments consisting of a quad DAC
module DAC34SH84 with LVDS interface to connect to a digital interface board
TSW1400EVM. A vector signal analyzer (VSA) FSQ-40 from Rohde and Schwarz
was used as a reference receiver. The VSA was capable of demodulating an input
modulated signal up to a bandwidth of 100 MHz. The outputs of DAC1 and DAC2
were treated as an IQ pair and connected to I and Q inputs of a vector up-converter
module TRF3705 designated as UC1_IF. The outputs of DAC3 and DAC4 were
treated as the second IQ pair and connected to I and Q inputs of another vector
up-converter module TRF3705 designated as UC2_IF. The outputs from the DACs
were up-converted to 2.24 GHz and the output. The reference oscillators of the
onboard clock source modulue LMK02808 were synchronized with the reference
output of the VSA after sufficient warm up time. A picture of the workbench is
shown in Fig. 4.24.
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Fig. 4.24.: Work Bench with DAC, IF up-converter and RF test instruments
Mismatches in gain or phase responses of the outphasing branches over a bandwidth
of 100 MHz had an adverse impact on the spectrum of the combined signal. The
4 paths of the LINC transmitter’s modulator built with the quadrature modulator
pairs described above were calibrated at zero IF over a bandwidth of 100 MHz.
LINC baseband signals were generated for a 5 MHz WCDMA baseband signal with
a power crest factor of 7dB. The LINC signals occupied a bandwidth over 100 MHz
due to bandwidth expansion in the resulting phase modulated signals with high
modulation index. Phase errors were deliberately introduced using LO feed cables
of non-uniform lengths between the paths to replicate a more challenging use case.
The calibration was performed using both chirpstimuli in two different trials at a
sample rate of 307.2 MSPS, center frequency of 2.24 GHz at a bandwidth of 100
MHz. An overall improvement of 36 dB was observed in the adjacent channel power
rejection as shown in Fig. 4.25 after calibration with Chirp stimulus. The sample
rate of the ADC in the VSA was set equal to that of the DACs.
An overall improvement of 27 dB was observed in the adjacent channel power rejec-
tion as shown in Fig. 4.25 after calibration with truncated sinc stimulus. In a real
field case scenario, the truncated sinc stimulus cannot be applied to an outphasing
transmitter due to extremely high PAPR in the order of 16 dB and the amplifiers
in the outphasing branches are supposed to be Class E amplifiers. This case was
just to study the difference in the quality of calibration that could be obtained from
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Chirp and truncated Sinc stimuli.
Fig. 4.25.: Outphasing transmitter Spectrum before and after calibration with
Chirp stimulus
Fig. 4.26.: Outphasing transmitter Spectrum before and after calibration with Sinc
stimulus
It can be inferred that the response to the chirp stimulus provides information on
the bandwidth dependent impairments for digital calibration. The reason for this is
that the SNR requirement for sensing the response to a truncated Sinc stimulus is
higher than that needed for a Chirp stimulus due to high peak to average ratio as
described in Chapter 2 and Appendix B.
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4.6.2. Secondary Contributions:
RF Power Amplifier design was not the primary objective of the research work
undertaken. Secondary contributions were made in the area of RF Power Amplifiers
in collaboration with co-researchers where the role involved calibration of the RF
signal paths for Outphasing and Doherty amplifiers using the techniques described
in chapter 2 along with contributing towards design review, experimental validation,
and editting the literature drafted for publication of items 5, 6, 12 and 13 in the
list of publications. The description of these contributions in this thesis are limited
to abstracts and inferences in order to avoid duplication of data presented in the
theses of the respective primary contributors. Interested readers are redirected to
the respective publications for detailed information.
4.6.2.1. Design of N-way Doherty Amplifiers
This work corresponds to item 5 in the list of publications.
Abstract: With an increasing interest in backwards compatibility for existing
satellites and the emerging satellite markets, wireless transceivers at Ku band are
increasing in popularity. This work presents the design of a four-way digitally driven
Doherty amplifier, aimed at applications in Ku-band. Single tone measurements
indicate a maximum drain efficiency of 53.4% at a maximum of 19.2 dBm output
power. The final output power can readily be adjusted by changing the biasing
in each stage accordingly. The N-way Doherty power amplifier was tested with an
800 MHz bandwidth, 64 QAM test signal aimed for future communication signal
standards. An analysis of this configuration has also been performed for 2-way,
3-way and 4-way architectures.
Inference: A design to implement an N-way Doherty power amplifier for Ku band
applications has been presented in this work. The performance of the N-way design
was extensively tested using unmodulated single-tone and a 64 QAM signal with
800 MHz bandwidth. With the emergence of low-earth orbit satellite constellations
where a large power output is not a requirement, the presented design provides a
viable option for ground station transmission as shown by its performance within
spectral mask limits for satellites communications.
4.6.3. Behavioral Modelling of Asymmetric Doherty PAs
This work corresponds to item 6 in the list of publications.
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Abstract: Behavioral models are intended as high level mathematical descriptions
which require less computational effort to simulate behavior compared to physical or
circuit level equivalent models. When designed and dimensioned properly they are
well suited to concise characterization of power amplifiers under different operating
conditions. In this work a comparison of the relative performance of several behav-
ioral models for modelling an asymmetric Doherty power amplifier was performed
for their use in distributed arrays.
Inference: In summary a tuned asymmetric Doherty PA was fabricated and tested
using an LTE test signal, which was then characterized using four different behav-
ioral modelling techniques namely AM/AM & AM/PM, classic Volterra series and
piecewise Volterra series. The piecewise Volterra series provides a more accurate
representation of PA behavior compared to the other approaches. This level of pre-
cision and fast modelling proves their value in using behavioral models in testing a
several advanced DPA structures in a more complex integrated structure such as a
distributed array.
Though this validation was not carried out on a millimetre-wave device, it gave
an insight of the extent of the extent to which the proposed behavioral models
tallied with the actual performance. The validation was carried out at a carrier
frequency of 930 MHz with a modulation bandwidth of 20 MHz. This corresponds
to a fractional bandwidth of 602 MHz at 28 GHz. The validation could not be
carried out at millimetre wave frequencies due to non-availability of devices at the
time of conducting the validation but a similar fractional bandwidth was tested.
4.6.4. Nonlinearity Modeling of Chireix Outphasing
PowerCombiner Under Amplitude Imbalance
This corresponds to item 13 in the list of publications.
Abstract: This work proposes a concise standalone model for Chireix power com-
biner. The model is based on the analysis of the nonlinear behaviour of a Chireix
power combiner under amplitude imbalance. The generalised equations for input
impedance of Chireix combiner branches excited by signals with different ampli-
tudes are derived. The results predicted by the model were validated using both
commercial high frequency circuit simulations and experimentally measured results.
As a result the proposed model serves two purposes. For one it can be used directly
in a larger circuit simulation to predict the performance of an outphasing power
amplifier. It can also be used as the basis for a linearization strategy for outphasing
power amplifiers.
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Inference: A new analysis of Chireix power combiner has been presented that
is used to derive a model which can describe the effect of amplitude imbalance
between two branches. Explicit analytical expressions for output voltage are derived.
The derived model was validated using simulations in commercial high frequency
simulator and experimental measurements. Plots and figures of merit for goodness
of fit have been provided for a range of amplitude imbalance levels and show good
agreement with the experimentally measured performance.
4.6.5. Phase only Pre Distortion of Outphasing Amplifiers
This corresponds item 12 in the list of publications.
Abstract: Efficient and linear power amplifiers (PA) are an essential part of forth-
coming 5G wireless systems. Outphasing class-E PAs offer high power efficiency
and an option for higher efficiency cellular networks. However, they employ signal
component separators, which split the signal into two paths. In order to efficiently
recombine the signal, nonlinear power combiners are used. This work proposes a
novel phase-only predistortion technique for outphasing class-E PAs. The predis-
tortion coefficients can be extracted based on AMAM characteristics of the output
signal and an analytical model of an outphasing Class E PA. The proposed tech-
nique has been validated by simulation of an outphasing power amplifier in ADS
Ptolemy software. It is shown that applying this technique to a 16QAM OFDM
modulated signal with 20 MHz bandwidth improves error vector magnitude (EVM)
from 10.39% to 2.43% compared to the signal without predistortion.
Inference: High efficiency outphasing PAs require predistortion in order to ensure
linear operation. A phase-only predistortion technique for class-E outphasing power
amplifiers has been presented. The technique is based on the analytical relationship
between the amplitude of the output signal and the outphasing angle at the input
of the Chireix combiner. The proposed technique has been validated by extensive
simulation in ADS. It has been shown that the proposed phase-only predistortion
applied to an outphasing PA, improves the EVM performance from 10.39% to 2.43%
for a 20 MHz 16QAM OFDM modulated signal. The case chosen for simulation was
not in the millimetre wave band but at 3.5GHz due to non-availability of device
models for simulation at millimetre wave bands. The fractional bandwidth of the
chosen case was 5.7%. This will be comparable to having a channel bandwidth of
160 MHz at a carrier frequency of 28 GHz.
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4.7. Conclusions
An overall insight of key parameters, operating classes and configurations, behav-
ioral modelling and key challenges involved with RF power amplifiers for present
and next generation wireless communications was presented in this chapter along
with research contributions in the area of Doherty and Outphasing amplifiers. It
is inferred in general that greater back-off in the operating point of an RF Power
amplifier is needed to maintain the integrity of signals with high PAPR which con-
sequently reduces the efficiency. It is also inferred in general that impact of long
term memory effects increases with bandwidth and consequently increases the com-
putation complexity involved in behavioural modelling and digital pre-distortion.
The abstracts and inferences of secondary research contributions undertaken in col-
laboration with co-researchers were presented where techniques to design N-way
Doherty Amplifiers, model the behaviour of asymmteric Doherty Amplifiers, model
the non-linearity caused by Chireix combiners under amplitude imbalance condition
in outphasing amplifiers and phase only predistortion of outphasing power amplifiers
are illustrated.
-
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5. Combined Physical Layer Security
and PAPR Reduction in
Wideband Transmitters
In this chapter, a novel scheme is presented aimed at jointly providing security
in wireless communications in the physical layer and reducing PAPR in OFDM
signals before transmission. It was seen in chapters 2 and 3 that non-linear phase
response across the signal’s occupied bandwidth has an adverse impact on the EVM
due to dispersion of the modulated phases. Transmitter circuit characterisation
for the wide-band frequency response is needed to pre-compensate the signal to be
transmitted. It was seen in chapters 2 and 4 that PAPR of signal being transmitted
has an adverse effect on the efficiency of the transmitter. In this chapter a novel
scheme is presented where a non-linear phase variation is deliberately introduced
in the occupied bandwidth of a signal to provide security of communications in the
physical layer and also reduce the PAPR of the signal being transmitted by a figure
of 3 dB for QPSK modulated OFDM signals and by 5 dB for 64-QAM modulated
signals. The scheme exploits the hardware impairments in the transmitter section
of a wireless transceiver and the reciprocal channel response between any two nodes
in a wireless network to generate unique encryption keys which are used to encode
the bit-stream and disperse the phases of the modulated constellation. While the
channel response is reciprocal, the hardware responses are unique. The combined
effect of channel and hardware impairments on a probing signal observed by each
node is different. A scheme is presented where the asymmteric channel probing
data by each node is used to generate symmetric encryption keys with its peer while
obfuscating the eavesdropper. The keys are used to disperse the modulated phases of
the signal being transmitted thereby concealing its modulation scheme and reducing
its PAPR together. The contributions of the author in the novelties presented in this
chapter are end to end system design, experimental validation including design of
the test apparatus, publication and application for patent. The novelties presented
in this chapter correspond to items 8, 10 and 11 in the list of publications.
5.1. Introduction:
Modern wireless communications involve transmission of digital data over vector
modulated radio frequency (RF) carriers. Unlike, wired communication schemes,
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wireless data transmission is broadcast where the occurrence of transmission is
sensed and can be received by multiple receivers including the legitimate nodes
and eavesdroppers. The security of the data transmitted depends on the ability
to encrypt the data such that only the legitimate receivers are able to interpret
the message. This task is conventionally handled in the higher layers of the net-
work protocol stack with techniques such as scrambling, bit and packet encryption.
These techniques however do not encrypt the air interface of the wireless network
and therefore leave the nodes open for traffic analysis and interception by eaves-
droppers and man-in-the-middle platforms [11, 12]. One of the ways to reduce
the probability of interception by an unauthorized node is to provide a degree of
security in the physical layer (PHY) independent of the network protocols and in-
frastructure. Physical layer security has been gaining interest among researchers in
recent years. A number of PHY security schemes such as data encryption in phys-
ical layer [68, 12, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74] directional modulation [75, 76, 77, 78], RF
fingerprinting, and discrete Fourier transform spread orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (DFT-SOFDM) have been proposed [79].
OFDM was introduced in Chapter 1. PAPR is a critical factor that determines the
trade-off between linearity and efficiency of the RF power amplifier in a wireless
transmitter. The higher the PAPR, the greater is the linearity requirement and
hence greater is the back-off in the operating point needed for the PA from the
P1dB compression which implies lower efficiency. PAPR reduction techniques have
been hot topics of research in the area of signal processing and consequently several
techniques namely Clipping and Peak Windowing [80, 81]Tone Injection [82], Tone
Reservation [83, 84], Selective Mapping (SLM) [85, 86, 87]and Partial Transmit Se-
quence (PTS)[88, 89] have been published. Each of these schemes present their own
advantages and limitations which affect the bit error rate (BER), spectral efficiency
and computational complexity.
In this chapter, a novel scheme that provides a degree of security in the physical
layer along with reducing the PAPR of OFDM modulated signals is presented.
5.2. Physical Layer Security Techniques
Data encryption in the physical layer involves scrambling the bit stream with a secret
code that is mutually agreed by the legitimate nodes and unknown to eavesdroppers.
A generic block level representation of an ideal channel probing model to probe the
signal propagation between the wireless nodes in a wireless network is shown in
Fig. 5.1 where Node 1 and Node 2 are legitimate nodes probing the wireless channel
between. The channel response is computed by evaluating a known signal received
by a legitimate node that was transmitted by its peer. The receiving node evaluates
the signal transmitted by its peer. The impacts of the propagation characteristics on
the known probing signal are used to compute the channel transfer function and the
probing is repeated in the reverse direction. If H21 is the channel response computed
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evaluated by Node 2 by evaluating the probing signal from Node 1 and H12 is the
channel response computed evaluated by Node 2 by evaluating the probing signal
from Node 2, H12 = H21 under ideal conditions of reciprocity.
In [12], the genuine nodes operate in a timed manner. The two nodes exchange
packets of data sequentially at 2.4 GHz (802.11 standard) where the receivers run a
level crossing algorithm to parse the received bits. The time indices where valid bits
were found are recorded at both nodes and exchanged after a sufficient number of
probes. The parsed bits are windowed and a bit is considered to be present at both
nodes if there’s a run of N bits in a row. The time indices where valid bits were
found are recorded at both nodes and exchanged after a sufficient number of probes.
While an eavesdropper would get information on the time indices where valid bits
were present, it won’t have the parsed values thereby maintaining secrecy between
the genuine nodes. This scheme was experimentally validated on an indoor 2.4 GHz
system in accordance with 802.11 standards.
Fig. 5.1.: Channel probing model between legitimate wireless nodes in the presence
of an eavesdropper.
In [68, 69], the key is generated from the channel variation statistics instead of using
the current channel state information to generate the encryption keys. In [68], the
proposed scheme is experimentally validated using software defined radio (SDR)
modules configured for operation in accordance with the WiFi standard.
In [72], the authors exploit the channel reciprocity between two legitimate nodes
in a given time-slot to probe the channel with preamble of the 802.11i standard to
generate symmetrical encryption keys at the two nodes which are used to scramble
the data before transmission.
A similar scheme employing discrete Fourier transform spread orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (DFT-S-OFDM) has been proposed in [75].
In all these schemes, the probing signal chosen is OFDM modulated. This provides
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a very convenient stimulus where the amplitudes and phases of sub-carriers are well
defined but exhibits a high PAPR. PAPR of a complex envelope modulated signal
s(t) may be be expressed mathematically in the form
PAPRdB = 10Log10(
max[s(t)s∗(t)])
(E[s(t)s∗(t)]) (5.1)
Prob(PAPR > PAPRT) = 1− [(1− e−PAPRT)]N (5.2)
where E[.] represents the mean of the variable enclosed in the square brackets.
Non-linearity of the RF power amplifier (RFPA) would cause amplitude modulation-
amplitude modulation (AM-AM) distortion. This in turn requires techniques such as
PAPR reduction followed by digital pre-distortion (DPD) for linear operation. The
PAPR of a modulation scheme is specified by the statistical measure of Complex
Cumulative Distribution Function (CCDF). The CCDF plot of a 2048 point OFDM
signal with 1664 QPSK modulated sub-carriers exceeding given threshold of PAPR
values is shown in Fig. 5.2. This can be expressed mathematically by means of a
cumulative distribution function [90] of the form of eq. 5.2 where N is the number
of sub-carriers and PAPRT is the threshold PAPR value.
In [12], the authors mitigate the impact of time variant behaviour of the channel by
using the application layer traffic information for key generation and have experi-
mentally validated the scheme using SDR modules. This can serve to mitigate the
impact of AM-AM distortion to a limited extent but its effectiveness when applied
to probing signals received from transmitters subject to PAPR reduction schemes is
currently not clear. In [70], the phase response of the channel between two authentic
nodes is probed and is used for encryption key generation. This provides a greater
degree of secrecy in comparison with schemes that involve RSSI (Received Signal
Strength Indicator) figures due to greater sensitivity of phase to signal propagation
path. The probing signal here is also OFDM modulated whose high PAPR would
cause AM-PM (Amplitude Modulation-Phase Modulation) when passed through a
non-linear PA. This would introduce an uncertainty in the phase perceived by the
receiver. The authors propose to quantize the received phases to nearest fixed values
to mitigate the effect of non-ideal channel which is not exactly reciprocal. This can
help to mitigate the problem with AM-PM distortion to a limited extent but experi-
mental validation with hardware has not been performed to test its effectiveness. In
work presented in this chapter, the idea of generating physical layer encryption infor-
mation published previously is expanded to include the practical non-ideal hardware
and channel aspects that affect the key generation process and evolve a scheme to
further strengthen the secrecy of the channel encryption data.
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Fig. 5.2.: CCDF plot of a 2048 point OFDM signal with 1664 QPSK modulated
sub-carriers exceeding threshold PAPR values
The above schemes focus on scrambling the data such that the data interpreted by
the eavesdroppers from the received bitstreams is erroneous. Schemes such as direc-
tional modulation (DM) [75, 76, 77, 78] and fast polarization hopping [91] impair
the ability of an eavesdropper to receive the transmitted modulation symbols. The
scheme proposed in this work aims to complement the above schemes aimed at im-
pairing the ability of eavesdroppers to receive the transmitted symbols to strengthen
the security further.
5.3. PAPR Reduction Techniques
The problem of high PAPR mentioned above has been mitigated in multiple ways
involving time and frequency domain techniques. A review of these techniques has
been presented in [80]. Clipping with is a time domain technique where a signal’s
amplitude swing is limited to a preset value. The operation can be described by
eq. 5.3 where C is the clipping magnitude, |A(t)| is the instantaneous amplitude of
the clipped signal and x(t) is the instantaneous amplitude of the original signal at
time instant t. A comparison of original and clipped OFDM time domain signals is
shown in Fig. 5.3.
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|A(t)| = {
x(t) x(t) ≤ CC x(t) > C (5.3)
Fig. 5.3.: PAPR reduction by clipping.
This scheme is non-linear and results in both in-band and out-of-band distortions
owing to the abrupt discontinuity in amplitude and would need over sampling and
filtering to mitigate the impact. Since a significant portion of the signal’s amplitude
would be lost, it would lead to increased BER at the receiver which would need
additional error correction schemes. Another time domain scheme to reduce PAPR
in OFDM signals is peak windowing where the time domain signals are multiplied
with windowing functions such that the peak of the OFDM signal falls in the valley
of the windowing function.
W (t) = 0.5(1− cos( 2πt(T − 1)), 0 < t < T (5.4)
In [81], a hybrid scheme is presented where peak windowing is applied prior to
clipping to reduce the impact on BER while reducing the PAPR. A Hanning window
defined by eq. 5.4 is used. The optimization problem here with this technique is
in choosing the window length where a small length is preferred to localize the
application of the function to just the samples above a threshold level but using
small window length implies more efforts needed to search and pin-point the peaking
regions.
Tone injection is a technique where the modulation constellation of the signal of
interest is expanded to higher orders and the amplitudes of the sub-carriers in the
outer periphery of the original constellation are mapped on to distant points such
that the distance between the constellation points of adjacent sub-carriers is max-
imized. This scheme is explained in [80] andexperimentally validated in [82]. This
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scheme would require the mapping information to be passed to the receiver to recover
the original symbols.
Tone reservation is a technique where un-modulated sub-carriers are inserted along
with the original modulated sub-carriers in the OFDM signal to cancel the peaks.
An overview of the technique is provided in [80]. The technique requires multiple
computations to decide the frequency bins and number of tones to be inserted and
this problem complicates further when the number of data sub-carriers is in the
order of thousands as is the case with 5G-NR schemes. A simplified scheme to
implement tone reservation is published in [84].
A popular frequency domain technique for reduction of PAPR is SLM (Selective
Mapping) where the sub-carriers in an OFDM signal are subject to elementwise
multiplication with phase rotating sequences. A number of such phase rotation
sequences are generated and the signal of interest is multiplied with each of them.
The product that features the least PAPR is then selected for transmission. This
process is described in Fig. 5.4.
Fig. 5.4.: Selective Mapping
Each sequence Sn where n varies from 1 to N is a complex number of magnitude
1 and phase θn. A number of research articles have been published on the criteria
for selecting the values of θn. In [85], the authors accomplish both physical layer
security and PAPR reduction for optical communication through the use of chaotic
sequences generated using a two dimensional logistic mapping. Each OFDM frame
is encrypted U times with U encrypting chaotic sequences. The encrypted OFDM
symbols are accompanied with pilot symbols which contain the labels of the en-
crypting sequence. In [92], the authors present a scheme of PAPR reduction in
a sub-carrier index modulated OFDM (SIM-OFDM) scheme using SLM technique
where Riemann binary sequences mapped on a Reimann matrix are used to generate
phase shifts of 0 or 180 degrees. In [86], the authors propose a reduced complexity
SLM scheme where half of the sub-carriers are first subject to IFFT operation and
then subject to phase scrambling rotation by circular convolution with a complex
sequence known as a perfect sequence and the other half of the sub-carriers are
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subject to conventional SLM. This reduces the number of computations needed in
comparison with a conventional SLM scheme. In [87], the authors evaluate the ef-
fect of SLM on oversampled signals. SLM requires side information or key to be
transmitted to the receiver to restore the original phases of the sub-carriers prior to
demodulation.
Another frequency domain technique where PAPR is reduced using phase rotations
is PTS (Partial Transmit sequence) where the sub-carriers are divided into N subsets
and each subset is first subject to IFFT and further subject to phase optimizations
such that the overall PAPR of the OFDM signal is reduced. The basic block diagram
of a PTS scheme is as shown in Fig. 5.5.
Fig. 5.5.: Scheme of Partial Transmit Sequence
In [88], the authors have evaluated the extent of PAPR reduction achievable by PTS
for several modulation schemes. In [93], the authors propose an iterative scheme
for selection of phase sequences to adaptively reduce PAPR. In [94] the authors
propose a scheme for selecting the phase rotation symbols for the partial sequences
based on particle swarm organization (PSO) where the number of computation for
the selection of phases is decreased. In [89], the authors have published a hybrid
scheme that applies both SLM and PTS for PAPR reduction. PTS also requires
side information to aid the restoration of the original modulated constellation at the
receiver prior to demodulation.
In summary, it may be inferred from the above that PAPR reduction is accomplished
by modifying the signal being transmitted either in time or frequency domain. The
modifications need to be undone at the receiver to retrieve the original modulated
constellation of the sub-carriers for faithful demodulation. This needs addtional
information to be transmitted to the receiver to convey the modifications performed
on the original signal. This aspect can be exploited to provide security in the
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physical layer together with reduction of PAPR if the modifications to the original
signal can be done with mutually known secret information. This is the the focus
of the work presented in this chapter. In [89], the authors accomplish both physical
layer security and PAPR reduction for optical communication through the use of
chaotic sequences generated using a two dimensional logistic mapping. The maps are
stored symmetrically at the two communicating nodes and the pilot sub-carriers in
the OFDM signal carry the labels of the chaotic sequence used so that the receiving
node can identify the right set of phases to undo the phase rotations. While the
scheme is novel, it is essential to communicate the set of phase rotating sequences
and their labels to the peer prior to transmitting the data. In this chapter of the
thesis, a scheme to reduce PAPR similar to that employed in SLM together with
providing security in the physical layer for generation of encryption information is
accomplished using convolved channel and hardware responses at each node as keys.
This does not require transmission of keys or side information. While the prior art
schemes use channel response as the unique input to their key generation algorithms,
the scheme presented here enhances the secrecy by using the convolved hardware
and channel frequency responses as input to key generation algorithms as explained
in the next section.
5.4. Physical Layer Authentication and PAPR
Reduction
Communications in the millimeter wave band can involve wide bandwidths and
multiple modulation schemes which are selected adaptively depending on the chan-
nel state and available resources. Advanced wideband communications employing
OFDM schemes such as 5G-NR feature channel bandwidths up to 400 MHz in Ka-
Band with FFT sizes up to 4096 as discussed in the earlier chapters. This indicates
a high probability of PAPR increasing above 10 dB. It was also discussed in chap-
ter 2 that bandwidth dependent impairments such as ripple and tilt in gain and
group delay caused by non-ideal critical blocks in a transmitter such as digital to
analogue converters (DACs), mixers, band pass filters (BPF) and amplifiers become
significant with increasing signal bandwidths. It is imperative to analyze these
impairments and pre-compensate the input signal to mitigate them by means of
calibration and digital pre-distortion (DPD). These impairments when sensed and
recorded can be used to uniquely identify a transmitter and can hence act as its
signature. The communication channel between two nodes in a network is unique
to the respective path between them and its transfer function is reciprocal within
the channel coherence time. The combination of channel response and hardware
responses over the band of interest can therefore be used to generate encryption
information unique to the transmitter and receiver. In this section a novel scheme
to encrypt the phases of a modulated signal to jointly accomplish physical layer
authentication and reduce PAPR in wideband OFDM signals without the need to
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transmit additional information is presented. The encryption keys are generated
symmetrically at the two authentic communication nodes by exploiting the unique
combination of the frequency responses involving their non-ideal hardware modules
and the wireless channel.
The encrypted constellation is used to authenticate the generation of 512 bits strong
bit level encryption keys as per Diffie Hellmann scheme [95] to increase the security
further.
Fig. 5.6.: Diffie Hellman Key Agreement
1. The work presented in this chapter provides a novel scheme to accomplish
encryption of modulated signals to provide security together with reduction of
PAPR in OFDM schemes.
2. A scheme to generate encryption keys using the channel characteristics be-
tween two legitimate nodes in convolution with the circuit characteristics of
the transmitting hardware at the two nodes.
3. A legitimate node transmits a constant envelope stimulus without pre com-
pensating the signal to mitigate its circuit impairments. The second legiti-
mate node receives the transmitted signal and measures the impairments in it
which is a convolution of the channel and circuit characteristics of the trans-
mitter at the first node. The second node re-transmits the stimulus without
pre-compensating the stimulus to mitigate its circuit impairments. This is re-
ceived by the first node which measures the channel characteristics convolved
with the circuit characteristics of the second node.
4. Each node then convolves its own circuit characteristics with characteristics
evaluated from the received signal. This leads to symmetric information at
both the legitimate nodes to generate the modulation encryption keys. The
eavesdropper would find it difficult to distinguish the circuit characteristics
from channel characteristics by evaluating the signals it received.
5. The modulation encryption key is used to generate frequency domain phase
offsets which disperse the phases of the signal’s constituent frequency compo-
nents thereby encrypting it.
6. The two nodes agree values for base ’g’, modulus ’p’ and exchange A =
(ga)modp and B = (gb)modp respectively over the wireless link through the
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constellation encrypted signals. Each node the computes symmetric keys from
the received values of A and B by computing (Ba)modp and (Ab)modp respec-
tively to yield the bit encryption keys.
7. The proposed dispersion of phases in the frequency domain also reduces the
PAPR of OFDM signals.
8. The entire scheme has been experimentally validated successfully with zero
BER (Bit Error Rate) at the legitimate receiver.
5.4.1. System Design
The generalised block diagram of a wireless transceiver was discussed in chapter
2. As discussed in the earlier chapters, the digital signal processor (DSP) per-
forms the task of vector modulation symbol generation, baseband filtering, digital
up-conversion (optional), baseband filtering, quantization and yields the in-phase
I and quadrature Q components of the intended digital baseband modulated sig-
nal. These signal components are then applied to digital to analogue converters
(DACs) whose outputs are vector up-converted to an intermediate frequency (IF),
further up-converted to the intended RF carrier frequency, amplified and subse-
quently transmitted. The non-ideal characteristics of these hardware blocks such
as sinc roll-off in DACs, amplitude ripple, tilt and group delay in the amplifiers,
mixers and filters respectively result in non-uniform gain and phase responses to
wideband signals. These impairments would need to be compensated by means of
a calibration process as described in chapters 2 and 3 to maintain the integrity of
the modulated signal being transmitted in addition to AM-AM and AM-PM char-
acteristics of the RFPA. In the receiver, the signal sensed by the antenna is subject
to low noise amplification by the RF low noise amplifier (LNA), down-conversion to
an intermediate frequency, further vector down-conversion to extract the I and Q
baseband components which are digitized in the analogue to digital converter and
applied to the DSP for digital demodulation and further processing. The wide band
non-uniform gain and phase responses are also observed in the receiving blocks.
This also requires calibration over the band of interest to maintain the integrity of
the received wideband signal. The non-ideal frequency response of the transmit-
ter’s hardware and the channel between the legitimate nodes is evaluated and the
information is used to generate keys to encrypt the phases of a modulated signal of
interest in a reciprocal manner to provide a degree of security in the physical layer
along with reducing the PAPR of the signal being transmitted. An example of Diffie
Hellman key exchange is summarised in Fig. 5.6. While the scheme is novel, it is
critical to ensure that the key exchange does not take place with an impersonating
attacker. The phase encryption provided on the modulated constellation during the
Diffie Hellman key agreement phase is only known to the authentic nodes and hence
authenticates the genuineness of the key generation operation.
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5.4.2. Key Generation scheme in TDD systems
A practical channel probing model with non-ideal channel and hardware character-
istics is shown in Fig.5.7. This case represents the potential application scenarios in
small cells and short range wideband millimetre wave wireless communications. The
key generation in this case exploits channel reciprocity between two legitimate nodes.
Practically, a channel is never reciprocal but may be assumed reciprocal within the
channel coherence time. This time interval is dependent on the frequency of opera-
tion, environmental fading and Doppler effect in the channel of operation. The first
step is to let the two legitimate nodes probe the channel. The probing signals are
required to be shorter than the channel coherence time Tc [70].
Tc =
9
16πfd
(5.5)
fd =
vf
c
(5.6)
where fd is the Doppler shift in Hz, v is the relative radial velocity between the
nodes and c is the velocity of propagation of an electromagnetic wave in free space
i.e. 3x108 m/sec.
Fig. 5.7.: Fig. 5.7 Practical Channel Probing Model.
In a TDD system, the transmission is half duplex implying that only one node
can transmit in a given time-slot. Therefore, the combined signal duration and
propagation delays for channel probing by both nodes needs to be significantly
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lower than the channel coherence time. Prior arts discussed in the previous section
use OFDM signals to probe the channel. One of the problems encountered with
OFDM signals for probing is their varying envelope with a high PAPR as explained
in the previous section. This signal when amplified by non-linear power amplifiers
in the transmit chain would result in distortion in the probing signal itself before the
digital linearization blocks in the transmitter act to linearize the power amplifier.
An alternate approach is to use a probing signal whose envelope is constant and has
a bandwidth equal to or greater than the channel bandwidth of interest. An apt
choice is the chirp signal described mathematically in Chapter 3 and repeated below
for convenience
y(n) = sin
{
2π
(
knTs
2 + fmin
)
nTs
}
(5.7)
k = fmax − fmin
M
(5.8)
where y(n) is the value of the nth sample, Ts is the sampling interval, M is the
total number of samples, k is the frequency variation parameter, fmax and fmin are
the maximum and the minimum frequencies respectively. An advantage of chirp
stimulus is that the received signal at the legitimate nodes can be subject to piece-
wise analysis since the spectral content of each piece is distinct and does not overlap
with spectral content of other pieces.
The duration of the probing signal is MTs. This needs to be chosen such that the
sampling interval is lower than the Nyquist rate for the intended bandwidth and the
overall signal duration is significantly lower than half of the channel coherence time.
The two nodes also need to be synchronised in time so that they transmit without
collision at the appropriate time slots.
A generic wireless channel model with three communication nodes considered for
probing is shown in Fig. 5.7. The procedure to probe the convolved channel and
circuit characteristics of the transmitting node by assessing their impact on a known
test signal can be derived assuming the following conditions.
1. Node 1 and Node 2 are the legitimate nodes and Node 3 is an eavesdropper.
2. The legitimate nodes have their clocks and timing circuits synchronized with
a common reference source such as a GPS, an appliance running IEEE 1588
precision time protocol (PTP) or similar. A timed interrupt logic runs on each
node to enable transmission.
3. The carrier phases of the local oscillators (LOs) are synchronized with GPS
disciplined oscillators or similar reference sources.
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4. The hardware signal paths in the receive section of each node are calibrated
to mitigate hardware impairments such as IQ phase offset, IQ gain imbalance,
etc using techniques described in chapter 3. The hardware signal paths in the
transmit section of each node are not calibrated for wideband gain and phase
variations.
5. The impact of RFPA non-linearities such as AM-AM and AM-PM distortion
on the constant envelope probing signals is negligible.
6. The receiver at each node is calibrated over the bandwidth of interest for
pass-band gain flatness and phase linearity.
Fig. 5.8.: Channel Probing Procedure
The proposed procedure to probe the channel response is summarised in Fig. 5.8.
First we let Node 1 initiate the probing by transmitting a predefined chirp signal
at time interval T1. Node 1 switches to receive mode after transmission. Node 2 is
maintained in receive mode till time interval T2.
T2 > T1 + Tsym + Tp + Tg (5.9)
where, Tsym is the probe signal duration, Tp is the propagation time, Tg is the guard
interval and Tg ≤ Tp. Node 2 receives the transmission from Node 1 until time T2 and
transmits the pre-defined chirp pulse at time T2. Node 1 receives the transmission
from Node 2 during this period until time interval T3 where T3 − T2 = T2 − T1.
This is repeated at time slots T3, T5 and T4 and T6 respectively. T6 − T1 < Tc
(channel coherence time). The received magnitude responses are normalised to the
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peak amplitude values observed in each time slot and are averaged. Let r2(n) and
r1(n) denote the time domain signals received at Node 2 and Node 1 respectively.
The averaged response r2 received by Node 2 is an ideal chirp signal y(n) convolved
with the impulse response h11 of Node 1’s transmitting hardware and the impulse
response of the channel h21. Similiarly, averaged response r1 received by Node 1
is an ideal chirp signal y(n) convolved with the impulse response h22 of Node 2’s
transmitting hardware and the impulse response of the channel h12. The fast Fourier
transform (FFT) of the averaged responses is computed at both nodes for ease of
analysis. The FFTs may be expressed as in the equations below. Since the receivers
in the nodes are calibrated, their hardware responses may be absorbed into H21 and
H12.
R2(jω) = Y (jω)H11(jω)H21(jω) (5.10)
R1(jω) = Y (jω)H22(jω)H12(jω) (5.11)
Node 2 then de-convolves y(n) from r2 and convolves the result with its own trans-
mitting hardware’s impulse response h22 to yield the convolved hardware and channel
response e2 (E2(jω) in frequency domain). Node 1 then de-convolves y(n) from r1
and convolves the result with its own transmitting hardware’s frequency response
h11 to yield the convolved channel and hardware response e1(n) (E1(jω) in frequency
domain). If H12 = H21, then E1 = E2 as can be seen from the equations below.
E2(jω) =
R2(jω)
y(jω) H22(jω) (5.12)
yielding
E2(jω) = H11(jω)H21(jω)H22(jω) (5.13)
E1(jω) =
R1(jω)
y(jω) H11(jω) (5.14)
yielding
E1(jω) = H22(jω)H12(jω)H11(jω) (5.15)
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The above scheme aims to generate symmetric encryption keys at both nodes with
asymmetric transmitted information. The eavesdropper Node3 will be able to receive
the transmitted chirp signals but will not be able to distinguish the impairments
caused by the channel from that caused by un-calibrated transmitting hardware at
each legitimate node. Since the transmission of the chirp signals is controlled by
timed interrupts, response by the eavesdropper Node3 to the stimulus from Node
1 will accompany the response from Node 2. This can delay the agreement of
symmetric keys between Node 1 and Node 2 but Node 3 will not be able to get the
key data.
In a practical scenario, E1(jω) will not be equal to E2(jω) owing to noise, variations
in performance of receiving hardware and measurement errors but will be highly
correlated showing similar trends. A shifted Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) plot
of convolved channel and circuit characteristics computed over a bandwidth of 100
MHz at a carrier frequency of 28.9 GHz is shown in Fig 5.9. The evaluated responses
E1 and E2 are subject to moving median filtering of a predetermined window length
to mitigate the effect of noise and receiving hardware introduced impairments. One
of the ways to extract symmetric data for encryption is to perform nonlinear curve-
fitting on sections of the computed responses and to use the evaluated coefficient
values for key generation.
Fig. 5.9.: Normalised Convolved Channel and Hardware Frequency Responses
For example, the filtered responses may be classified into regions depending upon
change of slope of the frequency response and each region is subject to piece-wise
non-linear curve-fitting operations applying the method of least squares. In Fig.5.9,
the responses in the frequency band 28.85 GHz to 28.86 GHz show a rising slope.
This may be classified as a region. Similarly, the responses in the bands 28.6 GHz
to 28.9 GHz, 28.9 to 28.92 GHz, 28.92 GHz to 28.94 GHz and 28.94 to 28.95 GHz
may be classified as four more regions after being subject to moving median filtering
operation to mitigate the impact of noise. The responses in the above regions may be
subject to curve-fitting operation applying the method of least squares in accordance
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with equation
y(n) = ax3 + bx2 + cx+ d (5.16)
The ratio of the curve-fitting coefficient values are computed, rounded off to nearest
integer values and quantized to the nearest prime numbers to yield a set of encryption
keys which may be designated as key1.
The filtered responses are then divided into a convenient number of regions or sub-
bands of equal lengths and classified on the basis of signal power distribution. This
may be divided into 8 sub-bands of bandwidth 12.5 MHz each and may be numbered
in descending order according to the measured power in each sub-band. The range of
indices or frequency bin numbers denoting each region are extracted and the highest
prime number in each region is extracted. For example, if the responses were sampled
at a frequency of 200 MHz and the FFT was computed with 2048 frequency bins, a
bandwidth of 100 MHz would occupy 1024 frequency bins with each bin representing
a frequency resolution of 97.65625 kHz and each sub-band of 12.5 MHz bandwidth
would occupy 128 points in the FFT space. Fig. 5.9 represents a shifted FFT plot
where the band of interest lies between FFT bin numbers 513 to 1537. The sub-
band of 12.5 MHz having the highest band power would occupy the frequency bins
from 641 to 768. The highest prime number in this band 761. This will be the first
element of second key set designated as key2. Similarly, the highest prime number in
the band with the next highest band power is extracted and is stored as the second
element of key2. This continues till all eight elements of key2 are extracted. The
sequence in which the prime numbers are entered in the space of key2 is critical. The
key sets key1 and key2 are expected to be the same at the legitimate nodes Node 1
and Node 2 due to highly correlated responses and different at Node 3. This can be
inferred from Fig. 5.9 which shows plots of experimentally determined convolution
of frequency responses of the channel the hardware at 28.9 GHz over a bandwidth
of 100 MHz. The encryption data extraction procedures mentioned above are not
exhaustive and there can be several other ways of extracting symmetric encryption
keys depending upon the application. A subset of prime numbers is chosen from both
the keys and applied as coefficient values to a non-linear function such as an elliptic
function to derive a set of random phases. The derived set of phases are applied
as offsets to the phase spectrum of the modulated signal to be transmitted thereby
randomizing it. The encrypting symbols and the phases are updated with new
values after convenient intervals using different non-linear functions and a different
set of prime numbers from the two key sets to maintain security against brute force
attacks and avoid letting the adaptive equalizers in the eavesdropping nodes learn
the encrypting information.
The effectiveness of encryption is proportional to the number of secret bits that can
be generated by channel probing. But this value is limited by the channel noise and
dynamic range of the hardware modules in the transceivers at the communicating
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nodes. But the encryption information generated so far would be suitable to au-
thenticate a stronger key generation process. A Diffie-Hellman key exchange scheme
is initiated to increase the security against brute force attacks. The values of mod-
ulus and base are either pre-determined or transmitted from Node 1 to Node 2 over
through modulation encrypted signals. The encrypted modulation symbols authen-
ticate the origin of the probing signals and increase immunity against impersonation
attacks. Node 1 and Node 2 then exchange the preliminary keys A and B through
modulation encrypted signals. Each node then computes the bit level encryption
keys as illustrated in 2. The data to be communicated is first encrypted at bit level
using the bit encryption keys, modulated in baseband, subject to encryption of the
modulated constellation and transmitted. The process is reversed at the receiver to
recover the transmitted data. The length of the bit encryption key is chosen to be
at least 512 bits.
The encryption of phases when applied to an OFDM signal has an effect similar
to the SLM scheme of reducing PAPR but does not need multiple iterations and
transmission of side information since the encryption phases are known to both
transmitting and receiving nodes. This is elaborated in the later sub-sections.
The process of physical layer authentication through encryption of modulated phases
is applicable to both single carrier and OFDM modulated schemes. Both these cases
are explained in the upcoming subsections. Though the PAPR reduction by the
proposed method is not applicable to single carrier schemes, the security aspect is
still applicable.
5.4.2.1. Encrypting OFDM Modulated Signals
Fig. 5.10.: Encrypting OFDM Modulated Signals
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A subset of prime numbers chosen by a symmetric algorithm from the two key sets
are applied as coefficient values in a non-linear function such as an elliptic function
shown in eq. 5.17 to generate encrypting phases.
y = p2 = (x3 + f1x+ f2)modf3 (5.17)
where f1, f2 and f3 are three prime numbers selected by a symmetric algorithm from
the two key sets, x is the sub-carrier or frequency bin number, p2 is the outcome of
the nonlinear mathematical operation for a given value of x that yields the encrypting
phase value designated as y. The positions of the prime numbers in the non-linear
function are interchanged and the non-linear function is executed again to obtain
a convenient number of encrypting phase sequences. The sequence with maximum
variance is chosen to encrypt the OFDM symbols to minimise PAPR. Unlike the
single carrier schemes, each modulated symbol is transmitted on a subcarrier in
OFDM modulated signals. The encrypting phases thus generated are added directly
as offsets to the phase of each sub-carrier. Three phase sequences were generated
in the experimental validation of this technique and their elementwise product was
taken to maximise variance. Randomisation of phases of the sub-carriers in an
OFDM modulated signal reduces its PAPR [85] along with providing security of
information [90]. The eavesdropper is obfuscated since there is no means for it to
generate the same encryption keys as the authentic nodes due to entirely different
convolution of hardware and channel responses seen at its end. This is demonstrated
in the section on experimental validation where a sophisticated vector signal analyser
running an adaptive filter algorithm was used as an eavesdropper and it could not
recover the transmitted constellation. This scheme is an enhancement over prior art
where security of communications is enhanced along with reduction in PAPR and
without the need to transmit side information for the receiver to restore the original
constellation.
A reduction in PAPR by over 3 dB after encryption. The detailed plots are provided
in the section on experimental validation in this chapter.
The generated keys are first tested for symmetry with random data where Node
1 generates a set of random bits and modulates them on to the data sub-carriers
with intended constellation QPSK for example. The encrypting phases are added
to the phases of the modulated sub-carriers and the IFFT operation is performed
to yield the encrypted time domain baseband. The baseband is transmitted after
the other necessary signal processing operations. Node 2 receives the signal trans-
mitted by Node 1, digitizes it, applies noise filtering and subtracts the encrypting
phases to recover the original modulation constellation. The recovered baseband is
then subject to equalization to compensate for channel impairments. If the recov-
ered modulation phases at this stage do not correspond to standard values within
an agreed deviation limit, a failure message is sent to Node 1 and the entire key
generation process restarts. Else, the recovered baseband modulation symbols are
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demodulated to recover the transmitted symbols. Node 2 remodulates the recovered
symbols on to another baseband with the same modulation scheme, encrypts the
phases with its key and re-transmits it. Node 1 now receives, decrypts and demod-
ulates the data to recover the bit-stream and compares it with that it transmitted.
If a match is found, a success message is transmitted to Node 2. This completes
the phase encryption key generation and agreement process along with the design
of symmetric encryption and decryption filters. It may be noted that no confiden-
tial data is transmitted until this stage. The encrypting phases and symbols are
updated to new values at both nodes by running a common algorithm that selects
different non-linear functions and a different sub-set of key values symmetrically at
both nodes after a definite interval of time has elapsed. This is done through timed
interrupts. On successful verification of the symmetry of constellation encryption,
Diffie Hellman key agreement is initiated. The preliminary keys A and B which are
over 400 bits in length are exchanged by modulating them on the chosen constel-
lation, subjecting the constellation to phase encryption and transmission over the
channel. The transmission over phase encrypted modulated signals authenticates
the genuineness of the initiating node thereby providing immunity against imper-
sonation attacks. The data to be transmitted is then secured at both bit level and
at the constellation by the respective encryption keys.
5.4.3. Encrypting Single Carrier Modulated Signals
A key parameter of the physical layer components that can have an adverse impact
on the integrity of the modulated symbols transmitted is the group delay (GD)
variation over the bandwidth of interest. Group delay is defined as the rate of
change of phase with angular frequency.
GD = dθ
dω
(5.18)
where GD the group delay is in seconds, θ is the phase in radians and ω is the
angular frequency in radians/second. It’s a parameter that refers to the dispersion
of the individual frequency components that constitute the spectrum of the desired
modulated signal. This is a key parameter to be considered in the selection of RF
front end filters. The modulation symbol generation, wave shaping and baseband
filtering operations are handled by a DSP chip in most modern wireless communi-
cation equipment. Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filters are preferred in the area of
digital baseband filtering due to the flexibility available in shaping the spectral char-
acteristics. FIR filter kernels are usually designed to exhibit a near flat amplitude
response and a linear phase response over the bandwidth of interest. An example
of an FIR filter that meets this criterion in a Hamming window based truncated
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sinc filter whose impulse response is defined by the kernel in eq. 5.19. This was
introduced in Chapter 3 and is repeated here for convenience.
h(n) =
Sin
(
2πfc(n− M2 )
)
(n− M2 )
(0.54− 0.46 ∗ cos(2πn/M)) (5.19)
Fig. 5.11.: Frequency Response of Hamming Windowed FIR Filter
Linear phase response in the band of interest would imply a constant GD. This
could be verified mathematically by taking the first derivative of a straight line
which would yield a constant equal to its slope. This refers to a non-dispersive
transfer characteristic of the filter. This filter may be made dispersive enough to
cause constellation distortion if ripples of suitable amplitudes are introduced in the
phase response of the filter thereby making GD and its variation non-linear. Experi-
mental results in [96] indicate that a significant amount of constellation distortion is
introduced in a QPSK modulated carrier if a parabolic group delay variation higher
than 1.15 times the symbol duration Ts is introduced.
The spectral characteristics of single carrier modulated signals can be encrypted
using dispersive filters to distort the modulation phases. A dispersive filter is one
which exhibits a non-linear phase response or group delay in the frequency domain.
Such a filter can be designed in the digital domain by manipulating the phase re-
sponse of a finite impulse response (FIR) filter in the frequency domain to have the
required nonlinear phase variation for encryption.
Obtain the symbol rate, occupied bandwidth (BW) and modulation constellation of
the modulated carrier intended to be transmitted.
Calculate the minimum variation in GD over the bandwidth of interest needed to
cause constellation distortion using the mathematical relation:
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GD
Ts
≥ 1.15 (5.20)
Calculate the peak variation dθmax required in the phase response by equating dω in
equation ‘1’ to BW noted in step ‘i’ and using the value of GD obtained in step ‘ii’.
Obtain the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the filter designed in step ‘iv’, extract
the amplitude and phase values of the resulting spectrum.
Calculate the number of points occupied by the bandwidth of interest in the FFT
plot. For example, if the bandwidth of the signal of interest is 160 MHz, generated
digitally at a sample rate of 640 MHz and if the number of points chosen for the FFT
is 1024, the number of FFT points occupied by the signal of interest would be 256.
Since FFT is a two-sided spectrum, half of the frequency components would occupy
the position from 1 to 128 and the other half would occupy the points 897 to 1024
in the example considered. The prime numbers chosen from the first and second key
sets are used as coefficient values of parameter x to provide encryption phases y in a
non-linear mathematical function such as an elliptic function in the form shown in
equation (5.15). One of the challenges in designing the group delay variation curve
for single carrier schemes is that the variation needs to be continuous to maintain
the integrity of the signal’s envelope. This is accomplished by subjecting the values
of y in eq. 5.17 to raised cosine filtering.
The encryption phase values are added to the phases of the FFT of a pre-determined
FIR filter and its IFFT is derived to yield the encrypting filter. The phases of the
encrypting filter in FFT domain are inverted and subject to IFFT operation to yield
the decrypting filter. This completes the design of encryption and decrypting filters
to conceal and recover the modulated constellation respectively. These filters are
expected to be identical at the two legitimate nodes.
The encryption of the modulated constellation is accomplished by convolving the
modulated baseband with the encryption filter at the transmitter in the digital
domain prior to conversion to analogue domain and transmission. The recovery
of the encrypted modulation symbols is accomplished by convolving the encrypted
baseband signal with the decryption filter in digital domain at the receiver. The
overall scheme is summarized in Fig. 5.12.
The generated keys are first tested for symmetry with random data case followed
by Diffie-Hellman key exchange over phase encrypted signals as explained for the
OFDM
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Fig. 5.12.: Proposed Physical Layer Encryption Scheme with Encryption Filter
5.5. Experimental Validation
5.5.1. Validation of the constellation encryption scheme:
As the first case, it was deemed necessary to validate the scheme of providing se-
curity in the physical layer by dispersing the phases and to verify that the original
constellation can be restored at the receiver upon decryption. An 8PSK signal was
generated in accordance with DVB-S2 standard at a symbol rate of 40 Msps, shaped
with a Root Raised Cosine (RRC) filter of roll off factor ‘α’ of 0.2 resulting in an
occupied bandwidth of 48 MHz. A dispersive filter was designed in MATLAB as
described in subsec. 5.4.3 with a peak phase deviation of 10 radians. This filter was
convolved with the 8PSK signal to cause constellation distortion to conceal the mod-
ulation scheme. These analogue baseband signals were vector modulated through
a pair of I and Q DACs, vector up-converted to Ku Band at a carrier frequency
of 14.23 GHz. The experimental apparatus used was the same as that described
in Chapter 3. A picture of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 5.13 for convenience.
The constellation of the modulated Ku Band carrier was observed on a Vector Sig-
nal Analyzer (VSA) ‘FSQ’ of Rohde and Schwarz which was used as a reference
receiver.
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Fig. 5.13.: Ku-Band test bench
i) Undistorted condition: This was the modulated signal constellation before appli-
cation of the proposed encryption scheme. The screenshot of the 8PSK constellation
demodulated by the VSA is shown in Fig.5.14. The Error Vector Magnitude (EVM)
displayed by the instrument was 4.8%.
ii) Encrypted/Distorted condition: This was the condition after the proposed phys-
ical layer encryption scheme was applied. The constellation could not be identified
as shown in Fig. 5.15
iii) Decrypted/Recovered Condition: This was the condition after applying the re-
covery filtering to the signal encrypted in ‘ii’. The screenshot of the 8PSK constel-
lation demodulated by the VSA is shown in Fig. 5.16. The Error Vector Magnitude
(EVM) displayed by the instrument was 4.9%. This was done to verify that the en-
cryption process could be reversed. No change was observed in the power spectrum
or occupied bandwidth in all the above cases as shown in the spectrum comparison
screenshot shown in Fig. 5.17. The spectrum plots are nearly indistinguishable
Fig. 5.14.: Original Constellation
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Fig. 5.15.: Encrypted Constellation
Fig. 5.16.: Recovered Constellation Re-modulated
Fig. 5.17.: Spectrum Comparison
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Fig. 5.18.: Gerber screenshot of the antenna designed and its simulated gain pat-
tern (dBi) in azimuth plane.
5.5.2. Experimental Validation of symmetric key generation,
encryption and PAPR reduction
The experimental validation was conducted for a QPSK-OFDM signal and for an
8PSK signal case of bandwidth 100 MHz of the same bandwidth. The transmitter
and the receiver were built for transmission at carrier frequency 28.9 GHz. The
transmitter followed a heterodyne architecture with the intermediate frequency (IF)
selected at 600 MHz which was then up-converted to 28.9 GHz. The LO for RF
up-conversion was a tuned to 14.15 GHz and was multiplied in frequency by a factor
of 2 owing to better phase noise performance than using an oscillator directly at 28.3
GHz to mix with the IF at 600 MHz to yield the modulated carriers at 28.9 GHz at
power +2 dBm. The receiver consisted of an RF front end with a noise figure around
3 dB and gain of 13 dB which down-converted the received signal to an IF at 600
MHz. This was followed by an ADC clocked at 4 Gsps that digitized the IF. Further
down-conversion and demodulation were accomplished in the digital domain. The
antennas were designed to have beam-widths of 120 degrees in the azimuth plane
as shown in Fig. 6.23 and etched on RO3003 substrate from Rogers Corporation.
An IF amplifier with a gain of 10dB was used in the receiver section of Node 1 and
no IF amplifier was used in the receiver section of Node 2 to introduce hardware
differences at the two nodes which would introduce differences in the noise figures
at the two nodes. The LOs of the nodes were phase locked to a common refernce
oscillator in this laboratory based experimentation. The techniques to synchronize
the oscillators of wireless nodes in the field are provided in [97].
5.5.3. Modulation Encryption Key Generation
A wooden test apparatus was designed with propagation path length of a meter
between its ends. This distance corresponds to 96 wavelengths at 28.9 GHz. One
of the ends of the apparatus was mounted with a patch antenna and termed Node
1. Two additional antennas were fabricated on a similar substrate for Node 2 and
Node 3 at a spacing of eight wavelengths with a ground plane in between them.
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Fig. 5.19.: Test Bench used for validation. Node 1 is on the left. Node 2 and Node
3 are on the right. Node 3 is connected to a Vector Signal Analyzer.
Fig. 5.20.: Frequency Responses of Node 1 and Node 2 at 28.9 GHz
Node 2 was termed the second legitimate node and Node 3 was designated to be the
eavesdropper. An overall path loss of 51 dB was observed between the legitimate
nodes. The evaluation was performed in a regular laboratory environment instead
of an anechoic chamber to emulate a real use case scenario that would include
multipath propagation effects. A picture of the test bench is shown in Fig. 5.19.
The first task was to calibrate the receiver sections of the two legitimate nodes for
flatness of frequency response. This was done using a calibrated signal generator
SMW200A of Rohde and Schwarz by sweeping the frequency of an input single
tone sine wave from 28.8 GHz to 29 GHz in steps of 5 MHz and recording the
variation whose values were used to build an FIR filter to calibrate the frequency
response. The next task was to determine the hardware frequency responses of the
two nodes over the band of interest. The RF output of each node was connected
to a calibrated spectrum analyzer (FSQ40 Vector Signal Analyzer from Rohde and
Schwarz). A screenshot of the un-calibrated hardware frequency responses of Node
1 and Node 2 to a chirp stimulus captured on the spectrum analyser is shown in
Fig. 5.20.
The third task was to measure the extent of reciprocity of the channel response
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Fig. 5.21.: Screenshot of measured channel responses between legitimate nodes and
the eavesdropper
between Node 1 and Node 2 (legitimate) and the channel response between Node 1
and Node 3 (eavesdropper). The frequency responses of the transmitting sections of
the nodes were measured and recorded in the form of an FIR filter. This was done
by taking the element-wise ratio of response to stimulus in frequency domain and
multiplying the ratios with the frequency response of a hamming window defined in
eq:(eq.5.19).The procedure for this task is detailed in Chapter 3. The inverse transfer
function of this FIR filter was derived for each node in the form of another FIR filter
to calibrate the transmitting hardware over the bandwidth of interest. Node 1 was
configured to receive and Node 2 and Node3 were made to transmit a chirp pulse
of duration 3.125x10−6 secs at alternate time intervals after the transmitter in each
node was calibrated. The sample rate chosen was 640 MSPS. The down-converted
IF output of Node 1 was connected to a spectrum analyser and the responses were
observed with the traces saved. Node 1 was now configured to transmit and Node
2 was configured to receive and its down-converted IF output was connected to
the spectrum analyzer. A screenshot of the recorded channel responses is shown in
Fig. 5.21. The channel responses between Node 1 and Node 2 are nearly reciprocal
and the channel response between the eavesdropping node Node 3 and Node 1 rolls
of at the upper band edge by 2 dB.
Having established the difference in the legitimate and the eavesdropping channels,
the next task was to generate symmetric keys between Node 1 and Node 2. The block
diagram of the apparatus used is shown in Fig. 5.22. A PC running MATLAB was
used as the DSP and timed interrupt generator. A pair of DACs followed by a Ka
Band transmitter was connected to each of the legitimate nodes Node 1 and Node 2.
The receivers and transmitters RF paths were duplexed with SPDT switches. The
probe signal chosen was a chirp pulse of duration 3.125x10−6 secs with a bandwidth
of 100 MHz generated at sample rate 640 MHz. The transmitters at Node 1 and
Node 2 were made to transmit thrice at alternate time intervals of 3.125X10−6 sec.
The first transmission was from Node 1 and the last was from Node 2.
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Fig. 5.22.: Apparatus used for symmetric key generation
The responses were extracted at the appropriate controlled time slots and saved
in separate files for analysis. The responses over three time slots recorded at each
node were averaged, filtered, down-converted digitally to zero IF and down-sampled
to 400 MSPS. The received signal consisted of a chirp pluse subject to convolution
with the impulse response of the channel and the hardware of the transmitting node.
The received signal was transformed to frequency domain by an FFT operation to
de-convolve the stimulus and the resulting amplitude and phase values were saved
in the form of an FIR filter kernel. This was further convolved with the receiving
node’s own hardware impulse response in transmitting mode. This yielded similar
data at both the legitimate nodes whose FFT could be used to derive encryption
keys as detailed in Chapter 5.
A bandwidth of 112.5 MHz (100 MHz + additional bandwidth of 12.5 MHz) in a
512 point FFT space sampled at 400 MHz would occupy 144 points symmetrically
on both sides. The first and last 72 points which contain the convolved responses
were extracted, subjected to moving median filtering of span 3 to be used as the
basis for encryption at each node. These basis curves were subject to curve fitting
operation for key generation. Plots of the normalised basis curves extracted from
the convolved circuit and channel responses individually at each authentic node is
shown in Fig. 5.23. The plot of the characteristics measured at Node 2 indicates
higher amount of noise. This was due to reduction in the gain at Node 2 which was
introduced deliberately to assess the ability to produce symmetric encryption keys i
the presence of noise. The effect of noise was mitigated by moving median filtering.
The plotted curve was divided into regions on the basis of change of slope after
filtering. Each region was subject to piece-wise curve-fitting operation to a non-
linear function of the form y = ax+ bx3 + cx5 + d by applying the method of least
squares on MATLAB. The values at the 14 frequency bins located at the centre of
the curves pertaining to band edges in the received responses were ignored. The
ratio (d/a)+b was computed in each case. In cases where the values obtained for
any of the coefficients were less than 0.1, they were replaced by 0. The ratios k11 and
k22 obtained at Node 1 and Node 2 when the curves were divided into five regions
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Fig. 5.23.: Key generation information consisting of convolved channel and hard-
ware responses evaluated at each node.
are as copied below.
set1 = 5.06257, -1.49450, 0.9875, 30.0487, -11.475
set2= 5.20483, -1.49222, 0.9723, 30.0430, -10.633
Each of the coefficient values were multiplied by a power of 10 such that there were
atleast two digits before a decimal point and the magnitude was rounded off to the
nearest prime number which yielded symmetric sets of the first key at the two nodes.
Node1Key1 = 51, 13, 97, 31, 11.
Node2Key1= 51, 13, 97, 31, 11
The key sets Node1Key1 and Node2Key1 generated were identical at the two legit-
imate nodes.
This was followed by a second key generation task which involved division of the
filtered responses into eight regions of equal lengths of 18 data points and evaluating
the RMS (root mean squared) of the magnitudes of the normalised responses in each
region. The largest prime number of the index in each region was extracted. The
extracted prime numbers were arranged in descending order of the rms value of the
region from which they were extracted. The rms values of each region evaluated at
Node 1 and Node 2 are as copied below.
rmsNode1 = 0.6209, 0.6447, 0.6543, 0.6830, 0.8985, 0.7882, 0.6563, 0.5930;
rmsNode2 = 0.5719, 0.6072, 0.6217, 0.6504, 0.8871, 0.7815, 0.6351, 0.5551;
Referring to . Fig. 5.23, one can observe by inspection that the region between data
points 73 and 90 would have the maximum rms value. The highest prime number
in this region is 89 and hence it would be the first entry in the second key set.
Node1Key2 = 89, 107, 71, 113, 53, 31 17, 139
Node2Key1 = 89, 107, 71, 113, 53, 31, 17, 139
The key sets generated were identical at the two legitimate nodes. The entries in the
second key set are just the highest prime numbers in each region but the sequence
in which they are entered is critical to generation of the encryption phases. Higher
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number of entries can be obtained for both the key sets from response curves with
higher number of data points. Subsets of 3 prime numbers from the two key sets
at the two nodes were selected by a symmetric algorithm to generate the phase
offsets needed to encrypt the spectral characteristics of the modulated signal to be
transmitted.
In order to assess the extent to which the encryption data could be generated by
the eavesdropper, the RF front end section of Node 2 was connected to Node 3
but a different DAC was used in the base-band section. The convolved channel
and hardware frequency responses evaluated at Node 3 with the Chirp stimulus
eavesdropped from Node 1 is also shown in .Fig. 5.23. This curve is significantly
different from that computed at the legitimate nodes and hence would result in
different key sets.
Values of base g and modulus p for the Diffie-Hellman scheme were chosen to be 51
and 2512−51 respectively. The exponent ’a’ chosen at Node 1 was 61 and ’b’ chosen
at Node 2 was 71. These yielded values of A and B as below. An online tool was
used for computation along with low level file read and write operations since a 512
bit number was beyond the ability of the version of MATLAB available.
A = 145137868916494326392263332766856464129464670643080753119747167566412
17488865306205007092$5329124534578051;
B = 172775637049938565322123634515964475966237717006844096304361739492667
84426333262575344791$804129467839402142422442056841051
These values were converted to bits and transmitted by Node 1 and Node 2 on
modulation encrypted carriers in each of the validation case explained below. The
raw bit stream was transmitted in each case without forward error correction (FEC)
since the distance was small. FEC may be added as needed in field.
Inference from the test:
It could be inferred that the presented scheme of exploting channel reciprocity be-
tween two authentic communicating nodes in a wireless network and the uniqueness
of their hardware frequency responses provided means to generate symmetric encryp-
tion/authentication information with asymmetrically sensed information. While an
eavesdropper would be able to receive the transmitted chirp signals by the legitimate
nodes, the signals would have traversed through channels whose frequency responses
were different from that between the legitimate nodes. Since the impairments in the
chirp signals received by the eavesdropper are essentially a convolution of the chan-
nel (eavesdropping) and hardware responses and both are unknown, the encryption
information is obfuscated from the eavesdropper.
5.5.4. Encryption of an OFDM signal
The proposed security scheme was tested on an OFDM system as the second case.
A 2048 point FFT based OFDM signal with 1664 active sub-carriers including 128
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pilots was generated at sample rate 100 MHz. The modulation chosen for the sub-
carriers was QPSK. The data to be transmitted was mapped on to QPSK con-
stellation points on the 1536 active sub-carriers. The amplitudes of all the active
sub-carriers were constant since the chosen modulation scheme was QPSK. A con-
stant phase of 45 degrees was chosen for the pilots. The objective here was to
encrypt the signal to jointly achieve PAPR reduction and security in the physical
layer. The randomization of the phases of the sub-carrier is one of the ways to
reduce PAPR for which the selection of the encryption phases at the transmitter
and and its knowledge at the receiver are critical. A random stream of 3072 bits
was generated at Node 1 and modulated on the 1536 data subcarriers with QPSK
modulation.
z1 = ((f1x3 + f2x)modf3)mod2π (5.21)
z2 = ((f2x3 + f3x)modf1)mod2π (5.22)
z3 = ((f3x3 + f1x)modf2)mod2π (5.23)
z4 = (z1z2z3)mod2π (5.24)
The next task was to generate chaotic phase values to encrypt the spectrum of the
OFDM signal. This was done by applying a subset of three prime numbers in the
key sets Node1Key1 and Node1Key2.The values of f1, f2 and f3 selected for this
operation were 47, 89 and 17 respectively. Three sets of encryption phases each of
length 1664 were generated applying the selected prime numbers in elliptic functions
as per equations (eq. 5.21, eq. 5.22 and eq. 5.23) and a fourth set was generated by
taking the element-wise products of the first three sets to modulo 2π as described by
(eq. 5.24). The ratio of variance to mean was computed for each set and the phases
in the set that had the highest ratio was chosen for encryption. This was computed
at both nodes for symmetric encryption and decryption. The set z4 was the best
candidate hence the phase values in its set were added to the phases of the 1664
active sub-carriers (excluding null sub-carriers) at Node 1 for encryption. A plot of
the constellation of the encrypted sub-carriers is shown in Fig. 5.24. The IFFT of
the encrypted subcarriers was computed to yield the time domain signal. A cyclic
prefix of 144 samples was appended and the signal was up-sampled by a factor of 2
and transmitted over the 28.9GHz air interface after the necessary signal processing
operations. It was observed that the average PAPR of the encrypted signal was
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Fig. 5.24.: Phase encrypted OFDM sub-carriers received over the 28.9GHz wireless
link.
reduced by 3 dB. This aspect is explored further in the next sub-section. The signal
was received at Node 2, down-sampled to the original sample rate after the necessary
signal processing operations and the added cyclic pre-fix was removed. The FFT of
the received signal was computed and the sub-carriers and subject to decryption of
phases. This led to the successful recovery the transmitted constellation. A plot of
the constellation of the decrypted sub-carriers is shown in Fig.5.25. The amplitudes
of the sub-carriers were equalized and were demodulated to recover the original bit
stream without errors. As the next task, the preliminary Diffie-Hellman keys A and
B were exchanged on the wireless link after appending zeros in the beginning to
make the length equal to 3072 bits and encrypting the resulting bit-stream with the
random bit-stream exchanged earlier. The process was reversed at the receivers to
recover the values of A and B which were then used to compute the values of the final
keys A1 and B1 as in the single carrier case. A1 and B1 were used as the encryption
and decryption keys for further transmissions. The validation was repeated thrice
successfully with different bit streams and encryption keys.
Inference from the test: Symmetric keys for encrypting the modulated constel-
lations of an OFDM signal were generated. The encryption of the modulated con-
stellations authenticated the generation of bit level encryption keys as per Diffie
Hellman key exchange scheme. This authentication serves to mitigate imperson-
ation attacks in a wireless network where an un-authorized node can attempt to
initiate key exchange with an authentic node.
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Fig. 5.25.: Recovered QPSK constellation of OFDM sub-carriers received over the
28.9 GHz wireless link.
5.5.5. PAPR Reduction
Simulations were carried out in MATLAB for 10000 cycles of randomly generated
bit streams, modulation and encryption of the subcarriers with the same encrypting
phases generated using the encryption key as that used for the validation of the
security aspect in the previous subsection. From this it was possible to identify a
scheme that would simultaneously reduce PAPR and provide physical layer security.
The CCDF plots for the resulting reduced PAPR signal are shown in Fig. 5.26 as
mentioned in Chapter 5. The proposed scheme reduced the PAPR by 3.5dB on
average and by over 4.2 dB when there is a 2 × 10−4 probability of the original
signal exceeding a threshold PAPR of 15.5 dB on the OFDM signal generated in the
previous sub-section.
The above test was repeated with QAM 64 modulated sub-carriers and keeping the
rest of the parameters same.The proposed scheme reduced the PAPR by 5.2dB on
average and by over 5.5dB when there is a 1×10−4 probability of the original signal
exceeding a threshold PAPR of 17.2dB
Acomparative plot of the original and the reduced PAPR is shown in Fig. 5.28
A plot of the PAPR recorded over 10,000 simulation cycles is shown in Fig. 5.29.
A limitation in this scheme is that the receiver would need a higher signal to noise
ratio than time domain PAPR reduction schemes when this scheme is applied to
OFDM signals with higher modulation constellations but the ability to recover the
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Fig. 5.26.: CCDF of PAPR of Original and Encrypted 2048 point QPSK-OFDM
modulated signals with 1664 active sub-carriers
Fig. 5.27.: CCDF of PAPR of Original and Encrypted 2048 point QAM64-OFDM
modulated signals with 1664 active sub-carriers
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Fig. 5.28.: Comparison of amplitudes of the original and encrypted signals
bit-stream without the need for side information and the reduction in linearity re-
quirements of the PA in the transmitter outweigh the limitation.
Fig. 5.29.: PAPR comparison over 10000 simulation cycles
Inference from the test: The proposed encryption of the modulated constellations
of an OFDMmodulated signal reduces PAPR by more than 3dB which would benefit
in increasing the efficiency of RF power amplifiers in wideband transmitters for next
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generation wireless communications.
5.5.6. Encryption of Single Carrier Modulated Signals
An 8PSK modulated signal of bandwidth 96 MHz was chosen for this case. The
symbol rate was set at 80 Msps. The modulated digital baseband was subject to
raised cosine filtering with roll off factor α = 0.2 at an oversampling ratio of 4. The
resulting sample rate was 320 Msps and the occupied bandwidth was 80x106(1+ α)
= 96 MHz. The minimum in-band nonlinear peak phase variation needed to encrypt
this signal calculated as explained in chapter 5 was 7.23 radians.
A random bitstream of 18000 bits was chosen to test the symmetry of the constella-
tion encryption keys.The phases for the encrypting filter at Node 1 were derived by
applying three of the thirteen entries in the key sets Node1Key2 and Node1Key2 as
coefficient values in the elliptic function described by eq. 5.25.
y = p2 = (x3 + f1x+ f2)modf3 (5.25)
The values of f1, f2 and f3 selected for this operation were 47, 89 and 17 respectively
to encrypt the first 6000 bits. The values of f2 and f3 were swapped to generate the
encrypting symbols for the next 6000 8PSK modulated data symbols and so on to
test for symmetry of the constellation encryption keys generated at both nodes.
The first 39 values of the designed phase response were extracted, subject to root-
raised cosine filtering with an up-sampling factor of 4 and added to the phases of the
FFT of a Hamming windowed FIR filter of length 320. The IFFT of the modified
filter was computed to obtain the encrypting filter at Node 1. The phases of the
encrypting filter in the frequency domain were inverted and the IFFT was computed
to obtain the decrypting filter at Node 2. The 8PSK modulated data symbols of the
random bitstream were subject to RRC filtering as per DVB-S2 standard, convolved
with the encrypting filter at Node 1 to conceal its constellation. The encryption
and decryption filters were switched after transmission of 6000 symbols to avoid
detection of the encrypting phases by an adaptive equalizer in the eavesdroppers.
The encrypted signal was transmitted over the air interface at 28.9 GHz, received
by Node 2, subject to equalization and decryption filtering, down-sampling and
recovery of symbols. The recovered symbols were decrypted and the transmitted
bit-stream was demodulated without errors. A plot of the received constellation
of an 8PSK signal prior to equalization and decryption is shown in Fig. 5.30. The
8PSK constellation after decryption and channel equalization is shown in Fig. 5.31.
This task verified the symmetry of the constellation encryption keys.
A VSA (Vector Signal Analyzer) with an internal equalizer based on LMS (Least
Mean Squares) was used as the eavesdropping receiver. The length of the equalizer
was set at 10 and step size was set at 0.05. The sampling frequency of the VSA
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Fig. 5.30.: First 1000 symbols of he received encrypted 8PSK signal before decryp-
tion and equalization.
Fig. 5.31.: Recovered 8PSK constellation after decryption filtering and equaliza-
tion.
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was also set at 320 MHz. This implied 40 taps for the internal filter due to an over-
sampling factor of 4. The transmission was repeated continuously for five minutes
and a faithful recovery of the constellation could not be observed. The length of the
equalizer in the VSA was varied from 5 to 20 in steps of 5 and step size was also
switched between 0.01 and 0.05 in each case after running for 5 minutes. No faithful
recovery of the constellation could be observed in any attempt. All the modulated
symbols were then subject to encryption by only the first filter instead of switch-
ing between multiple filters. This led to partial identification of the symbols after
a learning time of 8 minutes. It was inferred that switching the encryption filter
provided tighter security against eavesdroppers. The observations demonstrate that
it is essential to use the appropriate decryption filter to first recover the modulation
symbols before attempting to demodulate the signal. As the next step, the bitstream
for Diffie-Hellman preliminary keys A and B were generated at Node 1 and Node
2 respectively. Since A and B could be of different lengths, zeros were appended
in the beginning of the respective bitstreams to make the length l equal to that of
the modulus. The resulting bitstream was encrypted with the first l bits from the
random bitstream transmitted earlier, modulated on 8PSK symbols and transmit-
ted after encrypting the constellation. The process was reversed at the respective
receivers and the transmitted values of A and B were recovered. These were subject
to the computation of final keys: A1 = (Ba)modp; B1 = (Ab)modp;
The values of A1 and B1 were used to encrypt and decrypt data bits in further
transmissions without errors.
Inference from the test:
Symmetric keys for encrypting the modulated constellations of a single carrier wide-
band signal were generated. The encryption of the modulated constellations au-
thenticated the generation of bit level encryption keys as per Diffie Hellman key
exchange scheme. This authentication serves to mitigate impersonation attacks in a
wireless network where an un-authorized node can attempt to initiate key exchange
with an authentic node.
5.6. Conclusion
In this chapter, a novel scheme to provide security in the physical layer along with
reducing the peak to average power ratio of OFDM signals through dispersion of
the phases of the modulated signal has been presented. The scheme conceals the
modulated constellation from eavesdroppers using symmetric encryption keys which
are generated at the legitimate communication nodes exploiting the channel and
non-ideal circuit characteristics over the bandwidth of interest. Bit level encryption
keys are further exchanged over carriers whose modulations are concealed thereby
providing immunity against impersonation attacks. It has been demonstrated that
the applied encryptions can be successfully reversed at the legitimate receiver on
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the experimental test bench to recover the original modulated symbols with zero bit
errors. The proposed physical layer encryption technique successfully concealed both
single carrier and OFDMmodulated signals from a well-positioned eavesdropper and
a reduction of PAPR by 4.2dB and 5.2dB respectively were achieved for an OFDM
signal with 1664 QPSK modulated sub-carriers.
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6. Bandwidth Interleaved
Modulators and Transmitters
In this chapter, novel schemes to mitigate the problem of transmitting wideband
complex envelope modulated signals using interleaved RF transceiver hardware of
narrower bandwidths are presented. The novelties presented in this chapter corre-
spond to items 1, 4 and 9 in the list of publications. The author’s contributions to
the novelties presented in this chapter are architectures for bandwidth interleaved
modulators and transmitters with in-circuit and spatial combining, calibration of
paths for seamless combining , experimental validation including designing the test
apparatus.
6.1. Introduction:
Future wireless communication systems such as fifth generation mobile communi-
cations and high throughput satellites are expected to feature throughputs ranging
up to several gigabits per second. This requires a proportional increase in the
bandwidths for the wireless channel and the hardware involved in transmission and
reception of the modulated signals. The upper limit of the bandwidth of the sig-
nal that can be generated depends on the maximum sample rate of the DACs in
the modulators. The constraint of bandwidth is not just limited to generation of
the modulated signal but to every part involved from generation to transmission
including the filters, amplifiers and the antennas. In this chapter, published tech-
niques to generate wideband signals using DACs of relatively narrower bandwidths
are discussed and a novel technique to generate and transmit wideband signals using
legacy transmitter hardware is presented.
A block diagram of a typical vector RF modulated heterodyne transmitter is shown
in Fig.6.1. A digital signal processor (DSP) generates the vector modulation symbols
called basebands (BB) in accordance with the digital data meant for transmission.
These digital basebands are applied to a pair of DACs to generate the equivalent
in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) analogue baseband waveforms. These waveforms
are vector up-converted to the required intermediate frequency (IF) and further
up-converted to the RF carrier frequency which is amplified by the RF power am-
plifier (PA) and transmitted. The baseband may be directly up-converted to RF
in homodyne transmitters. The maximum operating bandwidth of a transmitter is
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Fig. 6.1.: Generic block diagram of a wireless transmitter
constrained by the bandwidths of the individual blocks that constitute the transmit-
ter such as the DACs, PA and passive microwave modules. The problems associated
with the bandwidth in a transmitter were introduced in Chapter 2. The problems
are discussed in greater detail in this section.
Digital to Analogue Converters: The most obvious factor that imposes an upper
limit on the usable bandwidth of a DAC is its sample rate. The maximum sample
rate is affected by the switching characteristics of the transistors in the current
steering cells of the DAC whose slewing and settling times affect the maximum
speed of operation.
Another factor that imposes an upper limit on the bandwidth of the signal that can
be obtained from a DAC is the non-ideal anti-aliasing filter. An ideal anti-aliasing
filter would have a brick-wall frequency response which is not practical which limits
the usable bandwidth to lower than Nyquist rate.
In addition to these, DACs exhibit sinc-roll off which attenuates the signals at the
Nyquist frequency by 3.9 dB. The frequency response of a DAC is of the form
described by eq. 6.1 where the Ts is the sampling interval f and is the frequency of
the signal. This implies that a signal component at Nyquist frequency will suffer an
attenuation of 3.92dB. A concise description of impact of DAC and ADC limitations
on system performance is provided in [98].
H(f) = Sin(πfTs)(πfTs)
(6.1)
The role of DACs in a wireless transceiver is to generate modulated basebands for
transmission with a signal to noise ratio (SNR) higher than that defined by Shan-
non’s theorem. This parameter is constrained by number of bits ‘N’, non-linear
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Fig. 6.2.: DAC slewing and settling times.
distortion and sample rate. The signals encountered in wireless communication ap-
plications such as OFDM consist of multiple tones and the time domain envelopes
exhibit a high peak to average ratios (PAR). The value of SNR reduces with increas-
ing PAR to the value computed as per eq. 6.3.
SNR = 6.02N + 4.77− 20Log10(PAR
√
2) + 10Log10(BW/fs) (6.2)
SNRmulti = SNRsingle − 20Log10(PAR
√
2) (6.3)
Further information on impairments caused by the DAC are given in Appendix 2.
Another factor that reduces the SNR in DACs is the timming jitter Tjitter in the
sampling clock. The rise in noise Njittercaused by jitter is given by eq. 6.4
Njitter = −20Log10(2fsignalTjitter) (6.4)
It may be inferred that there is a necessity to increase the sampling rate for a DAC to
increase the SNR and the operating bandwidth. This has been done by interleaving
more than one DAC in time and frequency domains as discussed in the next section.
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Fig. 6.3.: Response of Anti-Alias Filter
RF Matching Circuits The popularly known maximum power transfer theorem
states that maximum power is transferred from source to load if their impedances
are matched in a conjugate manner. It is no secret that reactance varies with
frequency. Inductive reactance increases with frequency and capacitive reactance
reduces with frequency. Under the maximum power transfer condition, the source
and load reactances cancel out due to resonance. But this can happen at only one
frequency. Mismatched load and source impedances lead to inefficiencies caused by
reflections of the power from the load and therefore it is not possible to achieve
perfect power transfer over a broad range of frequencies without reflections. The
relation between reactive load and reflection coefficient over a specified bandwidth
is provided by Bode-Fano criterion
ω2
ω1
Ln
1
|Γmin|
dω ≤ π
RC
(6.5)
where Γmin is the magnitude of the minimum reflection coefficient, ω1 and ω2 are
the lower and higher angular frequencies. This limits the achievable impedance
matching required for effective power transfer and is particularly critical with RF
power amplifiers.
Pre-distortion of RF Power Amplifiers: The cost and power consumption of
an RF power amplifier are major contributors to cost and power budget of the
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entire transmitter and it is imperative to get maximum RF output power from
it. Various architectures for the RF power amplifier were discussed in Chapter 4.
A limiting factor in linearization of high efficiency architectures is the bandwidth.
Wider bandwidths in the modulated envelope lead to greater memory effects and
pose greater computational challenges in behavioural modelling and digital pre-
distortion. OFDM signals with wider bandwidths and greater number of sub-carriers
exhibit larger PAPR values requiring greater linearity in in power amplifiers at the
cost of efficiency. Since a power amplifier is a strongly non-linear device, its higher
orders of non-linearity result in parasitic bandwidth expansion and in-band AM-
AM and AM-PM distortions as seen in Chapter 4. The bandwidth of the DAC
needed to perform digital pre-distortion (DPD) to mitigate these impairments is
proportional to the order of non-linearity. Considering a simplified behavioural
model for an RF power amplifier of order 5 implies a bandwidth requirement of five
times the channel bandwidth for the DACs. In addition to these, the bandwidth
of the components needed to accomplish digital pre-distortion also increases. Non-
linear transfer functions were introduced in Chapter 2.
Fig. 6.4.: Transmitter with feedback for DPD
It may be inferred that the bandwidth in the feedback path is five times the channel
bandwidth of the transmitter. Band-limited DPD techniques have been developed
to avoid using ADCs in the receiver with five times the channel bandwidth but it
is inevitable for the DAC. The effectiveness of DPD depends upon the accuracy
of the receiver in the feedback path to sense and capture the impairments. It was
observed in Chapter 2 that odd order non-linear transfer functions also result in
parasitic products within the channel bandwidth which may be sensed to estimate
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the coefficient values of the non-linear terms. This depends on the SNR of the ADCs
which in turn depends on the bandwidth.
6.2. Prior Art Techniques to mitigate the problems
6.2.1. Digital to Analogue Converters:
The problem of generating wider bandwidth baseband signals has been accomplished
by multiplexing [99, 100] and interleaving DACs in time [101, 102, 103, 104, 105]
and frequency domains [106, 107, 108, 109, 110]. Time domain interleaving has
been the most popular method of the three used by manufacturers for its ease of
implementation in an integration circuit.
a) Time Multiplexed DACs: A schematic block diagram of a 2 way multiplexed
DAC is shown in Fig. 6.5.
Fig. 6.5.: DAC Multiplexing
A multiplexer is used to select between the outputs of DACs running at half the
sample rates. The number of multiplexed stages can be scaled up using a multiplexer
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of higher order and faster clocking rates. The switching speed of the multiplexers
and cross talk between the multiplexed paths limit the maximum sample rate. The
multiplexer needs to be operated at the original sample rate Fs. The available SNR
is affected by the timing jitter caused at the higher switching frequency. The quality
of the signal is also affected by the mismatch in gains between the multiplexed paths
and differences in the electrical lengths of the transmission lines running between
the output of each DAC and the multiplexer and also the offsets in the phases of
the clocks fed to each DAC. Scaling up the number of multiplexed paths needs a
multiplexer of higher order along with associated circuit extensions for the address
lines to control the multiplexer. The problem of mitigating the cross talk through
digital pre-processing/digital pre-compensation complicates with higher number of
multiplexed paths.
An analysis of degradation in signal to noise and distortion ratio (SNDR) caused
by offset in the duty cycle of the clock signals fed to two multiplexed DACs. A
6-bit time two way interleaved DAC operating at 20 GSPS is presented in [103].
The authors report a spurious free dynamic range of 35 dB. This would suffice for
single carrier lower order modulation scheme but would be insufficient to meet the
signal quality requirements of 64-QAM or 256-QAM modulated OFDM signals with
over 1200 active sub-carriers exhibiting a PAPR greater than 9 dB. In [99], the
authors provide an insight of the process of multiplexing DACs, provide methods
to mitigate the images in higher Nyquist zones and demonstrate the transmission
of a (four levels pulse amplitude modulation) PAM-4 signal at symbol rates of 80
GBaud over an optical link. The measured BER at the output of the multiplexer
was 2.6X10−4 but deteriorated to 5.9X10−4 after amplification. In [100], the authors
have implemented two way multiplexed DACs with sample rates up to 52 GSPS for
optical communications with baud rates up to 92 Gbaud using 16-QAM modulation
schemes at a BER of 2.63X10−2. While the speeds obtained are more than 50
times of those needed for wireless communications, the available SNR values are
not suitable for transmission of higher order modulated signals such as 64-QAM
encountered in wireless communications.
b) Time Interleaved DACs: A schematic block diagram of a 2 way interleaved
DAC is shown in Fig. 6.6.
In a two way time interleaved DAC, the digital data for odd and even samples are
separated and applied to the first and second DACs separately. The clock input
to the second DAC is delayed by half a period relative to the first DAC and the
two outputs are summed instead of being switched. This method has an advantage
of cancelling images at odd Nyquist zones. However, it is critical to maintain the
relative timing delay of half of the sampling period between the two paths. This
complicates further as the number of interleaved stages is increased. If N stages are
interleaved, the relative delay in the clock phase between successive paths should be
T/N where T is the operating sampling period/interval of the DACs. Mismatches
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Fig. 6.6.: DAC Time Interleaving
in the delays between successive stages leads to glitches and interleaving spurs.
The quality of the signal is also affected by the mismatch in gains between the
interleaved paths and differences in the electrical lengths of the transmission lines
running between the output of each DAC and the combiner.
A systematic analysis of time interleaved DACs is provided in [104]. Methodology
to mitigate mismatches in time interleaved DACs is reported in [111]. In [105], the
authors demonstrate the bandwidth enhancement of a delta-sigma DAC using time
interleaved delta sigma modulators achieving SFDR of 42 dB at a sample rate of
30.72 MHz aimed at generation of baseband signals moduated as per LTE standards.
However, this figure would deteriorate at higher sampling rates due to timing jitter.
In [102], the authors demonstrate an all-digital RF transmitter for operation at
a carrier frequency of 5.2 GHz with time interleaved delta-sigma DACs operating
28 GSPS. A signal to noise ratio of 49 dB is reported over a bandwidth of 219
MHz. While this is novel, implementing such a scheme for millimetre wave wireless
communications is expensive and the SNR would deteriorate further due to jitter in
clock signals at higher sampling rates. The available SNR would also deteriorate if
the signal is up-converted to millimetre wave frequencies due to phase noise of the
local oscillator.
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c) Frequency Domain Interleaved DACs: Any signal having a finite bandwidth
is made up of several sinusoidal tones of distinct amplitudes and phases. The ampli-
tudes and phases of the constituent sinusoidal tones can be obtained by taking the
Fourier transform of the signal of interest. Digital signals are discrete in nature. A
digitally generated baseband signal m(t) may be represented by a series of complex
sinusoids each having an amplitude an and phase θ that constitute the signal in the
form of discrete Fourier transform (DFT) having a total of N frequency bins in the
overall bandwidth as shown eq. 6.6. The instantaneous time t = nTs for a sampled
data system where n is the sample number and Ts is the sampling interval.
m(nTs) =
N/2∑
n=−N/2
ane
jθ ejωn/Ts (6.6)
As each component in eq. 6.6 is characterized by a distinct amplitude, phase and
frequency, it may be inferred the generation of a wide bandwidth signal can be
accomplished in parts using more than one DAC with smaller bandwidths as long
as the integrity of the amplitude, phase and timing of each frequency component
of m(nTs). The concept of frequency domain interleaving in data-converters was
introduced by Le-Croy in 2006. The concept was termed digital bandwidth inter-
leaving which was applied to extend the bandwidth of oscilloscopes to 30 GHz using
ADCs interleaved in frequency domain by Pulaikis [112] of Le Croy Instruments. A
doctoral thesis was published on wideband signal acquisition with frequency inter-
leaved ADCs by Steven Callender [113]. The task of frequency domain interleaving
DACs poses greater challenges with signal quality than the ADC since it is necessary
to combine the interleaved signals in analogue domain. This requires appropriate
knowledge of the hardware characteristics to pre-compensate the interleaved signals
so that they combine with appropriate amplitudes and phases. The block diagram
of two DACs interleaved in frequency domain is shown in Fig. 6.7.
This arrangement may also be termed as bandwidth aggregation[107] . The signal of
interest in digital domain is split into two half bandwidth signal components. The
half bandwidth signal components are applied to two DACs in parallel operating
at half the intended sample rate. The output of the second DAC i.e. the DAC
applied with the higher half bandwidth signal components is up-converted using
a local oscillator to frequency translate it to the higher band i.e. to the band
adjacent to that occupied by the output of the first DAC. The frequency of the
local-oscillator is set at Fs/4 i.e. half of the effective sample rate. The up-converted
output of the second DAC is combined with the output of the first DAC to yield
the required signal. Firstly, the up-converter in the path of the second DAC in
Fig. 6.7 will also yield an image component that occupies the frequency band 0 to
Fs/4 i.e. the band occupied by the lower half bandwidth components. This image
acts as an in-band interferer which needs to be eliminated. Secondly, the signal
quality in the up-converted path will also be affected by the phase noise of the LO.
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Fig. 6.7.: .Interleaving DACs in frequency domain
Thirdly, the electrical lengths and circuit gains in the direct and the up-converted
paths are different and hence it is necessary to balance them through calibration
in order to maintain the integrity of the signal being generated. The mathematical
framework for DACs interleaved in the frequency domain is presented in [106, 107]
where the extent of oversampling needed for each interleaved DAC is derived. In
[109], the authors present an optical transmitter with three bandwidth interleaved
DACs combined with a triplexer achieving a signal bandwidth of 100 GHz bandwidth
for optical communication. An SNR value of 21 dB was reported while tested with
an OFDM signal with 5180 QPSK modulated sub-carriers. LO phase noise and
un-compensated spurs from the mixer were found to cause the degradation in SNR.
A similar system is reported in [108] for optical communications using 2 PAM and
4-PAM modulation schemes.
The up-conversion in the path of the second DAC of Fig. 6.7 would yield images in
the band of frequencies occupied by the output of the DAC in the first path. Since
perfect brick-wall filtering is unrealizable in hardware, there would be a presence of
residual images in the adjacent channel. Similarly, the images of the signal generated
by the DAC in the first path caused by frequency components in the second Nyquist
zone would fall in the band of frequencies occupied by the wanted up-converted out-
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put in the second path. The images therefore cause mutual interference between the
two paths. A schematic diagram of signal generation with two frequency/bandwidth
interleaved DACs in the presence of mutual interference discussed above is shown in
Fig. 6.8. The low pass filter (LPF) at the output port attenuates the image at the
second Nyquist zone of the second DAC.
Fig. 6.8.: Practical frequency domain interleaving DACs with images
In [110], the system of bandwidth interleaved DACs with mutual interference is
modelled in the form of a MIMO system whose transfer function is represented
mathematically in the form of a matrix as in eq. 6.7.
[
Y1
Y2
]
=
[
H11 H12
H21 H22
] [
X1
X2
]
(6.7)
Where Y is the matrix of outputs, X is the matrix of inputs and H is the matrix
representing the MIMO transfer function. The principal diagonal elements in the
matrix represent the gains for the wanted signals and the others represent mutual
coupling terms. The coupling is mitigated by pre-compensating the signal applied
to the respective DACs. The compensating values are obtained by inverting the
MIMO transfer function.
d: Pre-distortion of RF power amplifiers. The concept of DPD was intro-
duced in Chapter 4 where an input signal to an RF power amplifier is convolved
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with the inverse of the amplifier’s non-linear transfer function so that the output
signal from the amplifier is linearized. Memory effects in RF power amplifiers were
discussed in Chapter 4. A convenient representation of an RF power amplifier’s
transfer function is provided by Memory Polynomial as discussed in Chapter 4. The
mathematical representation of Memory Polynomial in eq. 6.8 for convenience .
y(n) =
N∑
p=1
M∑
m=0
Cpmx(n−m)|x(n−m)|p−1 (6.8)
where y(n) is the nth output sample cpm is the scaling factor for the non-linear term
of power p and memory depth m. One of the causes for the memory effects discussed
in Chapter 4 is hysteresis of inductive and capacitive components. Wider bandwidth
implies greater effect of hysteresis and hence greater memory depth which in turn
implies higher order of the matrix describing the behavioural model and greater
computational requirements. The success of DPD operation depends on the ability
to sense the non-linear components at the output of the PA and the ability to
compute its inverse. In [114], the authors present a band switched feedback receiver
to linearize an RF power amplifier for 5G communications with a channel bandwidth
of 200 MHz at a centre frequency of 26 GHz. The receiver in the feedback path is
switched to acquire the in-band and out of band emissions of the PA in parts using
a narrow bandwidth ADC. Experimental validation results show an improvement in
EVM by 3.3% and a reduction in out of band emissions in the adjacent channel by
25 dB. A similar approach is proposed in [115] at a centre frequency of 20 GHz with
a receiver architecture similar to the one shown in Fig. 6.9 where the band to be
acquired is selected by tuning the LO and a variable attenuator at the input is used
to limit the RF power fed back to the spurious free dynamic range of the receiver.
The technique employed is actually bandwidth interleaved reception similar to that
reported in [112] and [113] but limited to acquisition of one band at a time.
6.3. A novel system level design approach for
wideband modulators and transmitters
Bandwidth scalability is of particular importance in systems featuring adaptive
bandwidth allocation such as 5G and NG-HTS. A number of published schemes
to enhace the bandwidth of DACs were discussed in the previous section. To scale
up or scale down the number of interleaved/multiplexed sections in a multiplexed
DAC, the analogue multiplexer module needs to change along with its associated
circuits for address lines and timing logic to vary the address inputs to route the
signal from the appropriate multiplexed module to the output. This gets cumber-
some at board/system level when encountered due to the extent of re-engineering
required for inclusion of new addressing logic. To scale up or scale down the number
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Fig. 6.9.: Switched band feedback receiver for DPD
of interleaved sections in a time interleaved DAC, the clock division and distribution
module needs to change along with its associated circuits for maintenance of phase
and duty cycle relations between the clock pulses fed to each interleaved module. To
scale up or scale down the number of interleaved sections in a bandwidth/frequency
interleaved DAC, the multiplex filter at the output needs to change in addition to the
digital calibration image rejection and clock distribution circuits. However, the re-
design of clock distribution circuits in this case is less complex compared to the case
of time interleaved DACs since there is no phase shift required between them. The
errors in relative phases of the clock inputs can be mitigated with relative ease by
performing multipath calibration described in Chapter 3. However, the complexity
of mitigating the images and the consequent mutual interference still remains.
Looking at the problem of designing wideband transmitters for a given application
from a system level approach, the internal architectures of DACs or PAs are un-
known. A system level design specification is provided in terms of operating band,
channel bandwidth, spectrum mask, modulation scheme and EVM to the system
designer and it is the responsibility of the system designer to architect a commer-
cially viable solution with the available parts. It is also desired from a system
perspective to design scalability of the system in terms of power and bandwidth
along with modularity and ability to reuse legacy hardware in part or whole where
possible. Considering these factors, novel scalable architectures are presented for
bandwidth interleaved modulators and bandwidth interleaved transmitters whose
operating bandwidths can be scaled up or down seamlessly.
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6.3.1. Bandwidth Interleaved Modulators:
The objective of the modulator in a transmitter for wireless communications is to
generate vector modulated basebands consisting of In-phase (I) and Quadrature (Q)
components in phase quadrature to one another rather than generating an arbitrary
signal. The presence of quadrature relation between the basebands to be generated
eases the task of frequency domain interleaving. In [110], the authors proposed a
novel method to mitigate the mutual interference between bandwidth interleaved
DACs caused by non-ideal filtering which would leave residues of up-conversion im-
ages. The problem complicates if the number of interleaved stages increases due
to a proportional increase in the rank of the matrix describing the MIMO transfer
function and consequently increases mathematical computations needed to mitigate
the mutual interference. In this work, a novel method that exploits the quadrature
relations between the I and Q parts of the vector modulated baseband can be ex-
ploited to cancel the images in the even Nyquist zones is presented. This relaxes the
specifications for the filters and also enables scalability of bandwidth with relative
ease.
Fig. 6.10.: Wideband signal generated in parts and combined at 2.4 GHz
Considering as an example, the generation of a bandpass DVB-S2 signal which is
8-PSK modulated at a symbol rate of 250 mega samples per second (Msps) with
a root raised cosine (RRC) filtering requirement having a roll off factor α = 0.2
and an up-sampling factor of 3 for wave shaping. This signal will have a resultant
bandwidth of 300 MHz (250 MHz X 1.2) and requires a modulator having DACs of
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sample rate of 750 MSPS in the I and Q paths respectively. This signal could be
generated using two bandwidth interleaved modulators clocked at half the sample
rate employing the architecture depicted in Fig. 6.11 The first modulator consisting
of DACs I1 and Q1 with a vector up-converter that generates lower half of the
required spectrum. The second modulator consisting of DACs I2 and Q2 where the
second vector up-converter generates the upper half of the required spectrum and
the two parts are combined to yield the desired 8-PSK signal.
Fig. 6.11.: Bandwidth Interleaved Modulator
The fast Fourier transform (FFT) of a signal of bandwidth BW sampled at rate
Fs would appear as shown in Fig. 6.12. Vector up-conversion of this signal with
an LO at frequency Fcarr would occupy the spectral space from Fcarr − BW/2 to
Fcarr +BW/2. Letting the baseband signal of interest m(t) be represented as
m(t) = I(t) + jQ(t) (6.9)
This signal when modulated on to an RF carrier C(t) at frequency Fcarr takes the
following form:
C(t) = I(t)Cos(2πfct) +Q(t)Sin(2πfct) (6.10)
The steps involved in generating the intended wideband complex envelope modu-
lated signal using bandwidth interleaved modulators are as described below. For
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Fig. 6.12.: Complex baseband FFT and its output modulation spectrum
a digitally generated signal, the time variable t is discrete and takes the values of
nTs where n is the sample number and Ts is the sampling interval. Generate digital
sine and cosine LO signals at an intermediate frequency FIF = Fs/4 sample rate Ts
and length equal to that of the baseband signal. Let the two digital LO signals be
designated as:
LOIFCOS = Cos(2πft) (6.11)
LOIFSIN = Sin(2πft) (6.12)
i) Frequency translate the digital baseband to the intermediate frequency by digital
up-conversion to obtain a digitally up-converted modulated baseband IIF as shown
below.
IIF = I(t).LOIFCOS +Q(t).LOIFSIN (6.13)
Also obtain its Hilbert Transform Q_IF.
QIF = −Q(t).LOIFCOS + I(t).LOIFSIN (6.14)
Obtain the FFT of IIF and QIF .
Both these signals have the same spectral content but a phase quadrature to one an-
other at every frequency in the spectral space they occupy. This is shown graphically
in Fig. 6.13.
ii) Extract the frequency components at frequency bins from 0 to Fs/4 and 3Fs/4+1
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Fig. 6.13.: . Digital up-conversion of the desired baseband to digital IFs in quadra-
ture. The chosen digital IF is centred at Fs/4
to Fs from the FFT of signals IIF and QIF . These represent the lower half of the
spectral content to be generated. Obtain the Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT)
of the extracted frequency components. Let these signals be designated as ILow and
Qlow respectively. Add the imaginary part of Ilow to the real part of Qlow to form
the signal Ibb1. Subtract the imaginary part of Qlow from the real part of Ilow to
form the signal Qbb1. Ibb1 and Qbb1 thus generated would have the same magnitudes
but quadrature phases.
iii) Extract the frequency components at frequency bins between Fs/4 + 1 to 3Fs/4
from the FFT of signals IIF and QIF . These represent the upper half of the spectral
content to be generated. Obtain the inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) of the
extracted frequency components. Let these signals be designated as IHigh and QHigh
respectively. Add the imaginary part of IHigh to the real part of QHigh to form the
signal Ibb2. Subtract the imaginary part of QHigh from the real part of IHigh to form
the signalQbb2. Ibb2 andQbb2 thus generated the signal will have the same magnitudes
but quadrature phases. By the theory of Fourier analysis, each frequency component
in the FFT could be represented by a sinusoid with a specific amplitude and phase.
Ibb1 and Qbb1 constitute a quadrature pair such that each frequency component in
their FFTs is a sinusoid having the same amplitude but 90 degrees difference in phase
relative to one another in the pair. This implies that the equal amplitude and phase
quadrature between the frequency components that constitute the signals generated
could be exploited for image rejection while up-converted to the required RF carrier
frequency. The same is applicable to the pair Ibb2 and Qbb2.
iv) Apply the half bandwidth signals ‘Ibb1, Qbb1, Ibb2 and Ibb2 thus generated to DACs
I1, Q1, I2 and Q2 of the interleaved modulator shown in Fig. 6.14. Clock the DACs
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at sample rate Fs/2 i.e. half of the original sampling frequency. Set the frequency of
Local Oscillator LO2 to the intended carrier frequency Fcarr and the frequency of
Local Oscillator LO1 lower than Fcarr by an amount equal to the IF chosen. LO1
and LO2 need to be phase locked to a common reference oscillator.
v) By virtue of single sideband up-conversion owing to quadrature relations, the up-
conversion image frequency components of DACs I1 and Q1 in the band Fcarr−2IF
to Fcarr − IF cancel out due to destructive combination after vector up-conversion.
The second Nyquist zone images of DACs I1 and Q1 which would fall in the spectral
band of the second modulator (consisting of DACs I2 and Q2) also cancel out due
to destructive combination after vector up-conversion.
vi) The same mechanism is applicable to the second modulator consisting of DACs
I2 and Q2 whose up-conversion images of the first Nyquist zone components and
the images in the second Nyquist zone cancel out after vector up-conversion. The
mutual inference between the first and second bandwidth interleaved modulators
caused by image components is thus eliminated. The process is shown in Fig. 6.14.
Fig. 6.14.: Single sideband up-conversion and combination of the interleaved base-
bands.
As the interleaving is performed at RF instead of baseband, an RF power combiner
can be used instead of a diplexer filter due to lower fractional bandwidths relative
to the RF carrier frequency. Spectrum plots of half bandwidth signals generated
in two bandwidth interleaved modulators designed to produce an 8PSK modulated
signal at 2.29 GHz with a bandwidth of 100 MHz is shown are shown in Fig. 6.15.
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Fig. 6.15.: Spectrum screenshots of 96MHz DVB-S2 8PSK signal generated at 2.29
GHz with BW interleaved modulators.
6.3.1.1. Choice of LO .
The choice of LO frequencies depend upon the number of paths being interleaved.
i) Considering the block diagram of Fig.6.11, the LO frequency for both the
modulators can be set at the intended carrier frequency Fcarr. This will
enable using the same LO module to feed the mixers of both the modula-
tors thereby reducing the cost of implementation. But, this arrangement
is limited to interleaving just two modulators. This would require the
half bandwidth signal in first modulator to be spectrally inverted so that
the up-conversion yields the lower sideband i.e. the spectral space be-
tween Fcarr − BW/2 to Fcarr. This arrangement is highly susceptible to
dc offset in any of the DACs which would result in LO leak. This option
was used for the experimental validation in the next section.
ii) A second choice for the LO frequencies is to choose Fcarr − BW/2 for
the first modulator and Fcarr for the second modulator. This requires
the LO frequencies to be numerically related to a common reference fre-
quency. LO modules consist of VCOs phase locked in a loop to highly sta-
ble reference oscillators like oven controlled crystal oscillators (OCXOs).
Fcarr−BW/2 and Fcarr are required to be numerical multiples of the refer-
ence frequency in order to maintain uniform phase relations between the
two modulators. This arrangement is scalable to any number of inter-
leaved sections. This option was chosen for the experimental validations
in this section. The signal generated with interleaved modulators shown
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in Fig. 6.15 used this option where the LO for up-conversion of the half
bandwidth signal in paths I1 Q1 was set at 2.24 GHz i.e. a value Fs/4
below the intended carrier frequency of 2.29 GHz. The LO for the up-
conversion of the signals in paths I2 Q2 was set at the intended carrier
crequency 2.29 GHz.
iii) Another choice for the LO frequencies is to choose Fcarr − BW/2 for
the first modulator and Fcarr + BW/2 for the second modulator. This
would require the half bandwidth signal in second modulator to be spec-
trally inverted so that the up-conversion yields the lower sideband i.e.
occupies the spectral space between Fcarr and Fcarr + BW/2. This also
requires the LO frequencies to be numerically related to a common ref-
erence frequency. LO modules consist of VCOs phase locked in a loop to
highly stable reference oscillators like oven controlled crystal oscillators
(OCXOs). Fcarr−BW/2 and Fcarr +BW/2 are required to be numerical
multiples of the reference frequency in order to maintain uniform phase
relations between the two modulators. This arrangement is scalable to
any even number of interleaved sections. The cost of implementation is
lower than choice ii in case of more than two interleaved sections since
two adjacent sections can be fed with the same LO signal.
6.3.1.2. Calibration of Paths
The integrity of the signal generated with bandwidth interleaved modulators as
explained above depends upon maintenance of the amplitude, phase and timing re-
lations between the interleaved sections in order to avoid distortions and mutual
interference. Mutual interference caused by up-conversion images can be avoided
with appropriate quadrature calibration between the I-Q sections of each stage. This
will also relax the order of filtering needed at each stage relative to prior art tech-
niques due to inherent image cancellation. A primary source of distortion is the
sinc roll-off of the DACs which results in significant attenuation of frequency com-
ponents above 80% of Nyquist rate. Inverse sinc filtering procedures are provided
by DAC vendors to compensate the sinc roll-off. It is also essential to calibrate
and pre-compensate the non-linear phase responses and the relative gain and phase
variations between the interleaved paths. The first step is to perform 2 paths wide-
band calibration individually on pairs I1 Q1 and I2 Q2 of the individual modulators
shown in Fig. 6.11. This will be followed by calibration of relative gain and offsets
between the pairs. The proposed procedure for path calibration was introduced in
Chapter 3. The bandwidth and centre frequency specifications for the stimulus need
to be set in accordance with the operational requirements of the modulator. Since
the interleaved modulators are fed with different LO signals, discontinuities in their
oscillating phases can destroy the integrity of the final signal generated. An extra
step is needed to ensure the seamless continuity in gain and phase of the final signal
generated with the interleaved modulators.
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Path calibration of IQ paths in each interleaved modulator: The bandwidth
to be considered to calibrate each path should be equal to the bandwidth of the
signal in the respective path. For example, if a signal of bandwidth BW originally
sampled at rate Fs is generated by interleaving N number of modulators with equal
bandwidths, then the bandwidth and the sample rate to be chosen for each path are
BW/N are Fs/N . The proposed procedure is described here taking a case of two
paths.
i) Let Fs2 = Fs/2. Generate a truncated sinc or chirp stimulus of band-
width fedge = Fs/4 sampled at rate Fs2 applying f = fedge in eq. 3.8 or
eq. 3.9 respectively as described in chapter 3.
ii) Perform two path calibration on paths I1 Q1 as decribed in Chapter 3
subsec. 3.3.1.4 setting the frequency of LO1 depending on the choice of
LO configuration selected from the options in subsec. 6.3.1.1.
iii) Perform two path calibration on paths I2 Q2 as decribed in Chapter 3
subsec. 3.3.1.4 setting the frequency of LO2 depending on the choice of
LO configuration selected from the options in subsec. 6.3.1.1.
The above calibration steps will ensure rejection of up-conversion images and mutual
interference between the interleaved paths.
Calibration of relative offsets between the interleaved modulators: A signal
generated with interleaved modulators should not have discontinuities in amplitude
and phase. Therefore, the relative offsets in gain and phase between the modulators
should be determined and pre-compensated after the successful wideband calibration
of the paths in each modulator.
1. Generate a cosine wave at frequency Fs2/4 and apply to DACs in paths I1
and I2 at mutually exclusive intervals with LO1 and LO2 set at their des-
ignated frequencies. The up-converted outputs yield frequency components
at frequencies LO1 + Fs2/4, LO1-Fs2/4, LO2+Fs2/4 and LO2- Fs2/4. But
LO2- Fs2/4 = LO1+ Fs2/4 since LO2-LO1 = Fs/4 = Fs2/2. Therefore, the
up-converted components at frequencies LO2- Fs2/4 and Fs2/4 overlap but
appear at different time instants.
2. Perform two path calibration again between paths I1 and I2 as explained in
chapter 3 subsec. 3.3.1.4 but by replacing the truncated sinc stimulus with a
single frequency cosine stimulus described in step 1 and considering path I1
as reference.
3. Multiply the magnitudes of the baseband signals in paths I2 Q2 with the
inverse of the gain offset and rotate the phase with the inverse of the mean
phase difference obtained in step 2. This finishes the calibration.
The partitioned components of the wideband signal intended for transmission are ap-
plied to the DACs in the bandwidth interleaved modulators after pre-compensating
them through calibration and with the appropriate choice of the LOs.
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The extent of over sampling needed for the DACs in the interleaved modulators
relative to that needed by a single wideband modulator is dependent on the appli-
cation, target SNR and the type of modulation in the signal being generated. Single
carrier modulated schemes such as 8PSK, 32 APSK, etc. applied in satellite commu-
nications require over sampling to implement Root Raised Cosine (RRC) filtering
for wave shaping. This requirement for over-sampling by a numerical value would
remain irrespective of the modulator being implemented as a single wideband mod-
ule or one constructed with two or more bandwidth interleaved modules. In these
cases, it is enough to have a sampling factor for the original signal such that the
bandwidth after raised cosine filtering is limited to half of the sampling frequency.
This is because the digital IFs generated prior to separation of the components in
the frequency domain need to fall within the first Nyquist zone. The up-sampling
factor in case of OFDM signals can be less than 2 since only about 66% of the band-
width available for a given sample rate is actually used to carry data in most wireless
communication standards. For example an LTE signal with a sample rate of 30.72
MSPS carries data only over a bandwidth of 20 MHz. The remaining spectral space
is left for guard-bands and pulse shaping. If the baseband is up-sampled by a factor
of 4 and down-sampled by a factor of 3, an effective sample rate of 40.96 MSPS is
achieved. The 20 MHz wide resampled complex LTE baseband if up-converted to
a digital IF will occupy a bandwidth of 20 MHz in the first Nyquist zone and its
image will occupy a bandwidth of 20 MHz in the second Nyquist zone. This value is
sufficient to generate and transmit the signal through bandwidth interleaved modu-
lators since the entire information contained in the signal would be available in the
first Nyquist zone itself and the single sideband up-conversion at the output of the
DACs will reject images by over 60 dB to nearly eliminate mutual interference.
6.4. Experimental Validation of Bandwidth
Interleaved Modulators
The test apparatus for this validation was similar to that used in Chapter 3 sub-
sec. 3.3.1.5 A computer (PC) running the tool MATLAB was used as a DSP, an
evaluation board TSW30SH84 from Texas Instruments consisting of a quad DAC
module DAC34SH84 with LVDS interface to connect to a digital interface board
TSW1400EVM. A vector signal analyzer (VSA) FSQ-40 from Rohde and Schwarz
was used as a reference receiver. The VSA was capable of demodulating an input
modulated signal up to a bandwidth of 100 MHz. The outputs of DAC1 and DAC2
were treated as an IQ pair and connected to I and Q inputs of a vector up-converter
module TRF3705 designated as UC1_IF. The outputs of DAC3 and DAC4 were
treated as the second IQ pair and connected to I and Q inputs of another vector
up-converter module TRF3705 designated as UC2_IF. The outputs from the DACs
were up-converted to 2.24 GHz and the output. The reference oscillators of the on-
board clock source modulue LMK02808 were synchronized with the reference output
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of the VSA after sufficient warm up time.
An 8-PSK modulated carrier generated at 2.29 GHz at a symbol rate of 80 MSPS,
bandwidth of 100 MHz generated with a single wideband modulator with DACs
running at 200 MHz and that generated with bandwidth interleaved modulators
using DACs at sample rate 100 MSPS are shown in Fig. 6.16. This plot was treated
as reference. This signal was chosen for validation since it could be demodulated by a
standard VSA available at the time of validation. Being a single carrier modulation
scheme, if this signal is generated with bandwidth interleaved modulators it will
be susceptible to the gain and phase mismatches and discontinuities between the
interleaved modulators thereby indicating the quality of the interleaving scheme.
Fig. 6.16.: 8-PSK modulated signal generated with single wideband modulator us-
ing DACs operating at 200 MSPS
The 8-PSK signal was partitioned in frequency domain to extract two half band-
width basebands namely I1 Q1 (lower half bandwidth baseband) and I2 Q2 (higher
half bandwidth baseband) as explained in the previous section. The LO for the
modulator meant for the baseband I1-Q1 was set at 2.24 GHz i.e. 50 MHz below
the intended centre frequency of 2.29 GHz and the LO for the modulator meant for
baseband I2-Q2 was set at the intended centre frequency 2.29 GHz. The modula-
tors were subject to calibration using a chirp stimulus as explained in the previous
section and FIR filters were synthesized to pre-compensate the bansebands for gain
and phasebripples, imbalances and discontinuities. The basebands I1-Q1 and I2-Q2
were convolved with the respective FIR filters for pre-compensation and applied to
the respective modulators. The demodulated constellation of the signall generated
through bandwidth interleaved modulators is shown in Fig. 6.17.
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Fig. 6.17.: 8-PSK modulated signal generated with bandwidth interleaved modu-
lator using DACs operating at 100 MSPS.
Observations: It is observed from the demodulated data that the average EVM
of the signal generated by bandwidth interleaved modulators is comparable and
slightly lower than that generated with a single wideband modulator.
The above validation was repeated successfully with another 8-PSK signal of band-
width 300 MHz and a OFDM signal with 300 MHz of bandwidth. These validations
formed the basis for the next section on spatially combined bandwidth interleaved
transmittters.
6.4.0.1. SNR analysis
The impact of jitter, sampling rate and phase noise were discussed in chapter 2. It
was observed that the jitter in clock signals is the time domain manifestation of phase
noise in the oscillators that generate the clock signals. A brief analysis of the impact
of clock jitter on the signal generated with two bandwidth interleaved modulators
is performed as an example. The original sample rate for the wideband signal was
600 MSPS. This signal was generated with two bandwidth interleaved modulators
clocked at 300 MSPS. The DAC selected for this experiment was DAC34SH84, 4
channels DAC made by Texas Instruments. The DACs were clocked with the signals
generated by LMK04808B, a clock generation and distribution module with internal
PLLs and VCOs made by Texas Instruments. The same part was used to generate
the clock signals for a single wideband modulator running at 600 MSPS and for the
bandwidth interleaved modulators running at 300 MSPS. The simulated phase noise
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plot of the clock signal at 600 MHz is shown in Fig. 6.18. The calculated jitter is
117.1 fs (femto seconds).
Fig. 6.18.: Phase noise of 600 MHz clock
The simulated phase noise plot of the clock signal at 300 MHz is shown in Fig. 6.19.
The calculated jitter is 108.1 fs (femto seconds). The impact of jitter on SNR is
tabulated in Tab. 6.1
Tab. 6.1.: SNR in the generated signals in th.e presence of clock jitter
The signals in the above table are up-converted to a carrier frequency fcarr with a
local oscillator. Consider up-converting these signals for transmission at Ku Band
centered at 14.15 GHz. The simulated phase noise plot of the LO is shown in
Fig. 6.20.
This results in an available SNR of 49 dB after up-conversion. It may be inferred
that the phase noise of the LO is a dominant factor in determining the SNR available
from a transmitter. This parameter is independent of the type of signal generated
in the modulator.
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Fig. 6.19.: Phase noise of 300 MHz clock
Fig. 6.20.: LO phase noise profile at Ku Band
6.4.1. Spatially Combined Bandwidth Interleaved Transmitters
From a wireless transmission system perspective, the problem in transmission of
wide bandwidths is not limited to modulators alone. The RF up-converters and PAs
are generally integrated with the outdoor units (ODUs) in satellite communication
systems where it is not practically viable to implement the scheme of bandwidth
interleaved modulators. PAs will be inefficient if operated in the linear region of
transfer characteristics as seen in chapter 4 and earlier in this chapter. The non-
linear characteristics of the PA affect the integrity of the envelope by introducing
AM-AM and AM-PM distortions and also result in RF emissions outside the assigned
bandwidth which would violate regulatory norms and also intrude the spectrum
assigned to other users. A feedback receiver is required to accomplish DPD in a
transmitter which conventionally requires a five times the channel bandwidth to
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acquire the out of band (OOB) emissions. Applying this requirement to modulators
alone, the extent of oversampling and calibration operations needed will complicate
the process by a large extent. As seen earlier, DPD is popularly accomplished by
modelling the transmitter as a non-linear system with memory using basis functions
in the form of matrices. The ranks of the matrices increase in proportion to the
bandwidth owing to increase in long term memory effects.
As seen earlier, the problem of wide channel bandwidths affects all stages in a
transmitter. In this section we present a novel scheme to extend the concept of
bandwidth interleaving to transmitters whole entities in the frequency domain and
seamlessly combining their outputs spatially at the receiver to cater to wideband
transmission requirements. This would enable using RF power amplifiers with gains
and output power reduced by a factor equal to the number of interleaved stages. In
addition, this scheme when applied to OFDM systems will reduce the PAPR of the
signal encountered at each interleaved stage due to lower number of data sub-carriers
per stage. The bandwidth for the feedback receiver for DPD is also reduced by a
factor equal to the number of interleaved stages. A block diagram of this scheme is
shown in Fig. 6.21.
Fig. 6.21.: Spatially Combined Bandwidth Interleaved
The procedure for transmission of a wideband signal over bandwidth interleaved
transmitters is similar to that explained in subsec. 6.3.1 with a difference that the
outputs are combined spatially over the air at the intended point of reception. This
also provides a degree of security in the physical layer. The additionals step required
to accomplish this task are listed below.
• Set the boresights of the two transmitters in the direction of the intended
receiver as shown in Fig.6.22 where the signal at the receiver is a vector sum of
the signals carried by each beam. This figure was introduced in Chapter 2 but
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the application was deferred until now. In the present application, each beam
carries a half bandwidth signal partitioned from an intended wideband signal
in the frequency domain.The two half-bandwidth signals carried by each beam
combine at the receiver to yield the intended wideband signal. Antennas with
wide beam-widths (e.g. 120 deg sectoral beams) could also be used depending
on the end application. The PAs in each transmitter are needed to transmit
only half the total RF power and half the total bandwidth. A common feedback
receiver with half the total bandwidth requirement can be switched between
the two transmitters to accomplish DPD.
Fig. 6.22.: Two transmitters spatially combined
• It is a pre-requisite to calibrate and pre-compensate the RF chains in each
transmitter for quadrature offsets and bandwidth dependent impairments. The
integrity of the signal at the receiver depends upon the ability to maintain the
integrity of amplitudes, phases and timing of the parts of the signal transmitted
from the interleaved transmitters. This requires uniformity in gain and phase
responses experienced by each part of the signal which could be accomplished
by path calibration. It is necessary to calibrate the RF propagation paths
between the transmitters and the receiver for gain and phase imbalances. A
test signal with a bandwidth equal to that of the intended wideband signal
such as a frequency modulated chirp signal described earlier and defined by
equations eq. 3.9 and eq. 3.10 may be used, where y(n) is the value of the nth
sample, Ts is the sampling interval, M is the total number of samples, k is
the frequency variation parameter, fmax and fmin are the maximum and the
minimum frequencies respectively.
• The calibration to be performed here is a case of the novel scheme described in
Chapter 3 using chirp stimulus applied to spatially combined RF signal paths.
• This chirp signal is subject to bandwidth interleaved transmission as explained
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in the previous section and received at the receiver. The FFT of the received
signal is computed and the amplitudes and phases of the components received
from each transmitter are compared against an ideal chirp signal. The first nu-
merical differences of amplitude and phase spectra are computed. The height
of the step at the center frequency in the amplitude and phase would indicate
the gain and phase offsets between the two transmit paths respectively. The
FFT values also help to train the coefficients of channel equalizer filter in the
receiver as in a general case with pilot signals.
• The offsets in transmission path 2 relative to 1 thus computed may be ei-
ther conveyed to Tx2 over a narrow band reverse link for offset tuning. This
will enable the seamless reception of the two half bandwidth signals at the
receiver which when combined would resemble the intended wideband modu-
lated signal. A narrow band beacon signal on the reverse link will also serve
to identify the relative offsets in the two transmit paths when captured by the
two transmitting antennas and evaluated owing to channel reciprocity.
A predetermined OFDM signal with sub-carriers modulated at lowest order could
also be used instead of chirp for path calibration. In a two-way communication
system, a beacon signal at the carrier frequency can be transmitted by the receiving
node which can be sensed by the receivers in the bandwidth interleaved nodes. The
sensed beacon signal can be used to determine the variations in gain and phase in
the paths between the interleaved transceivers and the intended receiving node.
6.5. Experimental Validation of spatially combined
bandwidth interleaved transmitters
The transmitter and the receiver were built for transmission at carrier frequency
28.9 GHz. The transmitter followed a heterodyne architecture with the interlediate
frequency (IF) selected at 800 MHz which was then up-converted to 28.9 GHz. The
LO for RF up-conversion was a tuned to 14.15 GHz and was multiplied in frequency
by a factor of 2 owing to better phase noise performance than using an oscillator
directly at 28.3 GHz to mix with the IF at 800 MHz to yield the modulated carriers
at 28.9 GHz at power +2 dBm. The LO for the IF stage of the first bandwidth
interleaved transmitter was set at frequency equal to 800 MHz - BW/2 where BW
is the bandwidth of the intended signal being transmitted. The LO for the IF stage
of the second bandwidth interleaved transmitter was set at frequency equal to the
intended IF i.e. 800 MHz. The receiver consisted of an RF front end with a noise
figure of 3 dB which down-converted the received signal to an IF at 800 MHz. This
was followed by an analog to digital converter (ADC) clocked at 4 Gsps that digitized
the IF. Further down-conversion and demodulation were accomplished in the digital
domain. The antennas were designed to have beam-widths of 120 degrees in the
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Fig. 6.23.: Gerber screenshot of the antenna designed and its simulated gain pat-
tern (dBi) in azimuth plane.
Fig. 6.24.: Test Bench used for validation. Receiver is on the left. The transmitters
are on the right.
azimuth plane as shown in Fig. 6.23 and etched on RO3003 substrate from Rogers
Corporation.
A wooden test apparatus was designed with propagation path length of a meter
between its ends. This distance corresponds to 96 wavelengths at 28.9 GHz. One of
the ends of the apparatus was mounted with a patch antenna and connected to a
receiver consisting of a Ka-Band down-converter and a high speed ADC clocked at 4
GSPS. Two similar antennas were fabricated the same substrate for the transmitters
and placed on the right side of the apparatus at a spacing of eight wavelengths with
a ground plane in between them. An overall path loss of 51 dB was observed
between the transmitters and the receiver. The evaluation was performed in a
regular laboratory environment instead of an anechoic chamber to emulate a real
use case scenario that would include multipath propagation effects. A picture of the
test bench is shown in Fig. 6.24.
The physical layout of the antennas is shown inFig. 6.25.
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Fig. 6.25.: Antenna placement (Left: Receiving Antenna) (Right: Transmitting
Antennas)
Case 1:96 MHz 8PSK signal at 28.9 GHz using two spatially combined band-
width interleaved transmitters As proof of concept, this scheme was first tested to
generate and transmit a 96 MHz 8PSK signal at 28.9 GHz using two bandwidth in-
terleaved transmitters. A vector signal analyzer (VSA) FSQ-40 made by Rohde and
Schwarz was used as the receiver instead of a Ka-Band down-converter and a high
speed ADC described in the apparatus above. The transmission distance was limited
to a metre for proof of concept since the distance measured around 92 wavelengths
at the chosen carrier frequency. The mentioned 8PSK signal at 96 MHz bandwidth
was chosen for proof of concept since its bandwidth and modulation scheme were
within the capability of the available test equipment for demodulation. Being a
single carrier modulation scheme, it is highly sensitive to mismatches in gains and
phases between the interleaved paths. A freqeuncy modulated chirp signal having
the same bandwidth was generated. The signal was partitioned in the frequency do-
main and transmitted through bandwidth interleaved transmitters each having half
the required bandwidth and sample rate. The received signal was down-converted
to baseband and digitized in the VSA. The digitized baseband was demodulated
on MATLAB. The half bandwidth chirp signals transmitted from each transmitter
were combined spatially at the receiver and analyzed for phase and gain mismatches
between the two transmission paths. The discontinuity in gain and phase between
the two paths manifested in the form of a step at the centre frequency in the FFT
plot. An FIR filter was synthesized at the receiver to equalize the path gains ap-
plying the novel calibration procedure described in chapter 3. The chirp signal was
now replaced by the intended 8PSK signal, subject partitioning in frequency domain
for bandwidth interleaved transmission. Each half bandwidth signal thus generated
was subject to pre-compensation filtering with the FIR filters generated in the pre-
vious step to mitigate the gain and phase imbalances between the interleaved paths
and transmitted as explained in the previous section. The VSA was now used as
a receiver and the received signal was demodulated. Successful demodulation of
this signal certifies the reliability of the proposed scheme. The spectrum plots of
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the signals received over the air from a single wideband transmitter and the spa-
tially combined signal received from bandwidth interleaved transmitters are shown
in Fig. 6.26.
Fig. 6.26.: Received Spectrum of Bandwidth interleaved transmission
The demodulated constellations of the signals received over the air from a single
wideband transmitter and the spatially combined signal received from bandwidth
interleaved transmitters are shown in Fig. 6.27..
Fig. 6.27.: Comparison of constellations demodulated by VSA at 28.9GHz.
Case 2: Validation with a 440 MHz wide 8PSK signal: The second case chosen
was also an 8PSK modulated signal but at symbol rate 400 Msps and bandwidth
of 440 MHz to support transmission over next generation high throughput satellites
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(NG-HTS) expected to have bandwidths up to 500 MHz per beam as mentioned in
Chapter 1. The paths were calibrated using a chirp signal as in the first case and the
intended 8PSK modulated signal was subject to bandwidth interleaved transmision.
The half bandwidth signals thus transmitted were combined spatially at the receiver.
The received signal was subject to filtering to equalize the path mismatches and then
demodulated. The mean EVM calculated over 32768 samples without equalization
was 12% but resulted in no bit errors and hence the equalizer trained was not applied.
The spectrum of the signal received at the receiver’s antenna and the demodulated
constellation are shown in Fig. 6.28 and Fig. 6.29 respectively.
Fig. 6.28.: Spectrum of 400MSPS 8PSK signal received from interleaved transmit-
ters centered at 28.9GHz
Fig. 6.29.: Demodulated 8PSK constellation at 400MSPS
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The necessity for appropriate path calibration can be inferred from the distorted
constellation shown in Fig. 6.30.
Fig. 6.30.: Uncalibrated case with bandwidth interleaved transmitters
Case 3: Validation with a 400 MHz wide OFDM signal.
The bandwidth interleaved transmission scheme was then applied to transmission of
a 400 MHz wide OFDM signal with 1416 data sub-carriers modulated with QAM64
constellation and 128 pilot sub-carriers. The sub-carrier spacing was set at 240
kHz, chosen in accordance with 5G-NR specifications at a sample rate of 491.52
MHz with an aim of achieving a throughput of 2.039Gbps using 1416 sub-carriers
for data over an effective bandwidth of 355.2MHz. The length of the cyclic prefix
sat set at 128 samples. This signal was transmitted with two spatially combined
bandwidth interleaved transmitters with each one transmitting half of the bandwidth
as described above. The receiver consisted of an RF front end of noise figure 3dB
which down-converted the received signal to an IF at 600 MHz. This was followed
by an Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) clocked at 3Gsps that digitized the IF.
Further down-conversion and demodulation were accomplished in the digital domain.
The calculated mean EVM after equalization was 3.12% over 16992 symbols (12
OFDM frames). The spectrum of the signal received at the receiver’s antenna and
the demodulated constellation are as shown in Fig. 6.31 and Fig. 6.31. As each
subcarrier represents 6 bits due to QAM64 modulation, a total of 1416 data sub-
carriers occupying a bandwidth of 339.84MHz (240 kHz X 1416) yield an effective
transmission bit rate of 2.039Gbps.
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Fig. 6.31.: Spectrum of 355.2 MHz wide QAM64 modulated OFDM signal
Fig. 6.32.: Demodulated constellation of QAM64 OFDM signal of bandwidth
355.2MHz
Inference from validation: The proposed scheme of transmitting wideband signals
with spatially combined bandwidth interleaved transmitters has been proven to be
a means to mitigate the problem of bandwidth in data-converters and the complete
RF front end. The necessity to calibrate the RF signal paths enables a potential
application to provide a tier of security in the physical layer. The proposed scheme
provides the ability to reuse legacy hardware for next generation wideband wireless
communications.
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Impact of bandwith interleaving on PAPR: With bandwidth interleaving, the
requirement of EIRP to meet the link budget reduces by a factor equal to the
number of interleaved paths. It is however necessary to assess the PAPR of the
bandwidth interleaved signals since PAPR values higher than that of the original
signal will make the interleaving scheme power in-efficient. Simulations were carried
out in MATLAB for 5000 cycles of randomly generated bit streams using the same
modulation and bandwidth interleaving schemes as tested above to test the impact
of bandwidth interleaving on PAPR. The half bandwidth signals generated from the
original wideband signal showed a reduction in PAPR by a factor of 2 dB.
Fig. 6.33.: Comparison of PAPR of Bandwidth Interleaved Signals against that of
the original wideband signal.
6.6. Conclusions
In this chapter, the bandwidth limitations of the RF signal chain in a transmitter
were examined from a system point of view. A key contributor to the bandwidth
limitation is the DAC in the transmitter’s hardware chain whose maximum sample
rate and effective resolution bandwidth impose a maximum limit on the bandwidth
of the modulated signal that can be generated and transmitted. The wideband
impairments in the hardaware elements succeeding the DACs in the signal chain
such as load mismatches, bandwidth dependent impairments in a PA and band-
width requirements for digital pre-distortion of the PA discussed in Chapter 4 were
re-examined from a system point of view. Prior arts published in the domain of
wide bandwidth signal generation by multiplexing and interleaving multiple DACs
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in time and frequency domain were discussed. It is inferred that time domain multi-
plexing and interleaving requires complex clock distribution circuits running at the
intended high sample rate. Scaling up the number of multiplexed stages requires
re-design of the clock distribution network and address lines for the multiplexer
which complicates the problem at board and system level. Scaling up the number
of time interleaved stages requires re-design of the clock distribution network with
appropriate clocking phase at the interleaved stages which is critical to operation.
Frequency interleaved DACs require less complex clock distribution circuits between
the interleaved stages but need mitigation of up-conversion images. It is inferred
that scaling up the number of frequency interleaved sections requires less complex
clock distribution circuits than time interleaving but requires novel designs for mul-
tiplex filters to combine the outputs. Prior arts published in the domain of digital
pre-distortion of RF power amplifiers with limited bandwidth feedback receivers
were discussed. It is inferred that digital pre-distortion of a wideband trannsmitter
can be accomplished with feedback receiver of narrower bandwidths which can be
switched across the band of interest acquiring a fraction of the band at a time dur-
ing the learning phase of DPD. It is also inferred that the effective number of bits
in high speed interleaved DACs is constrained by the jitter in clock which in turn
depends on the phase noise characteristics of the oscillator that generates the clock
signal. This reduces the dynamic range and hence the order of the modulation that
can be supported.
A novel seamless scheme of interleaving modulators and transmitters as whole sys-
tems in frequency domain has been presented where the problem of image rejection
in frequency interleaved DACs is mitigated at system level by exploiting the quadra-
ture phase relations of the I and Q basebands. The presented scheme on bandwidth
interleaved modulators relaxes the filtering requirement in the interleaved stages
due to image rejection by design. This is specifically beneficial in millimeter wave
communication systems. The presented scheme can be implemented independent of
beam forming architectures involved in combining the signals from the interleaved
transmitters spatially due to the robustness of the calibration scheme applied to mit-
igate the gain and phase offsets between the signal paths. Experimental validations
show that comparable performance is achieved with interleaved modulators and
transmitters to that of direct wide bandwidth signal modulation and transmission.
It has also been demonstrated that the proposed scheme enables the use of same
hardware in part or whole for both satellite and 5G terrestrial communications in Ka
Band. Inherent from its architecture, the proposed scheme is scalable and adaptable
to increased transmission bandwidths as it requires only the inclusion of additional
interleaved stages without a theoretical upper limit and practically only constrained
by the jitter and phase noise in the available Local Oscillator and clock modules.
This enables the reuse of existing low bandwidth legacy transmitter hardware either
in part or whole for next generation wireless transmission with wider bandwidths.
The necessity to calibrate the wireless paths of the spatially combined interleaved
transmitters implies that an un-authorized receiver offset from the intended point
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of reception will not receive the modulated envelopes as needed for demodulation of
data. This provides a degree of security in the physical layer and may be considered
an extended case of directional modulation. It is also inferred that the presented
scheme of bandwidth interleaved transmission reduces the effective PAPR per stage
by a factor of 2 dB and the band power to be transmitted is also reduced by a factor
equal to the number of interleaved stages. This also improves the overall efficency
due to reduction in linearity requirements.
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7.1. Summary
The motivation for this research activity undertaken is to enhance the performance
of a Radio Frequency transmitter for operation in next generation millimete wave
wideband radio communications by digitally assisted means.
The features expected from next generation terrestrial wireless and satellite commu-
nications were discussed in Chapter 1. It was inferred that the expectation for user
data rates over wireless data links is in the order of several giga bits per second en-
abled by novel technological advances such as carrier aggregation, wide modulation
bandwidths and massive MIMO.
In Chapter 2, the key parameters of wireless transceivers and performa nce limi-
tations in their building blocks were discussed. The impact of of the block level
limitations and impairments on the overall system performance was analysed. Tech-
nical areas of focus to mitigate the limitations and enhance performance by digitally
assisted means were presented.
In Chapter 3, the system level impacts of wideband signal distortions in RF sig-
nal paths along with the impact of gain and phase imbalances between them were
discussed. Prior arts in the domain of calibration of I and Q signal paths in RF
transceivers and calibration of signal propagation paths in a beam forming system
were discussed. It was inferred that the prior art schemes were mostly iterative
in their approach whose complexity and efforts involved increased with number of
paths to be calibrated. Novel system level schemes were proposed to perform the
task of calibration over N paths independent of the architecture in a non-iterative
manner where only one measurement cycle with a reference receiver was needed.
In Chapter 4, an overview of RF power amplifiers, their key parameters, classes
of operation, topologies, behaviour modelling and digital pre-distortion was pre-
sented. Novel methods were presented to design N way Doherty power amplifiers,
to model the behaviour of asymmetric Doherty amplifiers, model the non-linearity
in outphasing amplifiers caused by amplitude imbalances in Chireix combiners and a
phase-only digital pre-distortion technique for outphasing amplifiers were presented.
In Chapter 5, an overview of physical layer security and PAPR reduction techniques
published in prior arts were discussed. A novel technique to accomplish both these
tasks to gether by means of encryption using unique channel and hardware responses
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between two authentic nodes in a wireless network over the bandwidth of interest
was presented.
In Chapter 6, an overview of schemes published in prior arts to generate wideband
modulated signals by interleaving DACs of narrower bandwidths was presented and
the associated challenges in the implementation of those schemes were discussed. A
novel scheme of bandwidth interleaved modulators and transmitters was presented
where the limitations in generating and transmitting wideband complex envelope
modulated signals were mitigated at system level in a seamless and scalable manner.
7.2. Contributions
7.2.1. Primary Contributions
• Chapter 3: A novel non-iterative to mitigate the wideband impairments in the
signals paths of an RF transmitter was presented to calibrate roll offs and rip-
ples in their pass band gain and phase responses and the imbalances between
them across multiple RF signal paths. The calibration techniques presented
are applicable to both circuit and spatially combined signal paths with ease.
The effectiveness of the technique was demonstrated by calibrating the four
signal paths in a digital outphasing transmitter in chapter 4 and in a spatially
combined bandwidth interleaved transmitter presented in Chapter 6. Inherent
from design, the presented scheme was can be scaled up to calibrate any num-
ber of RF signal paths with relative ease. A patent application bearing the
number PCT/EP2019/052125 has also been filed with the World Intellectual
Property Organization (WIPO) with elaborate details of the implementation.
• Chapter 6: A novel scheme to generate wide bandwidth complex envelope
modulated signals in parts by interleaving multiple modulators of narrower
bandwidths in frequency domain has been presented where the bandwidths
can be scaled up with reduced hardware changes in comparison with prior
arts. This scheme has been extended to another novel scheme of interleaving
entire transmitters as whole entities in frequency domain and combining their
outputs spatially at the intended point of reception. Comparable performance
is achieved to that of direct wide bandwidth signal modulation and transmis-
sion. The presented method can be implemented independent of the internal
architecture of the building blocks. Experimental validations show that the
presented techniques are applicable to both single carrier and OFDM modu-
lated wireless transmitters. This makes the presented techniques suitable for
application in multi-standard transmitters for operation in heterogenous net-
works. The scheme of spatially combined bandwidth interleaved transmitters
has shown the potential to reuse legacy hardware of narrower bandwidths for
application in next generation wideband transmitters with the need for ma-
jor hardware changes such as inclusion of additional switching and filtering
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circuits. This is particularly beneficial where high data rate DACs and wide-
band RF front end modules are prohibitively expensive or not available. The
scheme has also shown reduction in PAPR of the reduced bandwidth OFDM
signals relative to a single wideband OFDM signal. The power transmission
requirement per interleaved transmitter is reduced by a factor of the number
of interleaved paths. If by link budget calculations it is necessary to transmit
a wideband complex modulated signal with an EIRP of 10 Watts for recep-
tion at the specified distance and SNR, transmission of the same signal with
the presented interleaved transmitters will only require 5 Watts of EIRP per
transmitter. This feature combined with reduced PAPR in the interleaved
transmitters improve the efficiency transmission power efficiency and also re-
quire lower power drives per path thereby reducing the cost of implementation.
These features come handy in applications involving adaptive bandwidth allo-
cation and adaptive modulation and coding schemes. Inherent by design, the
proposed system is scalable to accommodate any number of interleaved trans-
mitters. The upper limit of bandwidth is only constrained by the available
signal to noise ratio in the presence of phase noise in the local oscillators. A
potential to enhance the overall power efficiency has also been observed due to
reduced PAPRand hence lower linearity requirements for the power amplifiers
in the interleaved stages.
• Chapter 5: A novel scheme to jointly accomplish physical layer security along
with reduction of peak to average power ratio (PAPR) up to 5dB without the
necessity to transmit additional information has been presented. Popularly
used data encryption schemes such as Diffie Hellman require key generation
data to be exchanged over a public network. While the keys generated in
Diffie Hellman are asymmetric and and the size of the keys are long enough
to guard against brute force attacks, it is also essential to ensure that the key
agreement does not take place with an impersonating node. A novel scheme
to encrypt the phases of the complex modulated signals used for communica-
tions over a wireless link is presented. The scheme exploits the impact of the
parameter group delay on the integrity of single carrier modulated symbols
where a dispersive filter with non-linear phase response in the frequency do-
main with variation in group delay comparable to the symbol duration is used
to encrypt the signal intended to be transmitted. The process is undone at
the receiver using a recovery filter having a phase response equal to the inverse
of that of the encrypting filter. The presence of encryption in the modulated
constellation authenticates the Diffie Hellman key agreement process between
legitimate nodes. The encrypting phases are generated using the convolved
channel and hardware responses that are unique to the two legitimate nodes.
An eavesdropper is obfuscated due to difference in the channel and hardware
responses observed at its end thereby increasing immunity to impersonation
attacks.In case of OFDM signals, the encrypting phases are directly added to
the phases of the modulated sub-carriers to randomize them. This reduces
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the effective PAPR of the signal similar to the principle behind SLM tech-
nique but without the need to transmit additional information to the receiver
for undoing the encryption prior to demodulation. The scheme thus provides
PAPR reduction and security in the physical layer of the wireless link.
7.2.2. Contributions As Co-author
• Chapter 2: Another novel non-iterative method based on vector positioning
of constellation symbols of a specially designed 64-QAM modulated signal
that can calibrate RF path impairments was presented. It uses a modulated
waveform that closely resembles a current standard communication signal for-
mat and is able to alleviate both frequency and power dependent impairments
such as amplitude ripple-tilt, group-delay, AM-AM and AM-PM conversion in
linear, weakly non-linear and strongly non-linear systems. The contributions
here were co-design of the calibration process, design verification, experimental
validation and drafting literature for publication.
• Chapter 4: A design to implement an N-way Doherty power amplifier for Ku
band applications was been presented. With the emergence of low-earth orbit
satellite constellations where a large power output is not a requirement, the
presented design provides a viable option for ground station transmission as
shown by its performance within spectral mask limits for satellites communi-
cations. The presented method helps to optimize efficiency while amplifying
signals of varying envelopes with a given PAPR due to the advantage of several
peaking stages which can be scaled up further depending on the application.
The contributions here were design verification and drafting literature for pub-
lication.
• Chapter 4:A comparison of behavioural models for aymmetric Doherty power
amplifiers has been made and inferred that Vector Switched Volterra models
estimate the performance closest to the measured results. This eases the task
of digital pre-distortion since selection of the most appropriate behavioural
model is critical to quality. The contributions here were design verification,
experimental validation and drafting literature for publication.
• Chapter 4: The non-linear transfer function of an outphasing transmitter can-
not be modelled in a straight forward manner using conventional Volterra and
Memory Polynomials since the source of non-linearity lies in the amplitude and
gain imbalances between the outphasing branches. This problem complicates
further by the use of Class E amplifers in the branches since they operate
in switching mode where amplitude correction won’t yield useful outcomes.
A concise standalone model for the Chireix power combiner in an outphas-
ing transmitter under under amplitude imbalance was presented based on the
analysis of its nonlinear behaviour. A phase only pre-distortion technique was
presented for Outphasing transmitters with Class E amplifiers which would
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simplify the task of mitigating its impairments with relative ease. The contri-
butions here were design verification and drafting literature for publication.
7.3. Future Work
As with the work carried out in this thesis, there are potential extensions that have
been planned for future work.
• Spatially Combined Bandwidth Interleaved Transceivers: The con-
cept of spatially combined bandwidth interleaving can also be extended to
include receivers in a similar manner thereby deriving architectures for spa-
tially combined bandwidth interleaved transceivers. Such a scheme will pro-
vide the benefit of configuring a set of transceivers for a given bandwidth and
given modulation scheme in wireless communication systems featuring adap-
tive bandwidth allocation and in RF test and measurement equipment for
evaluating wireless transceiver modules for next generation wireless communi-
cations.
• Enhanced Security In The Physical Layer And Further PAPR Re-
duction Through Phase Encrypted Bandwidth Interleaving: It can
be inferred from Chapter 6 that appropriate calibartion of RF signal paths
is essential to maintain the intgrity of signals transmitted by spatially com-
bined bandwidth interleaved modulators at the intended point of reception.
This itself provides a degree of security in the physical layer. It was also ob-
served that the bandwidth interleaving reduces the PAPR by a factor of 2 dB
which helps to relax the linearity requirements in the interleaved transmitters
proportionally. This if combined with the phase randomization based joint
PAPR reduction and physical layer security scheme, the combination has the
potential to improve efficiency and security further.
• Bandwidth Interleaved Transceivers with Phase Noise Compensa-
tion: One of the parameters that can impose a hard limit on the carrier to
noise ratio in bandwidth interleaved transceivers is the phase noise of the lo-
cal oscillators. Digital compensation of the phase noise can help improve the
signal to noise ratio in bandwidth interleaved transmitters.
7.4. Conclusions
The work carried out in this thesis enhances the performance of radio transmitter
for application next generation wireless communications by digitally assisted means.
Novel methods identified and validated in this work have resulted in mitigation of
bandwidth dependent impairments in the building blocks of a transmitter, combin-
ing multiple transmitters of relatively narrow bandwidths in a seamless manner to
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operate as a single wideband system and jointly provide security of communications
with improvement in power efficiency in transmiters. These methods have been
shown by experimental validation to be viable solutions to the problems of band-
width dependent hurdles in architecting wide bandwidth OFDM and single carrier
transmitters.
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A. Appendix Impact of oscillator
phase noise on SNR, timing jitter.
The LO and clock signals in a wireless transceiver are synthesized from a reference
oscillator by means of a phase locked loop (PLL). The basic block diagram of a PLL
based frequency synthesizer is shown in Fig.A.1
Fig. A.1.: Phase Locked Loop based Local Oscillator
The objective of a PLL is to lock the phase of an RF signal generated by a voltage
controlled oscillator to that of a highly stable reference oscillator thereby ensuring
stability in output frequency and phase. An oven controlled crystal oscillator or
a GPS disciplined voltage controlled reference oscillator is used as a reference fre-
quency source. The frequency of the reference oscillator F_ref is divided by the
reference frequency divider by a factor R to yield a phase comparison frequency
F_ref/R. The output of the VCO operates at the intended RF frequency or a sub-
harmonic of it.
The circuit schematic of a VCO designed for operation between 13 GHz and 15 GHz
is shown in Fig.A.2. The output of the oscillator is ideally supposed to oscillate at a
single frequency but is modulated by parasitic noise and exhibits sidebands close to
the centre frequency. This parasitic noise is termed as phase noise which is a figure of
merit for an oscillator. Phase noise is measured and quantified in terms of power of
the sideband relative to power of the intended oscillation at offsets from the centre
frequency. The effective phase noise depends upon the noise figure of the active
device used in the oscillator, quality factor of the resonator, purity of the tuning
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Fig. A.2.: VCO schematic
voltage and bias voltage applied. More information about phase noise is available
in the application note [15] and [16].The phase noise at a frequency offset fm from
the centre or carrier frequency fo of an individual oscillator may be calculated using
Leeson’s formula given in eq.A.1.
L(fm) = 10Log
1
2
( f0
2Q1fm
)2
+ 1
( fc
fm
+ 1
)(
FkT
Ps
) (A.1)
where Q1 is the quality factor of the resonator, F is the noise figure of the transistor
Ps is the power to the transistor’s input port, fo is the resonant or centre frequency
of the oscillator and fc is the flicker noise corner frequency of the transistor.
The phase noise in the oscillator reduces the available SNR over the bandwidth
of interest and can also cause inter-channel interference by reciprocal mixing with
signals in the adjacent channel. The phase resultant noise simulated with the VCO
at 14.5 GHz in Fig.A.2phase locked to a reference oscillator with a loop bandwidth
of 500kHz using a PLL module ADF4159 from Analog Devices is shown in Fig.A.3.
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The phase noise when integrated over a bandwidth of 10MHz results in an available
SNR of just around 49dB.
Fig. A.3.: LO phase noise profile at Ku Band
A.1. Timing Jitter and Phase Noise
The phase noise of an oscillator used to generate the clock signals for the data
converters manifests in the form of jitter in the time domain. Jitter is the extent
of uncertainty in the occurrence of the rising and falling edges of the clock. The
impact of jitter on the SNR of the signal generated or sensed by a data converter is
to reduce its SNR proportionally. If the area under curve of the phase noise plot is
‘A’, the timing jitter Tjrad in radians is mathematically equal to
Tjrad =
√
2XAA/10 (A.2)
Tjsec =
Tjrad
2πfclock
(A.3)
The resulting decrease in SNR Njitter of a signal at frequency fsignal generated by
the DAC running with the jittery clock is mathematically equal to
Njitter = −20Log10(2fsignalTjitter) (A.4)
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It may be inferred from eq. A.4 that higher frequency components in the signal
generated or sensed by a data-converter suffer more degradation in SNR due to
jitter. The lowest noise figure that can be obtained in an active device termed as
Fmin depends on the semiconductor technology used and increases with frequency.
The quality factor of the resonator used in the tuning circuits of a VCO also reduces
with frequency owing to dielectric, ohmic and inductive losses. The problem of
phase noise in LO modules is mitigated by using oscillator circuits at sub-harmonic
frequencies and using frequency multiplier circuits using non-linear devices such as
step recovery diodes. However, the same principle won’t be directly applicable to
generation of clock circuits since a clock signal needs to ideally represent a square
wave which requires Schmitt Trigger circuits with high slew rates to produce a signal
with the required clock pulse shape. This limits the maximum speed at which data
converters can be operated. Mitigation of this problem is primary objective of the
work described in this thesis whose details are presented in chapter3.
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• a) Settling Errors in Data Converters: If the input to a DAC is varied from a
starting value Xstart to the final value Xfinal, it takes a finite amount of time
for the analogue output voltage to rise and settle to a value close to Xfinal
for pre-determined accuracy (example within 0.1% of Xfinal). The time taken
to settle is termed as settling time and designated at ‘Ts’, the time taken
to rise is termed as slew time ‘Tslew’ and the difference in the final settled
value and the desired final value Xfinal is the settling error. A brief graphical
description of this error mechanism is shown in Fig 2.5. This parameter affects
the maximum speed at which the DAC can be operated and is affected by the
slew rate of the current switches involved in the biasing the DAC. The impact
of settling errors increases with bandwidth of the signal. Difference in settling
errors between the data converters used in the I and Q paths affects the EVM
of the modulated or demodulated signal by introducing IQ imbalance.
• b) Sampling time uncertainty: Jitter in the sampling clock causes a variation
in the time interval between adjacent samples. Jitter is caused by noise in
the oscillator that generates the clock signal. The average power of this error
Pdelta caused by timing error Tdelta with intended sampling interval Ts and step
size Xdelta is given by eq.B.1.Differences in sampling uncertainties between the
data converters used in the I and Q paths cause parasitic phase modulation
which would corrupt the intended modulation.
Pδ =
Xδ
Tδ
(B.1)
c) Sinc Roll off: The frequency response of a data converter rolls off in the form
of Sinc function due to zero order hold characteristic of its analogue circuits. The
frequency response of a DAC is of the form
H(f) = TsSin(πfTs)(πfTs)
(B.2)
The response is plotted in Fig. Fig. B.1. This implies that the amplitude of the
frequency component at 0.4/ in the output of the DAC is reduced to a value of
75.6% of the ideal amplitude. This behaviour impacts the spectral flatness of the
modulated signal generated by the DAC in wideband systems. This is behaviour
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Fig. B.1.: Sinc Roll-off
would specifically affect OFDM based systems since the integrity of the modulation
on the sub-carriers would be compromised.
d) Quantization Noise: Since DAC’s output is actually in discrete steps and not
continuous, the extent of error in the output analogue value relative to an ideal
analogue signal manifests in the form of noise thereby affecting the SNR of the
output signal being generated. This has an impact on the quality of the modulated
signal generated in the modulation stage of an RF transmitter. The effective SNR
in dB available in the output signal of bandwidth B in the presence of quantization
noise [14] is given by the mathematical relation
SNRdB = 6.02N + 1.76 + 10Log10(fs/2B) (B.3)
Where N is the bit resolution, B is the bandwidth od the signal in Hz and fs is the
sampling frequency. fs = 1/Ts . A similar effect is observed in the receiver where
analogue variations smaller than the step size cannot be sensed by the ADC. The
signals encountered in wireless communication applications such as OFDM consist
of multiple tones and the time domain envelopes exhibit a high peak to average
ratios. The value of SNR reduces in the presence of PAR to
SNR = 6.02N + 4.77− 20Log10(PAR
√
2) + 10Log10(BW/fs) (B.4)
SNRmulti = SNRsingle − 20Log10(PAR
√
2) (B.5)
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e) Effective Number of Bits (ENOB): The resolution of a data converter can be N
bits but its effectiveness reduces due to the combined impact of quantization and
distortion. ENOB in the presence of a finite Signal to Noise and Distortion Ratio
(SNDR)is mathematically computed as:
ENOB = SNDR− 1.766.02 (B.6)
Fig. B.2.: Constellation Dispersion due to Noise and Jitter
b) Effective Resolution Bandwidth (ERB): It was observed in eq. B.5and eq. B.4
that SNR of the signal generated or sensed by a data converter is dependent on
its frequency and hence the value of ENOB reduces with frequency. The frequency
of the tone at which ENOB reduces by 3 dB is termed at the Effective Resolution
Bandwidth (ERB). This is a parameter that indicates the usable bandwidth of data-
converter for a given SNDR requirement.
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